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Recoed Mirror, December 2, 1978 4 

UK 
1 4 DO VA THINK I M SEXY, Rod Stewart 

2 1 RAT TRAP, Boomtown Rats 

3 2 HOPELESSLY DEVOTED TO YOU. Otrv,a Newton -John 
4 3 MY BEST FRIENDS GIRL, Cars 

5 9 HANGING ON THE TELEPHONE, Blondie Chrysalis 
6 5 PRETTY UTTLE ANGEL EYES. Showaddywaddy Anola 

7 - MARY'S BOY CHILD. Boney M Adanric/Hansa 
8 8 INSTANT REPLAY, Dan Hartman Blue Sky 
9 25 I LOST MY HEART TO A STARSHIP TROOPER, 

Sarah Brightman Hot Gasp 
10 6 DARLIN' Frank,. Mare 

11 14 ALWAYS AND FOREVER Heatwave 
12 29 DON'T CRY OUT LOUD, EA,. Brooks 

13 11 BICYCLE RACE/FAT BOTTOMED GIRLS, Queen 

14 26 TOO MUCH HEAVEN, Bee Gees 

15 

16 

Molls 

Chrysalis 

GTO ' 

ABM 

EMI 

RSO 

7 SUMMER NIGHTS. John Travolta/O6via Newton -John RSO 

16 PART TIME LOVE Elton John Rocker 

17 12 I LOVE AMERICA Palnck Juvet 

18 23 LE FREAK, Chic 

19 - A TASTE OF AGGRO, Barron Knights 

20 27 DON'T LET IT FADE AWAY. Darts 

21 10 SANDY. John Travona 

22 19 GERM FREE ADOLESCENCE, X -Ray Spas 

23 17 GI VIN' UP GlVIN' IN. Three Degreos 

24 18 TOAST/HOLD ON, Streetband 

25 42 Y.M.0-A , Wage People 

26 24 IN THE BUSH. Musique 

27 30 SHOOTING STAR, Dollar 

28 37 PROMISES, Buttcocks 

29 - TOMMY GUN. Clash 

30 48 YOU DON'T BRING ME FLOWERS Sveisand/Diamond 

31 33 LAY LOVE ON YOU, Luwt Fernandez 

32 29 DANCE (DISCO HEAT), Sylvester 

33 13 BLAME IT ON THE BOOGIE. Jacksons 

34 15 MacARTHUR PARK, Donna Summer I e 

35 31 ' LYDIA. Dean Friedman 

36 49 ACCIDENT PRONE, Status Oub 

- GREASED LIGHTNING, John Travoita 

38 32 I LOVE T196 NIGHT LIFE. Alicia Badges 

39 20 DWPETY DAY, Father Abraham/Smmh 

4O 64 LAY YOUR LOVE ON ME, Racey 

41 22 RASPUTIN, Boney M 

42 39 DOWN IN THE TUBE STATION AT MIDNIGHT. Jam 

43 50 DESTINATION VENUS, Reeillos 

44 - I'M EVERY WOMAN, Chaka Kahn 

45 67 DR WHO, Mankind 

46 35 RADIO RADIO, Elvis Costello 

47 - ANYWAY YOU DO IT, Loud Gold 

48 51 IT SEEMS TO HANG ON, Ashford & Simpson 

49 47 GIVING IT BACK, Phil Hunt 

50 70 RAINING IN MY HEART, Leo Sayer 

51 34 SWEET TALKIN' WOMAN, Electric Light Orchestra 

62 - I'LL PUT YOU TOGETHER AGAIN. Hot Chocolate 

53 72 WELL ALRIGHT, Santana 

54 44 HAMMER HORROR, Kate Bush 

56 45 EASE ON DOWN THE ROAD Diana Ross/Michael Jackson 

58 40 HOMICIDE.999 

57 41 STUMBUN' IN, Suti Ouano/Chris Norman 

58 - BREAKING GLASS EP. David Boyne 

59 21 PUBLIC IMAGE, Public Imps Ud 

CA 75 SOUVENIRS. Voyage 

61 53 PROMISES, Enc Clapton 

62 62 JUST TO BE CLOSE TO YOU, Commodoros 

63 36 HURRY UP HARRY, Sham 69 

64 - NUMBER I DEE JAY, Goody Goody 

66 - NO G000BYES. Curt*Mayheld 

66 - STAVIN' ALWE. Richard Ace 
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67 57 (YOU GOTTA WALK/ DON'T LOOK BACK. Peter Toser EMI 

88 - CHRISTMAS IN SMURFLAND, Father Abraham Dacca 

69 43 BYER FALLEN IN LOVE, Buttcocks UA 

70 54 CLOSE THE DOOR. Teddy Prerdergress PMT Inr 

71 46 EAST RIVER, Bracher prothers Arista 

72 66 PRANCE ON, Eddie Henderson Capital 

73 - MY LIFE, Billy Joe, CBS 

74 56 rM GONNA LOVE YOU FOREVER. Crown HagPrts Mercury 

75 71 RIVERS OF BABYLON4Bonsy M Atlantic 

UK,ieuttc 
I 1 GREASE. Original Soundtrack RSO 

2 28 JAZZ, Oueen EMI 

3 7 20 GOLDEN GREATS, Neil Diamond MCA 

4 3 EMOTIONS, Vannes K -Tel 

5 2 GIVE EM ENOUGH ROPE, The Clash CBS 

6 36 LION HEART, Kate Bush EMI 

7 22 MIDNIGHT HUSTLE, Various Kid 
8 4 LIVE. Manhavan Transfer Atlantic 

9 12 TONIC FOR THE TROOPS, Boomtown Rats Ensign 

10 5 25TH ANNIVERSARY ALBUM, Shirley Hassey United Artists 

11 6 NIGHTFLIGHT TO VENUS, Boney M Arlant¢/Hansa 

12 - SCREAM, Siouksue 6 The Banshees Polydor 

13 26 AMAZING DARTS, Darts K-Tel/Magnºt 

14 10 A SINGLE MAN, Elton John Rocket 

15 27 DON'T (WALK - BOOGIE, Various EMI 

16 9 IMAGES, Don Williams K -Tel 

17 B WAR OF THE WORLDS, Jell Wayne s Musical Version CBS 

19 - SINGLES 197419 Carpenters A&M 

19 11 CAN'T STAND THE HEAT, Status Ouo Vertigo 

20 13 ALL MOD CONS. Jam Polydor 

21 16 THE BIG WHEELS OF MOTOWN, Various Motown 

23 18 SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER, Various RSO 

23 19 CLASSIC ROCK. London Symphony Orchestra K -Tel 

24 15 BOOGIE FEVER, Various Ronco 

25 14 HEMISPHERES, Rush Memory 

26 17 EVERGREEN, Acker Belk Warwick 

27 23 IF YOU WANT BLOOD YOU'VE GOT IT, AC/DC Atlantic 

28 30 PARALLEL LINES. Blanche Chrysalis 

29 29 DOLLY PARTON. Dolly Parton Lotus 

30 - THAT'S LIFE. Sham 69 Polydor 

31 31 BROTHERHOOD OF MAN, Brotherhood OI Man K -Tel 

32 70 OUT OF THE BLUE Electoe Light Orchestra Jet 

33 21 LIVE AND MORE. Donna Summer Casablanca 

34 25 INNER SECRETS, Santana CBS 

35 24 EVITA, Original London Cast MCA 

36 38 WELL WELL SAID THE ROCKING CHAIR, Dean Friedman 

Lllesong 

37 34 SMURFS IN SMURFLAND, Father Abraham 6 The Smurls Deana 

38 35 EXPRESSIONS. Don Williams ABC 

39 60 52ND STREET, Billy Joel CBS 

40 42 LEO SAYER, Leo Sayer - Chrysalis 

41 - GREATEST HITS, Steely Dan ABC 

42 44 KILUNG MACHINE. Judas Priest CBS 

43 32 I'M COMING HOME, Torn Jones Lotus 

44 48 LIFE AND LOVE, Dews Roussos Philip, 

45 43 JAMES GALWAY PLAYS SONGS FOR ANNIE, James Galway 

Red Seal 

46 54 ECSTASY, Various 

47 37 TO THE LIMIT Joan Armalrading 

48 40 STRIKES AGAIN, Rose Royce 

49 46 SOME GIRLS, Rolling Storms 

50 33 TORMATO, Yes 

Lotus 

A&M 

Whhóeld 

EMI 

Atlantic 

SOUL 
1 INSTANT REPLAY, Dan Hartman 

2 2 MacARTHUR PARK. Donna Summer 

3 5 BLAME IT ON THE BOOGIE, The Jackson 
q 4 PRANCE ON, Eddie Henderson 

6 3 CLOSE THE DOOR/ONLY YOU. Teddy Pendergrass 

6 9 GIVIN UP, GIVIN' IN, Three Degrees 

7 - IN THE BUSH, Musique 

8 6 GIVING IT BACK. Phil Hunt 

9 7 I LOVE AMERICA, Patrick Juyet 

10 11 ALWAYS AND FOREVER, Hearway° 

II 8 GONNA LOVE YOU FOR EVER. Crown Herghb Affair 

1.2 16 DANCE (DISCO HEAT), Sylvester 

13 Id DISCO DANCING. Stanley Turmerta 
14 13 YOU MAKE ME FEEL (MIGHTY REAL), Sylvester 

15 10 SUN EXPLOSION, Man° Drbango 

16 17 BRANDY, O'Jays 
17 15 EAST RIVER. The Breaker Brothers 

18 12 NOW THAT WE'VE FOUND LOVE, Third World 

19 19 GET ON UP GET ON DOWN, Roy Ayres 

20 t8 SHAME, Evelyn "jtwrwagira' Kmg 

SUPPUED BYl BLUES b SOUL 42 ~sway Sweet, London WI 

TA. 636 7283 
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Casablanca 
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1 1 INSTANT REPLAY. Dan Hartman Blue Sky/US 12r! a 

2 13 LE FREAK. Chic Adanrrm/IT 

3 8 DANCE (DISCO HEATI, Sylvester Fantasy/US 121115 

4 33 YMCA, Village PeopleMercury/12ie/US Casablanca 
prowl 

6 2 YOU MAKE ME FEEL (MIGHTY REAL(, Sylvester Faera,e'12L 

6 14 I LOVE AMERICA, Palnck Juver Csmtdanca/13'/u71r 
7 3 MAC ARTHUR PARK/SUITE. 

Donna Summer Casablanca/LP/12aa prom 

8 10 IN THE BUSH/REMIX, Mosque COS/12-14 
9 5 BLAME IT ON THE BOOGIE, Jackson El - 1 

10 15 SIX MILUON STEPS. Rahn, Hann Mercury I 

11 11 GIVING IT BACK. Phil Hunt Far -mesa IA 

12 18 I LOVE THE NIGHTLIFE, Alicia Bridges Ppkrbo 1 

13 9 GET ON UP GET ON DOWN. Roy Ayers Polydor t2M 

14 7 PRANCE ON/CYCLOPS 145 rood/BUTTERFLY/SAY YOU WILL 
Eddie Handerson T LA -12 ra 

15 26 I'M EVERY WOMAN, Choke Khan Warner Oroe/IJS 12n promo 

16 20 ONE NATION UNDER A GROOVE. 
Wegner Bros:1Za Funkadeiic 

17 4 RASPUTIN, Boney M Ar4mun2 
18 12 SUN EXPLOSION/BIG BLOW, Menu Drbargo Deco 
19 6 NOW THAT WE FOUND LOVE, Third World and 

20 24 I'M GONNA LOVE YOU FOREVER/SAY A PRAYER FOR TY^7 
Crown Heights Alfas Mercury 1 

STAR CHOICE 

lbw 

NODDY HOLDER. Slade 

1 THE GIRL CAN'T HELP IT 

2 I HEARD IT THROUGH THE GRAPEVINE 

3 CLEAN UP WOMAN 

4 PENNY LANE/STRAWBERRY FIELDS 

5 OH WELL 

6 WOMAN TO WOMAN 
7 NEW YORK CITY 

8 THE HOUSE THAT JACK BUILT 

9 SUPERSTITION 
10 -JAILHOUSE ROCK 

Lorne Raab - 

Betsy W R 

The 

Joe 
- 

Ja4er V 
A vet. Fmty 7 YOU WERE MADE FOR ME 

Stare Wes 

j 
8 BE my BABY 

'P 9 BLUE BAYOU/MEAN WOMAN BLUES 

-0 " 4 T 
1 RAT TRAP. Boomtown Rats Ensign 
2 HIT ME WITH YOUR RHYTHM STICK, Ian Dory B The Blockheads 

5181 

3 GIVE ME EVERYTHING, Magarme Virgin 
4 TOMMY GUN, The Clash CBS 
5 HANGING ON THE TELEPHONE, Blondie Chrysalis 
6 PROMISES, Buzzcecks United Artists 
7 KMB THE ONE FOR ME. Urban Cleárway Rectory Records 
B DESTINATION VENUS, The Reedlos She 
9 HOMICIDE, 999 United Artists 

15 AMBITION, Subway Sect Rough Trade 
11 6.000 CRAZY, Spiacdl Rough Trade 
11 GERM FREE ADOLESCENCE. X Ray Spec EMI In: 
13 PUBLIC IMAGE, Public Image Ltd Virgin 
14 TONY BLACKBURN. Rinks Baker B The Pit Orchestra SIIII 
`5 BABY, Rach l Sweet Stiff 
16 GOODBYE GIRL Squeeze AEM 
17 AMERICAN SQUIRM, Nick Lowe Radar 
IF ALL THE BEST. Russ Taylor Freewles Retards 
19 RADIO, RADIO, Elvis Costello Radar 

20 RABID NUNS, The Predators Spew Records 

SUPPLIED BY- RECORD SCENE, 14 Sunbury Cross Centre, Sunbury-On- 
T'anws Tel. 7669.700 
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" Years Ago Itsr December, 19731 

I LOVE YOU LOVE ME LOVE 

MY COO-CA-CH(3O 

3 PAPER ROSES 

4 WHEN I FALL IN LOVE 

5 DYNAMITE 

6 WHY OH WHY OH WHY 

YDU WON'T FIND ANOTHER FOOL LIKE ME 

6 LAMPLIGHT 

9 DO YOU WANNA DANCE 
10 LET ME IN 

i %OYears A9013015 November, 1969) 

I THE GOOD THE BAO AND THE UGLY 

2 ELOISE 

3 THIS OLD HEART OF MINE 

4 ULY THE PINK 

5 ALL !)LONG THE W ATCHTOV/ER 

BREAKING DOWN THE WALLS OF HEARTACHE 

AIN'T GOT NO - I GOT UFE/DO WHAT YOU GOTTA Nina Simone 

The Turtles 

Lulu 

Joe Cocker 

6 ELEANORE 

9 I M A TIGER 
IS WITH A LITTLE HELP FROM MY FRIENDS 

15 Years Ago 130th November, 19631 

I SHE LOVES YOU 

2 YOU'LL NEVER WALK ALONE 

3 DON'T TALK TO HIM 

4 I'LL KEEP YOU SATISFIED 

5 SECRET LAVE 

i 6 SUGAR AND SPICE - 

_18 MARIA ELENA 

Gary 'Gilmer 

Alvin SraYdust 

Mahe Ormond 

Donny Osmond 

Mud 

Gibed O'Sullivan 

The New Seekers 

David Essex 

Barry Blue 

The Osmonds 

Hugo Monrenegro 

Barry Ryan 

The Islay Brothers 

The Scaffold 

Ami Hendrix 

The Bandwagon 

The Beatles 

Gerry and The Pacomak era 

Cliff Richard and The Shadows 

Bab/ J. Kramer and The Dakotas 

Kathy Kerby 

The Searchers 

Fuddle and The Dreamers 

The Rosettes 

Roy Orhr on 
Los Inches Taoalaros 

US SIM 
1 4 YOU DON'T BRING ME FLOWERS. Streisand/Diamond 

2 1 MacARTHUR PARK, Donna Summer 
3 3 HOW MUCH I FEEL, Ambrosia 
4 6 LE FREAK, Chic 

5 7 I JUST WANNA STOP, Gino Vennelll 

6 2 DOUBLE VISION, Foreigner 

7 8 I LOVE THE NIGHT LIFE, Alicia Bridges 
8 9 

9 16 

10 12 

11 13 

12 14 

TIME PASSAGES, Al Stewart 

MY LIFE, Billy Joel 

SHARING THE NIGHT TOGETHER, Dr Hook 

Columbia 

Casablanca 

Warner Bros 

Atlantic 

A&M 

Atlantic 

Polydor 

Ansia 

Columbia 

Capitol 

OUR LOVE, DON'T THROW IT ALL AWAY, Andy Gibb, RSO 

STRANGE WAY, Feel all 

13 5 YOU NEEDED ME, Anne Murray 

14 15 ALIVE AGAIN, Chicago 

15 17 Y.M,C.A., Village People 

16 31 TOO MUCH HEAVEN, BeerGees 

17 20 STRAIGHT ON, Heart 

18 23 'HOLD THE UNE, Too 
19 25 CHANGE OF HEART, Eric Carmen 

10 22 SWEET LIFE. Paul Davis 

Atlantic 

Capitol 

Columbia 

Casablanca 

RSO 

Portrait 

Columbia 

Ansia 

Bang 

21 24 DON'T WANT TO LIVE WITHOUT IT, Pablo Cruise' A&M 

22 26 HOW YOU GONNA SEE ME NOW, Alice Cooper Warner Bros 

23 11 READY TO TAKE A CHANCE AGAIN, Barry Manilow Arista 

24 29 OOH BABY BABY, Linda Ronsradt Asylum 

25 27 POWER OF GOLD,'Dan Fogelberg 6 Tim Weisberg s Full Moon 

26 10 YOU NEVER DONE IT LIKE THAT, Ctíptain & Tennille' ABM 

27 30 PART TIME LOVE. Elton John , MCA 

28 18 HOT CHILD IN THE CITY, Nick Gilder Chrysalis 

29 37 WE'VE GOT TONIGHT, Bob Seger Capitol 

30 34 I'M EVERY WOMAN, Chaka Kahn Warner Bros 

31 19 DANCE. DISCO HEAT. Sylvester Fantasy 

r 32 40 PROMISES. Enc Clapton RSO 

33 28 ONE NATION UNDER A GROOVE. Funkadelie Warner Bros 

34 42 NEW YORK GROOVE, Ace Frehley Casablanca 

35 36 THIS IS LOVE, Paul Anka RCA 

36 21 BLUE COLLAR MAN, Styx - A&M' 

37 39 RUN FOR HOME, Lindisfarne T Ateo 

38 51 EVERY 1'S A WINNER. Hot Chocolate InSnny 

39 41 THERE'LL NEVER BE, Switch Gordy 

40 43 INSTANT REPLAY. Dan Hartman Blue Sky 

41 45 BICYCLE RACE/FAT BOTTOM GIRLS, Queen Elekrra 

42 47 CAN YOU FOOL Glen Campbell Captol 

43 46 FUN TIME. Joe Cocker Asylum 

44 49 MY BEST FRIEND'S GIRL. Cars Elektra 

45 33 KISS YOU ALL OVER, Exile Warner Curb 

46 50 HERE COMES THE NIGHT, Nick Gilder Chrysalis 

47 52 I WILL BE IN LOVE WITH YOU, Livingston Taylor Epic 

48 48 FOREVER AUTUMN, Justin Hayward Columbia 

49 56 DON'T HOLD BACK, Chanson Areola Amenca 

50 60 I WAS MADE FOR DANCING, Leif Garton Scott Bros 

1 1 

2 2 

3 4 

4 5 

5 6 

6 8 

7 3 

8 10 

9 7 

111113,2(11 

0 11 

11 

12 1314 

13 15 

14 9 

IS 24 

16 21 

17 25 

18:1 22 

19 23 

20 20 

USD15/CO 
LE FREAK, Chic Atlantic 

MacARTHUR PARK SUITE, Donna Summer Casablanca 

CRUISIN', Village People Casablanca 

SHAKE YOUR GROOVE THING. Peaches b Herb Polydor 

MY CLAIM TO FAME AV1 

YOU STEPPED INTO MY LIFE, Melba Moore Epic 

I LOVE THE NIGHTLFE IDISCO ROUND). Alicia Bridges Polydor 

WORKIN' 6 SLAVIN' 11 NEED LOVE), Midnight Rhythm Arianr:c 

AIN'T THAT ENOUGH FOR YOU, John Davis SAM 

JE SUIS MUSIC/LOOK FOR LOVE, Cerrone Corillion 

A LITTLE LOVIN' (KEEPS THE DOCTOR AWAY), The Raes A&M 

DON'T HOLD BACK/I CAN TELL Chanson Arcola 

GIVING UP, GIVING IN/THE RUNNER, Three Degrees Anota 

QUEEN OF THE NIGHT, Lolºartá Holloway Gold Urne 

20th Century 

Kushner 

Atlantic 

West End 

Paydor 

Fantasy 

CONTACT Edwin Starr 

SINNER MAN, Sarah Dash - 

SHOOT ME WITH YOUR LOVE, Taslia Thomas 

DOIN' THE BEST THAT I CAN, Bettye LaVerie 

HOT BUTTERFLY. Bionic Boogie 

STANDING IN THE SHADOWS OF LOVE. Fever 

USALBUMS 
1 1 57ND STREET, Bey Joel 

2 2 UVE AND MORE. Don na Summer 

3 4 A WILD AND CRAZY GUY, Steve Martin 

4' 3 DOUBLE VISION, Foreigner 

5 5 GREASE, Soundtrack 

6 7 PIECES OF EIGHT, Styx 

7 - GREATEST HITS, VOL II, Bamra Svesard 
8 9 ,COMES A TIME Ned Young 

9 8 LIVING IN THE USA. Linda Ronstadt 

10, 8 SOME R Relie tones 

11 TWIN SONSGILS, 

n 

Dan FogelbeS rg& Tim Werwerg 

12 13 HOT STREETS. Chicago 

13 15 TIME PASSAGES, Al Stewart 

14 14 CHILDREN OF SANCHEZ. Chuck Mangrone 

15 25 CHAKA, Chaka Kahn 

16 17 BROTHER TO BROTHER. Dino Vannes/ 

17 21 A SINGLE MAN. Elton John 

18 19 CRUISIN' Valagº People 

19 20 LIFE BEYOND LA Ambrosia 

20 - BACKLESS, Enc Clapton 

21 22 BURSTING OUT,Jerhro Tull 

22 18 DOG AND BUTTERFLY. H'ean 

23 31 LIVE BOOTLEG, Aerosmuth' 

24 24 WHO ARE YOU, The Who 

25 - GREATEST HITS, Barry Manrlow 

26 27 IS,IT STILL GOOD FOR YA. Ashford 6 Simpson 

27 28 INNER SECRETS, Santana 

28 30 WEEKEND WARRIORS. Ted Nugent 

29 12 LETS KEEP IT THAT WAY. Anne Murray 

30 32 GENE SIMMONS 

31 34 WAVELENGTH. Van Morrison 

32 16 ONE NATION UNDER A GROOVE, Funkadepe 

33 10 TORMATO, Yes 

34 36 CITY NIGHT, Nick Gilder 

35 23 THE STRANGER, BillyJoel 

36 38 REED SEED. Grover Washington, Jr 

37 37 SWITCH 

38 39 ACE FREHLEY 

39 - THE BEST OF EARTH, WINO Er FIRE. 

40 42 ELAN, Fireball 

41 41 PAUL STANLEY 

42 44 TWO FO/THE SHOW, Kansas 

43 43 PETER CRISS 

44 45 STAGE. David Bowls 

45 47 THE MAN, Barry White 

46 49 GREATEST HITS, Steely Dan 

47 29 MORE SONGS ABOUT BUILDINGS Talking Heads 

48 56 

49 55 

50 58 

GREATEST HITS, Commodores 

ROSS, Dana Ross 

rOTO 

Columbia 

Casablanca 

Warner Bros 

Arantic 

RSO 

AEM 

Columba 

Warner Bros 

Asylum 

Rolling Stones 

Full Moon/Epc 

Columba 

Ansra 

ABM 

Warne; Bros 

A&M 

MCA 

Casablanca 

Warner Bros 

RSO 

Chrysalis 

Portrait 

Columbia 

MCA 

Arista 

Warner Bros 

Columbia 

Epic 

Catrral 

Casablanca 

Warner Bros 

Warner Bros 

Arlantic 

Cttrysaln 

Columba 

Motown 

Gordy 

Casablanca 

Columba 

AllanrrC 

Casablanca 

Kirshner 

Casablanca 

RCA 

200 Century 

ABC 

Sire 

Motown 

Motown 

Columba 

USsOut 
I 4 LE FREAK. Chic 

2 2 SWEETNESS IS MY WEAKNESS, Barry White 

3 3 MARY JANE. Arck James 

4 1 I'M EVERY WOMAN, Chaka Kahn 

5 5 ONE NATION UNDER A GROOVE. Funkedahc 

6 9 GOT TO BE REAL. Cheryl Lynn 

7 7 DISCO TO GO, Bides 01 Funk eastern 

B 10 DON'T HOLD BACK. Chanson 

9 8 MacARTHUR PARK, Donna Summer 

10 17 LOVE DON'T UVE HERE ANYMORE, Rosa Royce 

11 15 LONG STROKE. ADC Band 
Warner Bra 

12 6 IT SEEMS TO HANG ON, Ashford & Simpson 
Century 

13 30 GET DOWN. Gene Chadier 7 

0tRCA 
14 18 I DON'TKNOW er IF IT S RIGHT.hnO8fe"C0a e9e0 King 

Solar 
15 14 LOST AND TURNED OUT. Wnrspera 

Columbia 
16 al SEPTEMBER. Earth, Wind & Fire 

Amu 
17 11 FUNK AND ROLL Oraae 

Philadelphia Inie/naSerna 
18 25 COOLING OUT: Jury ButlerRCA 
19 26 YOU FOOLED ME, Grey Hank* 

Meurer Henderson B,ddan 
20 35 IN THE NIGHT TIME, 

Avant. 
20,6 Century 

Gordy 
Warner Bros 

Warner Bra 
Columba 

Atlantic 
Arrow 

Casablanca 

Whrtt,eld 

Godlier. 



JUIC? luid 
Happy 

days are 
here again 

WELL, MY darlings, cold 
snaps are back! And don't 
you hate them? As the 
nation shivers in the coldest 
temperatures since the day 
before yesterday your 
faithful correspondent can 
only be grateful that there 
is so much Christmas 
entertainment to keep us 
warm 
I But has the pop world gone 

Yuletide mad? Already I fear that 
the Christmas "special" - a 
perfectly ordinary concert taking 
place within two months of the 
ancient feast of St Nicholas - la 
becoming as ridiculous a concept 
as a penny for the guy In 
September. 

I look forward to reporting on the 
first Easter special' concert - at 
the Marquee next week - while I 
hear plans are afoot already for 
nationwide May Day tours . 

even before the January snows 
recede. But one must move with 
the times, Stocking up these days 
means'noth)ng more than getting 
In millions of new coplee of the new 
Barney M single. The Christmas. 
one, of course! 
AT LAST, my dears, I've got a 
good word to say about the mighty 
Robert Sdgwond Organisation - 
the company that brought you 
'SNF', 'Grease' and superb 
pictures of million -dollar yachts 
lying unoccupied in Venice. It 
seems that far from being upset 
about the timely removal of one of 
their money -spinners from the top 
of the charts they're actually 
pleased. 

Or at least that's the message I 
read Into their prompt dispatch of a 
'Congratulations' telegram to the 
big -headed. Boomtown Rats who 
managed to do what everyone else 
has been trying to do all year with 
a number one 'Rat Trap'. But evil 
rumours that former RSO 

Xr 

ELVIS of Jess), 
recently have been giving me some 
cause to doubt that maxim. 

Not only is Paula calling herself 
Almost-Geldof in the earshot of 
everyone except the big -headed 
Bob (we do live In hope my dears!) , 

but her ambitions to become a 
gossip -columnist have led her to 
blow the gaff on the best -kept 
secret that we used to possess. Oh 
well . . . of course It's about Elvis 
Costello. 

It seems that the bespectacled 
former computer operator is now 
"living In stn" with his new-found 
love, the equally ravishing Bebe 
Rundgren (previous escorts 
Include the similarly named Runt 
and the former gravedigger). Not 
only does Elvis phone her every 
night when he's away, they also 
have soppy pet names for each 
other - not that either were much 
In evidence at their last public 
outing in Hyde Park not - so - long 
ago. 

Paula darling, you can have a 

Job any time you want one! (And I 
bet you wish you could hear Bob 
Geldof say that), 
ON THEN. my dears, to a heavy 
round of socialising - even by my 
standards. First to an elegant 
soiree held for Jamaican reggae 
wizards Third World, where guests 
were confounded by the strength of 

employee Tessa Lang (22), herself 
a staunch Rats' fan, paid for the telegram with'her own money are entirely unfounded! . YOU CAN al - 

1 ways trust a 
I bishop's daugh- 

ter or .at 
I least that's what 

I used to think. 
, But the In- 
discretions of 

]Bob Geldof's 
1 current para- 

mour, blonde, 
1 ravishing Paula 

Yates (daughter 

Not content with being a 

self-confessed bon viveur 
and appallingly unfunny 
comedian the redoúbtºble 
Johnny Rubbish has 
taken to skating clone to 
the laws of slander. 
Attempting to "warm up" 
the crowd (believed to he 
in excess of 100) for the 
even more appalling 
Japan in London last 
week he introduced his 
very own Christmas 
game. Something about 
men in trilby hats 
shooting at dogs on bleak 
moorlands as I recollect. 
The trouble was that he 
named names In the 
bludgeoning manner of a 
pub lout and 1 fear that it 
night not only be the 
unfortunate Mr Thorpe 
who will be facing legal 
action In the near future. 

16 - YEAR - OLD Rachel Sweet, majoring in 
the British economy at Akron State junior 
high. pictured with her tutor, Chancellor of 
the Exchequer Denis Healey in Leeds last 
week. The lesson. we're told, was a short one. 
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IS THIS the 
mysterious 
fifth person 
In Boney M? 
Is this a free 
advertisement 
for Billy 
Smart's 
Circus? Is 
this any way 
to treat a 
lady? Amil 
Stewart, new 
singing 
sensation 
signing to 
Atlantic 
Records, 
shows there's 
more to the 
wacky world 
of showbiz 
than a good 
larynx and a 
manager with 
a fat cigar as 
she takes the 
chains from 
her part and 
sells herself 
free. Mark 
my words, 
she'll be big 

i to Japan. 

f 

/4 

the rum bamboozles to such an 
extent that maintaining one's 
balance became well-nigh Impos- 

'sible. The band did turn up 
eventually. I think, greeting 
Island's favourite son, the 
delightful Ijahman, like long -lost 
brothers . ,. or should I say 
Wren? 

Next to the even - more - elegant 
Mortons in the heart of the West 
End -a place where one has lobe 
very wary of out of control Rolls 
Royces these days.! - to engage In 
laid-back banter with the 
somewhat bemused Cars, the only 
group to get their picture disc Into 
the Top 10 before most people had 
even heard It. By all accounts this 
was splendid entertainment, 
hosted once again by the 
lndefaUgueable Moire Itellaa (29, 
and looking not a day over 30), with 
much seasonal turkey and 
merriment. 

Star of the party, outshining even 
the loutish Boomtown Rats, was a 
transformed Phil I.ynott (over 301, 
moving through the throng with the 
practised gleaming ease of a 
continental waiter. Indeed this 
could be nearer the truth than you 
or I realise. The Irish bassist has 
already admitted to taking lessons 
from the charming Sacha Dintel (a 
singer) when they were thrown 
together as Miss World Judges 
recently and even his friends must 
admit that his manner (not to 
mention his patter) with his ever - 

attendant female admirers has 
definitely become more sophis- 
ticated. 
AND LASTLY - for this week at 
least -and hugely under - duress 
to a Japan party, not - so - 

successfully crammed above the 
sweaty Lyceum. In attendance 
were factions both 
humorous (George Melly and 
boyish Alan Edwards). humour- 
less (Hugh Cornwell) and Just 
plain tedious (Johnny Rubbish et 
al). A subdued Cbmwet perused a, 
book on surrealism (how terribly 
bohemian my dears) as Japan 
minced around In their dimin- 
utively outrageous manner, tem- 
pers became frayed as guests 
complained noisily el the drinks 
being spiked (aren't they always?) 
and unpleasant mayhem seemed 
imminent. Just this once duty 
called . and left as early as 
convenient. 
IS THIS wit? 1 hear -that with the 
untimely demise of the ResWos 
that their erstwhile local (read 
Scottish) rivals the Valves plan to 

I hear that Mike 
Oldlleid, who can now he 
seen frequently on tele. 
vision merely talking 
Instead of playing le 
different Instruments, 
played host to many 
country residents last 
weekend as a kind of 
celebration of his new 
public Image. Hewing 
had a bucketful of this 
utlented computer's out. 
golneness of late I 
declined to attend. 11ow 
sorry, therefore, I felt for 
the rest of the guests who 
first couldn't find Old 
field's secluded mansion 
in Us wilds and were then 
reduced to playing 
millionaire Cluedo' 
(regd. trade mark) U 
order to find their 
celebrity In the dark and 
enormous recesses when 
they finally did arrive! 

call their first album 'Can't Stand 
The RezWns Either' - when they 
actually get signed to someone. 
And that the oddly named Pete 

Briquette of you - know who (no I won't give them another plug!) Is actually greeted with a cup of tea 
and a big hello Paddy (bsack when 
he arrives back In his home town of Baay)anrsduff,Ca. Cavan. "He'll always be young Paddy to us," 
said local man John HeRreen to 
the ever -caring Irish paper the Sunday World, Also that 
overweight, former satirist Peter 
Cook (41) is expecting both a 
critical backlash and a smaller 
than - usual disgust response to his 
latest outpouring of filth with 
Dudley Moore on 'Derek And (live' 
volume three, Richard 'When In 
Doubt Bring The Strippers In' 
Brandsno, Virgin's shabby-trou- 
sered supremo, and no stranger to 
the courts, will be most 
disappointed 

T H E 
ENORMOUS 

) MEAT LOAF 
(over 20stone)hs 
continuing to 

, hog the head- 
tines (as It were) 

. In his native 
' America I hear. 

While on a radio i ` chat 
show 

s recently a listen - 

MEAT LOAF er rang Into call 
him gorgeous. 

"Where do you live," riposted the 
overweight aria -toting rock star. 
On being Informed of the address 

a girl's dormitory at a local 
college - hate from hell failed to 
stop Mr Loaf's rapid arrival at the 
aforementioned dormitory. Re- 
porting restrictions on subsequent 
events haven't yet been lifted. Nor, 
I doubt, has Mr Loaf! 

INFORMED SOURCES from 
absolutely everywhere my dar 
lings, are already talking about 
next summer's rock fesUvals and I 
fear that with all the garbled 
rumours floating around that we 
may already be entering a 
Woodstock hits Britain anticipa- 
tion situation. Harvey Goldsmith 
(32) for me Is already planning a 
huge series of outdoor and Indoor 
extravaganzas, and since Hary Is 
everyone's darling at the moment 
who am I to suggest that his events 
will be anything less than 
magnificent. But will he win his 
"promotorlal" battle to bring 
Stevie Wonder over I ask myself? 
And will every football ground in 
the country become a rock venue 
even before the FA Cup draws to a 
predictable close (queens Park 
Rangers, my dears, place your 
bets now!)? The era of turnstile 
rock Is definitely here to stay - , 

and remember where you heard 
that scurrUous rumour first! 
THAT, AS they say, about wraps it 
up. You'll read about the antics of 
my good friend Reginald 
Itosanquet elsewhere to these 
pages, but Just In closing I have to 
mention that as a DJ he was an 
extremely good spinner - In fact if 
he would tell me what made him 
"spin" quite as well as that I 
wouldn't mind Imbibing some of It 
sometime - and lots more besides, 
Which is what you'll get If you tune 
In next week . , . after the break. 
Seen you then. Byeeeeee!! 

- 
s 
v_ 

4- 

.1111. 

NIXON'S BACK! Under a strick cloak of security the former 

Preslsince 
his resignation- That 

dent of the United States Ls ay be true, but who else but 
time 
tasteless Australian (another tastleless Australain?) could get a 

dummy former President » sign his record contract with Beggar's 

Banquet? Duffo, that's (ad t him 
he's 

fi h 
e 

one o you 
on the 

right . 

Remember where yo read ob 
reading about him again' 
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FEVER 
Greedies, Otway, Rods, 

County play London 
IT'S CHRISTMAS concert fever! But only Londoners will he able to enjoy the festive fun. 

John Otway, David Johansen, Eddie and the Hot 
Rode and the Greedy Bastards '(comprising 
members of Thin Lizzy and the defunct Sex Pistols) 
have all announced special London pre - Christmas 
shows. 

First out of the stocking is Wayne County and the 
Electric Chairs, who play the London Electric 
Ballroom on December 2, with tickets priced at Q. 
The gig will be filmed and recorded with the Intention 
of producing "the world's first video disco". 

Aylesbury loony John Otway plays his Christmas 
show at the Venue on December 9. This concert, 
supported by a backing band of "well known 
musicians", will be Otway's last until next April. 

The all - star Greedy Bastards, who played the first 
gig at the Electric Ballroom earlier this year, team 
up again on December 18. Line - up is expected to 
Include all of Thin Lizzy. Paul Cook and Steve Jones 
and Bob Geldot ... as well as plenty of "seasonal" 
refreshment. 

While December 17 is the date for two Yuletide 
shows. Former New York Doll David Johansen 
continues his renaissance with an extra concert at the 
London Lyceum (tickets on sale this Friday), and 
Eddie and the Hot Rods play the Electric Ballroom In 
their first British date since the Spring. 

Not to be outdone Ralph McTell. of 'Streets Of 
London' fame also plays his Christmas concert . . . 

again in London. McTell's show 1s a charity concert 
at the Theatre Royal on December 3, with special 
guest guitarist John Williams. 

Darts play 
special gig 

FOLLOWING a short tour of Ireland, Darts are to 
make a special one - oft pre - Christmas appearance 
In London. 

The chart - starring doo woppers, who recently 
added American vocalist Kenny Andrews to their line 
- up. play the Hammersmith Odeon on December 18. 

Tickets are available now. priced from f3.50 to 12. 

Darts have no plans for other British concerts in 
the near future, and will be concentrating on 
recording early next year - before making their 
debut American tour in the spring. 

WIN £50 9- 
WORTH OF 

RECORDS 
4 In This Free Li 
1 To'Enter Competition ' Clip the top right hand corner 'T om the sleeve of 

TONY HAVES' new single. "COMIN' HOME TO 
I YOU", attach it to this advert and post It to Mettle 

Records - 10 Burley Mow Passage, Chiswick, 
London W1 4PH- 
The first coupon drawn from a barrel on Friday 22nd 
December, 1978. will receive record tokens worth 
e50. Every entry will receive an autographed poster 
of Tony Hayes. 

Name 

Address 

ea 

I 
. 1 

Send with large stamped adressed envelope to e 
Mettle Records. 10 Barley Mow Passage, Chiswick. 
London W4 4P1-1 

PS: IF you're in London on December 9th, Tony is 
giving away 100 free autographed copies of his 
new single et Virgin Hecoras in uxtoro ..a 
London W7, t 

METTLE RECORDS 
Distributed by SPARTAN (OH London Rd, 

Wemble ,Middx-01-903 4753 
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ROD STEWART: nothing like it before 

ROD'S 
PARTY 

SUPERSTAR Rod Stewart Is to be host at a special New Year's Eve party at the 
Lyceum Ballroom in London. 

And Stewart, a fanatical Scottish football supporter, Is to compensate for not 
spending his Hogmany north of the border by playing a concert in between an 
evening of supporting "party acts" and other entertainments. 

The "party" will run from 8 pm until 2 am and Rod will be playing what a 
spokesman described as "a completely different show to ,the one he'll be 
playing on the tour" before seeing In the New Year at midnight. 

Tickets will be limited to 2000 only ... and will be priced at £10 each! 
And in a bid to cut out ticket touting Stewart's management are attempting to 

limit purchase of ticket to "the Lyceum's regular customers only". Those at- 
tending regular Lyceum disco nights on Saturdays and Mondays from 
December 2 right through until Christmas will have their ticket numbers drawn 
out of a hat, with a set number of tickets available each night. 

Lucky winners will have up to' 48 hours to pay the £10 ticket price - in case 
they don't have the money with them. The first "raffle night" le this Saturday 
(December 2). 

Said a spokesman for Stewart: "It's the first time It's ever been done, and we 
feel that despite the high ticket price we're offering what will be a complete 
New Year Party!" 
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ROXY MUSIC: album and world tour 

Roxy reactivate 
AFTER WIDESPREAD rumours it was announced definitely last week that 
Roxy Music has reactivated itself as a working band. 

The band - comprising Bryan Ferry, Andy Mackay, Phil Manzanera and 
Paul Thompson - have added ex . Vibrator Gary Tibbs to the line - up on bass. 
And a new keyboards player will also be Joining Roxy Music - although he 
hasn't yet been named. 

The hand have already recorded "a considerable amount of material". ac- 
cording to their management company. which is currently being mixed in New 
York. The resulting album will hopefully be released in early 1979 

And, said a Roxy Music spokesman: "Plans are definitely being considered 
for a world tour for the same period." 

NAZ ADD 
DATES 

SCOTTISH rock band Nazareth, have announced additions to their forthcoming tour 
The hand play Southampton Gaumont February i 

Wolverhampton Civic 3. Birmingham Odeon 4 Hammersmith Odeon 5. 
The group's new album 'No Mean City' is set far 

release In early January, having Just been enmpteted 
fn Montreaux. 

Osibisa celebrate 
AFRO ROCK kings, Osibisa. play a special New 
Year'' eve concert at Hammersmith Odeon to 
celebrate their tenth anniversary 

This will be the kick Off on a world tour that will 
Include their first American date' in five yedrs The 
band fire currently recording a new album, although 
no release date has yet been set. 

Ivor hits the road 
THE OUTRAGEOUS Ivor Blggun and his Red Nosed 
Burglars take to the road this week. 

Ivor, notoriously successful after his 'WinkeYs 
Song', (Misprint)' will be playing a two hour show at 
the London Nashville December 2, and the Marque* 
on December 12 

Fourteen people will acompany Ivor nn stage and 
the Nashville gig sees the debut of Misa Amelia 
Blowhard. 

The dates will tie in with the release of Ivor's 
Album 'The tVlnkers Album (Misprint)' and a new 
single 'Hello My Baby'. 

Bolan investigation 
THE ROW that's blown up in the national Ken 
recently over the amount of money left by Mare 
Bolan, who died in a car crash last year, is not en 
tirely unexpected. 

His father, Mr Simeon Feld, has been trying for 
sometime to find out what has happened to many of 
Bolan's possessions: And when the contents of the will 
were revealed last year. It was announced that Bolan 
had left only 110.870 net. Thus discounts earlier 
reports that he had let( £10,000 each to his ex - wife 
June and Gloria Jones, the mother of his son Rolan. 

Mr Feld has asked for an investigation into his 
son's royalties. 

Diamond cuts 
AMERICAN superstar Nell Diamond releases ¡in 
album of new material in December. 

'You Don't Bring Me Flowers' is scheduled for 
release next week and features seven new Diamond 
compositions. The title track, featuring a duet with 
Barbra Streisand, was recently released as a single 
and other tracks, Include 'The American Popular 
Song', 'Forever In Blue Jeans' and 'Remember Me'. 

Parli/Funk add daté 
GEORGE CLINTON'S American funk'n outrage outfit Parliament / Funkadellc have added yet 
another date to their debut British concert tour. 

They now play a concert at Birmingham Odeon on 
December 15. Extra London dates have already been 
added to the tour - featuring what has been 
described as "the most outrageous show currently an 
the road" - which begins in Manchester on 
December 10. 

Travers tour end album 
CANADIAN HEAVY metal guitarist Pat Travers will 
be releasing a new album and touring British and 
Europe In the New Year. 

Travers will be playing Europe in Febuary and 
March including a string of dates in Britain. but 
venues and dates have yet to be confirmed, His new 
album 'Heat In The Streets' will be released to 
coincide with the tour. 

RELEASES 
NEW SINGLES from Ian Dury and the Blockheads. 
'Hit Me With Your Rhythm Stick', released this 
Friday 
LATEST album -from Donny and Marie Osmund. 
entitled 'Coln' Coconuts' to be released this month 
It's also the title track of Donny and Marie film of the 
same name - shot in Hawaii earlier this year. 
FRENCHMAN Jean Michael Jarre's follow up to 
the best selling 'Oxygene' LP la 'Equinox.' . out 
this week. 
CHART funksters Olympic Runners, current hit 'Get 
It While You Can', release Polydor debut album 
'Putttn' It On Ya' on December 8. 
DUE to "popular request" Rocket are to release 
Elton John instrumental 'Song For Guy' - takes 
from 'A Single Man' album -as a single, It's backed 
with a new, unreleased John/Toupin composition 
'Lovesick'. 
HIGHLY - rated reggae female three piece 16, la. 17 

release new single on DEB music this week G 
Times' is backed with one of the group' 
"hits". 'Black Skin Boy'. 
DIFFERENT r markttwith thee release of the Pablo M 

classic 'Revolutionary Dream', re release of Max 

'Wet Dream''Revolutionary Romeo's 'Revetatiun Time' and fourUi 

album from Earth and Stone. entitled 'Back Te. 

Africa'. 
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REZIL-LOS: new group being formed 

REZILLOS 
SPLIT 

Four farewell gigs 
SCOTTISH NEW wave band the Rezillos have 
split up .., only weeks after their first chart hit 'Top 
Of The Pops', 

The group have cancelled their current UK tour - 
which would have been their largest ever - and will 
now play four last - minute farewell concerts in the 
next fortnight. 

According to their manager, Bob Last: "A new 
group in to the process of being formed around three 
members of the band, John Caws (who has written 
most of the original RezWos material), Simon 
Templar and Angle Patterson." 

Record Mirror understands that the split was 
caused by "members of the group having different 
expectations of their involvement in the music in- 
dustry 

Lead singer Fay Fife, who lost her voice after five 
days of the tour, was unavailable for comment, and 
her future plans remain unclear. 

However "amicable" dlscuaslonq between the 
band, their manager and the promotor of the can. 
celled tour, have resulted in the scheduling of four 
final Rezillos concerts, 

The last chance to see the Rezillos will be at: 
Newcastle City Hall, November 30 (Thursday), 
London Lyceum, December 3 (Sunday), Edinburgh 
Odeon. December 22 and Glasgow Apollo, December 
23. 

Other dates on the cancelled Rezillos tour will be 
re - arranged, either with a new headline act, or with 
Irish band the Undertones - who were supporting the 
RezWos - headlining in their own right. 

And Marshall 
Hain part 

AFTER A short lived career Marshall Hain - who 
hit the Top 5 with their debut single 'Dancing In The 
City' - have split up. 

Reasons ,for the spilt are said to be amicable. 
Female singer Klt Hain will stay with the band - and 
they'll be auditioning a new keyboards player before 
recording a new album and going out on the road. 
Julian Marshall will pursue various solo projects. 

However the duo will be recording an 'In Concert' 
radio show in December for future broadcast - 

Riley quits Pulse 
SINGER AND percussionist Michael Riley has left 
British reggae band Steel Pulse. 

Reasons given are "musical differences'"between 
Riley and the rest of the band Riley has recently 
been suffering W - health, and missed several dates 
on the band's last British tour 

There are no immediate plans to replace Riley .. . 

and Steel Pulse will continue as a six - piece. 

ULTRAVOX 
ULTRAVOX: make their first London appearance since the Marquee Club In August when they play the Lyceum on December 10. the concert will also feature The Skids, Snips and Angletrax. As a prelude to their 
London appearance Ultravox play Wolverhampton 
Polytechnic December 7 and Northampton County Cricket Ground 9, 

DEAN FRIEDMAN 
DEAN FRIEDMAN: plays Reading University on December a and will donate his proceeds to the Music Therapy charity. 

THE ROSETTES 
THE RUBETTES: whose new album 'Still Un- winding' was released last week, play their first 
British concerts for over four years In December. 
Confirmed dates so far read: Sheffield University 
December 1, Helensburgh Trident Club, 6 Norwich 
Cromwelus 7, Blackpool Winter Gardens 16, Watford 
Town Hall 27. 

REVELATION 
REVELATION: the reggae band wnose debut album 
'Book Of Revelation' is released on the Burning 
Sounds label in December, play: London Shades 
November 29, London Ronnie Scott's December 1 & 2, 
London Walther stow Assembly Hall 8, London South 
Bank Polytechn a 7, Stoke Newington Town Hall 15. 
and London Commonwealth Institute. 18. 

WILD HORSES 
WILD HORSES: the band formed by ex - Thin Lizzy 
member Brian Robertson, play the following dates: 
Birmingham Barbarellas December 3, Swansea Nutz 
14, Plymouth Metro 17. 

THOSE FOUR 
THOSE FOUR: A French band who Impersonate the 
Beatles, play the following British dates; Durham 
University St Cuthberts College December 1, Retford 
Porterhouse Club 2, Cheltenham St Paul's College 4, 
Leicester University Beaumont Hall 5, Bradford, 
University 8, Bristol Granary Club 7, London Royal Veterinary College 8, West London Institute 9, 
Swansea University 11, Nottingham Trent 
Polytechnic 12. Lancashire Leigh Casino 13, St An- 
drews University 14, Dundee Technical College15. 
York Revolution Club 18, London Fulham olden 
Lion 17, 

Country stars 
named 

NEXT YEAR'S International Festival of Country 
Music, set for Wembley Arena In April. will be 
headlined by Marty Robbins, Tammy Wynette and 
Crystal Gayle. 

The Festival, running from April 14 to April 16, Is 
the eleventh in the series, and is again promoted by 
Mervyn Conn. Other acts appearing Including Billie 
Jo Spears, Hank Locklln, Ronnine Masai), Asleep At 
The Wheel and Moe Bandy. 

Tickets for all three nights are available now from 
the Wembley Box Office, priced from 111 to 0.50. 
+ While the Brighton Centre is the venue for the 
second 'British Country Festival' next July. the 
success of this summer's event has meant the ex- 
pansion of the festival next year to three days, and 
acts are currently being finalised for the weekend of 
July 13, 14 and 15. Further enquiries to Nell Cop- 
pendale on Shoreham 82525. 

IN BRIEF 

A CONCERT organised as a protest against the 
closure of London's Beaufort Market was stopped 
after five minutes by police on Saturday. The groups - The Pack, Wendy Tunes and the UK Subs, were to 
play on the roof of a record store there. A reported 
1500 people turned up and there were 25 arrests, 
including those of members of the Pack, a Canadian 
group who are supporting Public Image at the 
Rainbow over Christmas. According to the Pack's 
manager the intended gig was to "publicise P rs 
Xmas shows". 

BRAM TCHAIKOVSKY, the trio formed and led by 
their ex - Motor's namesake, have been added as 
support to the Rory Gallagher tour which opens at 
Lewisham Odeon on December 8. Band are currently 
working on debut album for Radar. 

HARD - WORKING trio the Pirates will be making 
their debut US visit in December, followed by a 
lengthy period in the studio early next year to record 
their third album since their reformation. 

GREEKSINGING star Nana Mouskourl returns to 
Britain in March for 18 -date UK tour, including 
concert at London Royal Albert Hall on March 29. 

LATEST WEA signing in the the UK are four - piece 
London - based Screen Idols. Band fronted by girl 
singer Michelle Nieddy and also including Woody 
Woodmansey (formerly of his own band U -Boat) will 
be gigging and recording their debut album for early 
spring release. 

LURKER$ 
LUR ICERS: Owing to the Illness of Howard Wail, the Lurkers have been forced to cancel all their tour dates until London Electric Ballroom December 10, At the gig they'll be giving away free copies of the picture disc, 'Fulham Fallout'. 

YOUNG MUCKS 
YOUNG BUCKS; following dates, London Stoke Newington Pegasus November 29, London Russell Gardens the Kensington 30, London College of Printing December 1, London Froehel Education 
Centre 2, London Islington Hope And Anchor 8, London Camden Brecknock 6, Bristol Polytechnic 7, Leeds Fforde Green Hotel 8, Barnsley Wentworth 
College 9, FinchJey Torrington 10, Fulham Broadway 
Golden Llon 11, High Wycombe College 12, London 
Camden Brecknock 13. Seale Haynes College Of 
Education 15, Bude Headland Club 18. 

FABULOUS POODLES 
FABULOUS POODLES: Sheffield Polytechnic 
December 1, York Ilkley College 2. Manchester 
Polytechnic 7, London Goldsmith College 8, London 
Dlgby Stuart College 9,, Exeter University 11, London 
Music Machine 20. 

IMMIGRANT 
IMMIGRANT: promoting their first single, 'One 
World', for Different Records, play the following 
dates; Sheffield Limit November 29, Blackpool 
Norbreck Castle Hotel 30, York Revolution December 
8, Bishop Stortford Triad Leisure Centre 23. Seaford 
Third World 24. 

TRIBESMAN 
TRIBESMAN: London Music Machine December 8, 
Lincoln AJ's 9, Southampton West Indian Social Club 
23. 

THE SECRET 
THE SECRET: Wimbledon The Nelson December s, 
London Nashville 12, London City University 15. 

SPECIAL CLINIC 
SPECIAL CLINIC: Celebrate their 100th gig by playing Birmingham Barbarellas December 4. 

DAVE LEWIS BAND 
DAVE LEWIS BAND: With Dave Lewis now recovered from injuries substalned in a car crash the 
band play: South London Avery Hill College Of Education December 1, Birmingham Barbarellas 2, 
London Torrington 8, Chester College 9. 

WRITZ 
WRITZ: Exmouth Rolle College December 9, London 
Rock Garden 17. Bristol Crockers Club January 4 and 
5, Birmingham Rarbarella's e. Worcester College 28. 

MATCHBOX 
MATCHBOX: London Rock Garden December 30, 
Sothall White Hart 31. 

GONZALEZ 
GONZALEZ: have cancelled the second half of their present tour and they will be special guests on the 
Tavares tour except for Stoke Jollees Club on December 3. 

PANTIES 
PANTIES: Following London dates; Kensington 
Queen Elizabeth College December 1, Chelmsford 
Institute Of Higher Education 2, Marquee (sup- porting Supercharge) 3, Music Machine 9, Charing 
Cross Hospital Medical School Students Union 15, 
plus Workington Down Under Club 18, Sheffield Limit Club 19. 

THE DOOMED 
THE DOOMED: who have -sacked their bass player 
Henry Badowskl replacing him with a former 
member of the Saints. Alisdalr Ward, play the 
London Electric Ballroom December 21. 

SORE THROAT 
SORE THROAT: Liverpool Eric's December 1, 
Glasgow Queen Margaret Union 2, Leeds Fforde 
Green 3, Enfield Middlesex Polytechnic 5, London 
Hospital Medical School 6, Birmingham Repertory 
10, High Wycombe Nags Head 14. 

GANG OF FOUR 
GANG OF FOUR: Leeds Polytechnic December 1, 
London Electric Ballroom 2, Croydon Greyhound 3, 

Middlesbrough Town Hall 8, Manchester Mayflower 
9. Cambridge Corn Exchange 15. Woolwich 
Polytechnic 16. 

PRIVATE SECTOR 
PRIVATE SECTOR: Manchester Band On The Wall 
December 11. 

RUDINOOS 
RUBINOOS: the all - American pop band play the 

following dates next month; Edinburgh Tlffanys 
December 4, Preston Polytechnic 8, Leicester 
University 7, Birmingham University 8, Manchester 
University 9. Wakefield Unity Hall 12, Sheffield 
Polytechnic 33, NewcasUe Polytechnic 15, London 

Lyceum 17. More dates will be added at a later date. 
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EVER WONDERED what 
Angus Young keeps in his 
schoolbag? 

Well, forget It. I've been in there 
and I can tell you. it's not a pretty 
sight. Doesn't feel too good either. 
It's sort of hot and black and sticky 
...yuck.... 

"It's hot tar," explains Angus. 
"That's how we get the smoke 
effect." 

The smoking schoolbag is about 
the biggest effect that AC/DC use 
onstage. No dry Ice, no strobe 
lights, not even a stray mirror -ball - news which comes as a great 
relief to me. sitting in the 20th row 
at the Birmingham Odeon gig. 

You see, I didn't really expect to 
like AC/DC. No, that's not true. I 
actually expected to hate AC/DC. I 
mean, they didn't really have much 
going for them. They were heavy 
metal (yawn). They were 
Australians (01, enough of this 
racist stuff! - ED). And they were 
woman haters. Well they had to be, 
with lyrics like that, didn't they? 

Well. yes and no. They are loud. 
heavy, headbanging etc etc etc. But - thank goodness - they don't 
take It too seriously. As 1 said, no 
overblown stage effects. Just a lot 
of hard work, a lot of noise - and a 
lot of fun. 

And yes, the boys do (for some 
reason) choose to reside hi Sydney 
but, you'll be glad to know, they're 
of Scottish origin. (Or am 1 being 
biased about this?) 

And the woman -hating? Angus 
denies the charge. 

"We love women," he replies - 
pretty reasonably I suppose. 

"I don't think we put women 
down," he continues. "I think It's 
just the way we approach the 
subject. They're all real life 
experiences I mean, It's better to 
write about VD than flying saucers. 
Isn't it? 

J 

c 

''EE GUS 
AND THE 

MACHOMETER 
SHEILA PROPHET found AC/DC's 

Angus Young scored low, while 
Bon Scott nearly blew a .fuse 

"I think we're probably doing the 
government a service. Singing 
those songs is providing a better 
warning than those pamphlets they 
give out, anyway " 

The other sexual obsession of the 
group, apart from social diseases, 
seems to be with ladies of rather 
larger than average build - as in 
the song. 'Whole Latta Rosle'. 

"Yes, Bon has this fetish about 
big women," explains Angus. "He 
used to party around with these two 
girls who were called the Jumbo 

Yes, well, we won't go Into that. 
But it Is true that most of AC/DC's 
Image emanates from singer Bon 
Scott, who must rate at least 90 
points on the machometer. He's 
got the lot - hairy chest, dirty 
songs ... and tattoos. 

"He's very proud of his chest." 
says Angus. "Bon gets a kick out of 
flashing those tattoos. Me? Oh, no, 

r 
TIT TES and halt' - macho style. Bon wins 

I was never quite that brave." 
But then Angus himself is the 

very antithesis of that image, 
which 1 suppose balances out the 
group's macho rating. (The other 
members of the group, by the way, 
rate about average). When you 
meet him, you can understand how 
the schoolkld thing came about. 
Out of uniform, he's absolutely tiny - so much so, you wonder how he 
manages to get grown up clothes to 
fit him. 

He says he thought up the shorts 
Idea back ín 1974 when, he claims, 
he was still a real -life scholar. 
This, by his own reckoning, put his 
current age at 21, although Aussie 
friends of mine who claim to have 
seen him looking more or less the 
same as he does now at least seven 
or eight years ago, reckon this Is 
highly unlikely. 

Anyway, what the hell, the 
gimmick works a treat. The kids 
love It, going bananas as he 
scurries round the stage shaking 
his head in ridiculously manic, 
neck -breaking fashion. When he 
does his walkabout amongst the 
people (just like royalty, isn't it?) 
the kids chase him round, grabbing 
him as he's carried past, shoulder 
high, still screeching away on his - 

cordless guitar. 
"Sometimes I end up covered in 

scratches and bruises," he sighs. 
Angus reckons that their sense of 

humour has had a lot to do with 
AC/DC's success. But then. in the 
kind of places the band started out 
playing, you had to have a sense'f 
humour to survive. 

"Those pubs in the outback were 
rough." lie says with feeling. "You 
had to be a bit bawdy and brash." 

Bawdy and brash they still are. 
But It's an endearing sort of 
brashness - the same quality that 
the new wave bands had when they 
first kicked off. 

Although they might not have 
that much In common musically 
with the new wave, the group 
seems to share the same "have a 
go" ideals and the same hatred of 
slickness and professionalism as 
practised by the dinosaurs of the 
rock world. 

"One of the first big bands I went 
to see was Led Zeppelin." he 

remembers, "and before the show 
there were all these stories running 
round that Jimmy Page would 
jump on his amp and Plant would 
sing without a microphone. 

"Then when I saw the gig, they 
all just stood there. All Plant did 
was to stand there shaking his long 
hair a bit and cocking his leg every 
so often. 

"It was the same with all those 
bands - the ones who like to play 
coo1,I saw them, and I was never 
interested. I'd come out thinking, 
'What's all the fuss about?'. 'Am I 
missing something?'." 

So the band got up and did It 
themselves. Now, Angus reckons: 
"We don't care whether It's 
musical or not, f* * all those 
technical points. We're there to 
make it as interesting and exciting 
as possible. We like to get up and 
rock, and still give the kids a 
show," 
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And that's what they do. Often, 
All the time in fact. The band have 
been on the road continuously for 
over six months now -a schedule 
that would kill most folk 

"I've had some great times," 
says Angus. "I enjoy touring. No, I 
never get bored - I think touring is 
what you make it. I do get fidgety 
If we have a day off, because 
touring is geared round you 
twiddling your thumbs and getting 
ready for the show. If the show's 
missing, the day just doesn:t feel 
right." 

He admits that he and the others 
are getting tired now, and are 
looking forward to their Christmas 
break back home in Sydney. where 
they'll also be recording their next 
studio album before setting out on 
tour again in February. 

"Our company own their own 
studios down there, so you have all 
the time in the world. It's 
completely away from the rest of 
the world, so you can look at things 
fresh, with a clear head." 

So they're not thinking of 
moving. 

"It's not really a question of 
moving - we're never there long 
enough to say we actually live 
there. I don't mind really - I think 
I could live anywhere." - 

So next year's schedule for 
AC/DC looks pretty much the same 
as the last year's. 

"We're not rich yet." says 
Angus. "We'll just keep going till 
we can afford to stop." 

But they are working on 
America... 

And in the meantime, tame and 
fortune in the world of 
showbuslness has already helped 
Angus achieve one big ambition. 
"I've had all my teeth capped." 

he says proudly, displaying the 
gleaming row of needles.' 

By an Australian dentist? 
"But of course. What else?" 

,. 
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BUTCH? Well It's not the size that counts 
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SINGLE OF THE WEEK. 

e 
THERE Is no single of the week. 

tHE BEST OF A BAO BUNCH. 

TODD P.UNDGREN: 'All The 
Children Sing' (Bearaville) 
Suitably seasonal sounding title from from Todd the man. Pulled 
from the 'Hermit Of Mink Hollow' 
album in an- attempt, no doubt, to 
woo the end of the year consumers 
and thus giving his public some 
product to eat up after the an- 
ticipated triumph that I and other 
Runt fans expect his Venue gigs to 
be. Beautiful layered production 
sporting tinkling keyboards and 
exquisite sax , yet still second 
rate stuff from this fellow of rare 
genius That said, this record still 
urinates over the majority Of this 
week's vinyl wasteland. 
IAN DURY / AND THE 
BLACKHEADS: 'Hit Me With Your 
Rhythm Stick' (Stiff) 
With -progressive listens this single 
forces first impressions to the back 
of one's subconscious. I honestly 
thought this Dury world tour on 
vinyl was the nadir of the guy's 
output . at first. You will too. 
Persevere, however, and become 
hooked on the ball - busily?' bass tiff, 
Dury's command of the foreign 
patois, and the weird sax, wauings 
of a thousand Arabian nights, Reeks 
of character, but I still wouldn't buy 
the bleeder. I'm off to reflect on the 
former glories of 'Boots And Pan- 
ties'. 
THE RECORDS: 'Starry Eyes' (The 
Record Company) 
Pop music I hear you snarl. 
Yesireebob, and quite a jolly affair it 
is too. First release from Will Bir- 
ch's new bunch of chums, and, as 
you would expéct it's down the line 
commercial hookerama. The 
produetlon leaves a little to be 
desired and, as anyone who has seen 
The Records live will testify they Ire 
punchier than this single would lead 
you to believe. This should have 
been 'Teenerama'. A slight 
dissappointment. 

THE POLICE: 'So Lonely' (A & M) 
Sting Summers and Copeland 
produced one of the singles of the 
year in 'Roxanne'. This is in the 
same vein - white reggae based on 
riddums and a race for hell 
breakneck hook. A good album track 
which could be a minor hit. 

STATUS QUO: 'Accident Prone' 
(Vertigo) 

and onandonandon. Un- 
mistakeably earthy, unmistakeably 
Quo. A version on a theme. Rather 
amusing. A hit. 

THIRD WORLD: 'Cool Meditation' 
(Island) 
Swift follow - up to the band's hit 
reworking of the fab PhWy anthem 
that you all know. Smooth as the 
proverbial babe's ass replete with 
some tasty harmonica, and an 
assured crossover hit. Quin- 
tessential quality. 
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TODD RUN- DGRÉN: second rate stuff 

HI - TENSION: 'Autumn Love' 
(Island) 
Now is the winter of our disco - ntent 

H.T. are to be commended 
because, simply, they have taken on 
the besuited black Yank troupe at 
their own game and trounced 'em 
rotten. This isn't the expected HI 
Tension boogie time, rather it's a 
soft, low twang of a thong. very 
American, very Commodorlsh. A 
stone - gone smoocher. Great 
record, though I still couldn't. 
wouldn't be Induced Into slapping 
moolah down for it. 
THE RUBINOOS: 'Falling In Love' 
(Berserkley) 

with love is falling for make 
believe. The Rubes live out the 
American college to the hilt. Despite 
the fact that they all look alike 
they've just undergone a course of 
monkey gland injections. Angst - 

ridden teen anthem and all that 
kinda stuff. Good in a bizarre way. 
The Rubinoos make Child look like 
Van Halen, 'n ah think they're cuter 
than Mom's apple 'n' blueberry pie. 

MOON MARTIN: 'Hot Nlte In 
Dallas' (Capitol) 
More mediocrity from a Yank with 
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more than his fair share of money 
behind him. Sounds like Lynyrd' 
Skynyrd jumping on an American 
new wave - that means drastically 
old wave - bandwagon. Single's 
pretty naff but mebbe, lust mebbe a 
good album. 

HEROES: 'Think It Over' (Roe) 
According to the biog. Heroes have 
forsaken the bright lights, big hype 
of a major record company for local 
label Rox. Quite who, in higher 
circles, has offered to sign the 
Merseyside lads Is never made 
clear. st Buddy Holly tune per- 
formed with suitable riposte, this 
bubbles along like Pleasers who 
have never had the operation 
Strictly amateur league but OK. 

AND NOW SEASONAL 
TURKEYS. 

WOUNDED JOHN SCOTT CREE: 
'Rudolph The Red Nosed Reindeer' 
(Pye) 
GLADYS KNIGHT & THE PIPS: 
'Do You Hear What I Hear' (Bud- 
dah) 
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SANITY CLAUSE: 'Christmas 
Jingles (EMI) 
JUDGE DREAD: 'Jingle Bells 
(EMI) 
CHRIS HILL: 'Disco Santa' (En- 
sign) 

BUZBY: 'Make Someone Happy 
Every Day' (Pye) 
SALSOUL- ORCHESTRA: ''Little 
Drummer Boy' (Salsoul) 
ROY HUDD: '(Everybody Needs A) 
Christmas Tree' (State) 
BOB PRYDE: 'Santa's Little 
Helpers' (State) 

HICKEY NORRIS! 'Reggae 
Christmas' (Satre) 

REX HARRISON: 'One Of Those 
Songs' (Pye) 

ANGEL / CALIFORNIA BOYS 
CHOIR: 'Winter Song' (Casablanca) 

MIKE OLDFIELD: 'Take Four' 
(Virgin) 
Sometimes I feel so uninspired. 
Christmas Is coming . and all 
that festive guff, but this excreta Is 
unlikely to inspire goodwill to all the 
men in anyone. tv J Scott Cree 
croons his hoary old ditty over a 
douze bar blues reminiscent of a 
decaying blues paragons. S'awful. 
Old Gladys shows how far 'she's 
fallen with cloying sentimental guff 
that profits no one. Dread and Hill 
purport to be funny, on this score 
they, well put yourself, dear reader, 
In the position of a fairy atop a 
Christmas tree and then imagine 
what It feels like to have a mighty 
Spruce, Pine or whatever rammed 
up yer jacksy. That's how funny the 
tunes are. Busby, along with Ber- 
nard Crlbbens, should be strangled. 
Ditto with Roy Hudd, Bob Pryde and 
Rex Harrison. Hickey Norris I am 
assured will be huge in Shepherd's 
Bush, Angel. rock (sic) and roll's 
answer to Charlie's Angels mince it 
up with The California Boys Choir In 
a song that has the most overworked 
tiff ever. Foreigner for paedophiles 
Oldfield re releases those fab 
hornpipe jigs that have made Xmas 
unbearable for the past couple of 
years. Every one a stone cold loser. 

ANYTIME, ANYPLACE . . . 

MORE TURKEYS. 

BONNY TYLER: 'Louslana Rain' 
(RCA) 
Tumbleweed orchestration with nae 

Ark 1 

class. Terminal Laringytle is no tun 
Bonnie, and neither Is this effort. 

SANDFORD & BAKER: 'Stamp On 
A Skurff Today' (EMI) 
Two plugheads try to alleviate the 
Smurf menace and succeed only n 
making the pain in the arse con- 
siderably worse. 

CAREY DUNCAN: 'Ragsy' (HAM) 
Carey is one of dem girls that Is 
saving up to get married, and in the 
meantime she is making dreary 
Elkie Brooks soundalike records to 
attain her goals, both financial and 
romantic. 

J J BARRIE: 'You Look Just Like 
An Angel' (RCA) 
The worst 

MUD: 'Why Do Fools Fall In love / 
The Book Of Love' (RCA) 
Two relics given the Showad- 
dywaddy revamp treatment. What. 
one wonders, have things come to 
when these lords among men 
produce pap that actually makes 
Showaddywaddy sound good. 

RICHARD ASHWORTH & WHITE 
DUB: 'M3 Revisited' (Overdrive) 
Three track independent release 
the cover being a parody of the title 
that the song lambasts, namely 
Highway 01 Revisited. Lead track is 
a hooky reggae version of Uncle 
Bob's' 'Positively Fourth Street'. 
Good keyboards can't save this from 
being entirely tedious. 

THE SUSSED: 'I Like You / Tango / 
The Perv' (Overdrive) 
Egbaston part - time punk are 
perpetrators of this surprisingly 
competent EP. Nothing much more 
need be said. ' 

... AND FINALLY .. . 

LIVERPOOL F.C.: 'Hap To The 
Kop / We are Liverpool' (Logo) 
The lads in red take the pop world by 
storm!!! Hardly. This is more akin 
to a damp fart down Tin Pan Alley 
B - side Is astonishing- The Blood 
Reds reworking of 'Brown Girl In 
The Ring', proves conclusively that 
footballer's brains are most cer- 
tainly In their feet. This Is to music 
what Shelia Prophet is to Sumo 
wrestling. 
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RECORD SHOP managers 
and employees well 
remember the days when 
eager would-be purchasers 
would walk into their shop, 
sing a few off-key, 
out -of -tune bars of a song 
and demand a copy of that 
"great record I heard on the radio". 

And while this undoubtedly still 
happens, the anxious -to -please 
record dealer Is now faced with a 
new problem ... how to match a 
record (and mostly an LP) to a hurried description of that "really 
great advert I saw on TV'. 

You know, the one with the 
cricket bats, the one with all those 
guys in white suits, the one with all 
those funny wrestlers In It... . 

For the phenomenon of the 
TV -advertised album - be It a 
compilation of 'Greatest Hits' or 
the latest album from a group or 
artist with a single high in the Top 
Ten - has now become a 
fully -established marketing policy. 

As well as a very successful one. 
In Record Mirror's most recent 

album chart more than half the 
albums In the Top 20 had been (and 
in some cases still are being) TV 
advertised, In exposure "slots" 
ranging from seven second flashes 
of the album sleeve along with a 
snatch of the current hit right 
through to (250,000 "concept" 
campaigns lasting over a minute on 
peak -time TV. 

Yet the TV -advertising boom, as 
significant a "revolution" to the 
major record companies as was the 
Introduction of rock music 
advertising Into the national press 
(at a hugely increased cost from 
advertising in the trade music 
papers) in the late sixties, has only 
taken place in the last two years. 

Pioneers in the field were 
specialised "TV -marketing" 
companies K -Tel, Ronco and 
Arcade over five years ago - with 
hard-hitting "instant appeal" ads 
for compilation albums on familiar 
themes: the golden years ohrock 
'n' roll, non-stop party, disco action 
and so on. 

But these companies were 
marketing organisations - leasing 
tracks from record companies, 
investing heavily in TV time and - 
at the time - reaching a section of 
the consumer public untouched by 
normal record company 
advertising. The leasing fees 
accounted for a minute part of the 
campaign budget, success being 
based on the sound business 
practice (to everyone then except 
record companies) of spending a 
lot to sell even more. 

The Instant explosion and 
immediate sales of K -Tel et al 
prompted several major record 
companies to think along the same 
lines Faced with generally 
declining album sales on the one 
hand, and an increasing realisation 
that their own back catalogues 
were as strong as outside - 
compilations, Phonogram and EMI 
tentatively entered the market In 
late 1975/early 1976 - the former 
with a Stylistics "Christmas" 
compilation, the latter with the 
first major record company TV 
campaign based on marketing 
research for the 'Beach Boys' 20 
Golden Greats'. 

"The amount of money we spent 
on that campaign, around (200,000, 
was considered staggering at the 
Ume," says EMI's TV promotions 
manager Brian Berg "Up until 
then we'd left it to the specialised 
companies, who were prepared to 
take the risks. But the album, 
which was a very strong collection. 
has sold a million to date. 

"After the success of the Beach 
Boys naturally we began to look at 
other catalogue areas and we've 
had a whole string In the last two 
years." 

And Berg modestly admits: 
"Obviously not all the TV 
compilations have been as 
successful, but beard on the 
amount invested - which can vary 
from 140.000 up to (150.000 - I 
don't think we ve had one that 
hasn't made some money." 

PUMPING VINYL 
THROUGH TIlE TUBE- 
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JOHN SHEARLAW on how TV advertising of albums 
began .... and is likely to. continue 

Once the first steps had been 
made other record companies 
followed suit, the creative 
campaigns battling it out on the 
box for"catalogue" material along 
with dog food and coffee 
commercials. 

But the most interesting 
development, and one that is 
causing the most Interest in the 
music business, is extremely recent - the use of TV to advertise new 
product, as opposed for familiar 
and easily recognisable material. 

Since Christmas last year major 
record company "policy" (as much 
as it can be generalised here) has 
come to accept the Idea of 
investing heavily In TV -advertising 
to promote album sales on the back 
of current single success. Thus 
Kate Bush, high in the charts with 
'Wuthering Heights' had her first 

album "flashed" In selected 
regional slots, similarly ELO with 
a current tour and a Top 10 single 
during the summer, and more 
recently WE A's Boney M with the 
album from the group that brought 
you 'Rivers Of Babylon'. 

Record company spokesman 
contacted by Record Mirror view 
the development with mixed 
feelings. It's beyond a doubt, they 
say, that "TV does sell" and many 
quote cases of albums suddenly 
rising up the charts atter a 
stagnant period once given the "TV 
push" 

But Brian Berg denied that the 
campaigns were all fail-safe.' The 
market is going crazy around this 
time., as It did last year. It's a case 
of the strongest material allied to 
the best presentation winning 
through," he says. "Not everyone 

Is guaranteed to make money." 
And what is also causing the 

"majors" some concern Is that 
they have turned full circle - and 
are once again competing for the 
"normal" record buying public 
previously won over by radio 
exposure and trade press 
advertising ... at a hugely 
escalated cost. 

This Is particularly true of new 
artists (as Kate Bush was) or even 
established acts with simply a new 
album (ELO. say). Several 
companies admit to having "toyed" 
with the idea of breaking a 
completely new act ("cold", Is the 
business expression) on TV but this 
development - considering the 
enormous risk and cost - Is 
unlikely even next year. 

The two levels of TV -advertising 
currently widely employed are here 

to stay. High -budget 'Golden 
Greats' (compilations, whatever) 
and low -budget (and often 
regionally advertised only) new 
albums. Put them together and you 
have the top of the albums charts 
and all-round "increased" sales_ 

But whether the actual "volume" 
of extra sales will increase In 
relation to the amount of money 
being spent to achieve them will be 
the question every record company 
involved will be asking in the wake 
of the Christmas splurge. 

And, even as those sums are 
being calculated the most 
fascinating advert since K -Tel's 
very first will be appearing on your 
screens. In January BBC records 
launch their TV cam peign to 

promote the Paul 
Gambacc W 'Compiled 'America's 
40 Greatest' album ... an ITV! 
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Elba' behind 
TO A sound track of 'Dedicated Followers of Fashion' and 'tae Hoya Are Back In Town' and with black hafloons flying the motto 'Rack le Beautiful' the new Riba shop opened el 22 Conduit Street this week. A. hundreds waited outside with Jack Frost Use doors finally opened to reveal two Doors of not the expected new - look Riba hut more the remnants of the old shop In Kensington Hlgb street. The new Bibs displays the much copied design - deco that the old ones did. r olours of black and gold and an abundance of mirrors and Hollywood hotel thirties chic. flnfortunately this time around the clothes are tres drab and they aim tondo the same colour and design lines as the previous collections. If you remember Rory and the Ribs parties or If you just want to imthe in nostalgia be sawn there; but if you want something new give It a miss Anyway the restaurant next door Is nice for lunch. TOT TA YI.OR 

Picture this 
GIMMICK mania, all 
souped up and ready for 
Christmas, is upon us. I 
fear. And all because - it. 
works 

At least U The Cars' 
phenomenal success is 
anything to go by, It does. 
It is almost unheard of for 
an unknown band to crash 
into the charts at number 
10 with a debut single. 
And It's Impossible to 
hype a single in at that 
high a position. 

Which leaves One 
possible conclusion. The 
piCture disc that the 
stogie was pressed on - 
ugly though it was - 
turned out to be a spec- tacularly effective 
promotional device. 

The same device 
with rather less amazing 
results - was uUltsed by 
Stiff with limited (5000) 
editions of the Lovich, 
Wreckless. Lewle, Jupp 
and Sweet albums in 
picture disc, the first 
attempt to use picture 
LPs as a promotional 
device in Britain since 
Curved Air tried It with 
'Air Condltloning' In 1910. 

The reason for R's lack 
of popularity as a 
promotional device for 
the last etght years Is 
probably connected with 
the fact that 'Air Con- 
ditioning' absorbed a 

great deal of Warner 
Bros' money to very little 
-commercial response. 
and thus frightened off 
potential band wagon - 
jumpers. 

Paul Conroy, the label 
manager at Stiff. says it's 
too early to tell whether the discs have 
signillcantly lifted sales, 
but It has got them a lot of 
national publicity which 
can't be bad. 

Costing about a quid 
more than normal poses 
(In Stiff's case - Im+ 
ported picture discs like 
Meatloaf are far more 
expensive, often up to 
1.12) the records have 
proved enormously 
popular this time round, 
which could mean a spate 
of the things, though not 
all from these shores. 

Elton John's album in 
plc disc is' already 
a'vallable in some shops, 
and Blondle and Linda 
Ronsladt efforts are on 
their way. Most of these 
will probably end up on 
'special import', though, 
and lead to inordinately 
high prices. Already this 
has led to scenes of pic- 
ture albums being pinned 
up In walls in record 
shops and being auc- 
tioned off to the highest 
bidder. 

Rut record companies 
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It happened 
in Reading 

TV 'C3IQSOMS IN DISCO DJ SPOT SHOCK 
IH000TEING with Roaanquel 
was a dlaappolntment, 

"See your favourite 
newscaster la a guest disc 
jockey spot at Reading Top 
Rank Suite," said the 
publicity. Trouble was that 
Reggie rs_s shakey on his feet 
and looked tired and 
emotional. 

"And now 'for our special 
guest - tot from 'News At 
Ten', the Incredible Reggie ~minuet." boomed the 
announcement. 

Reggie's entrance was less 
than Incredible, as he tripped /tense the stage and staggered up to the 
microphone. 

"I don't know why I'm 
here," he said. "Who are you 
lot anyway? Oh yes I 
remember.' 

Reggie then told a cake 

. 

about the Tope meeting the 
chief Rabbi at the Vatican. 
Nobody laughed, 

"Oh Christ that one 
bombed. It went down well 
the last tlme'1 bid It y'know, 
Anyway, do ya think I'm 
sass " 

Reggie ambled off stage 
holding on to a curtain for 
support. rte went upstairs to 
sign autograph., steadying 
hie 

earn 
ao that he Could write 

Pi 
" eeri never like that on the 

news," aid one woman. 
Reggie la th. latest In the 

line of celebrity DJ's. Past 
guests at Reading and 
Southampton Top Rank have 
been Stan Ogden from 
Coronation Street, Reedy 
from Crossroads and Dr 
Magnus Pybe. Magnus had to 
dragged off stage waving ids,. 

arms madly. Not only did he 
play record/abut he answered 
scientific questions before 
dancing N the crowd. 

"We wondered brow we 
could follow Travolta fever." 
said Mr Malcolm Kat of Rank 
Leisure Services. "One of our 
chaps was sitting down one 
day and wondered what sort 
of Mae jockey Magnus Pyke 
would make. 

Magnus has definitely 
been the beat so tar. He had 
such a lot of enthusiasm and 
he's such a marvellous little 
mover on the dance floor. All 
the guests are paid a fee to 
appear, but I can't reveal 
how much". 

Rank want to continue 
these guest spots- and 
negotiations are currently 
underway for more 
celebrities. 

! 
wale. 

N 

MA GNUS PYKE: "a marvellous little mover", 
and friend : Reggie (Inset) 

. hanging on the gramophone 

haven't exhausted all the 
possibilities of weird' 
things to do with a 121st 
piece of plastic yet. I 
received a disc from 
Canada this week 
claiming to be the first 
Silver Plated disc 
marketed by a record 
company. 

The album., by 
Canadian band Triumph 
and titled 'Rock 'n' Roll 
Machine', is actually 
very impressive looking, 
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utterly redundant 
anyway by the real 
picture disc, Le. a disc 
that produces moving 
images -ót the band on a 
screen while the record 
plays. These have 
already been produced 
and will be on the market 
In some countries next 
year, 
As for news of other 

gimmicks - back. 
Inevitably, to Stiff, who 
have come up with a 

a full t°PeS a Unae b éñ ÑUs 
kt ritnnIEunetl 

despite being a load of 1 

crap by any other stan- 
dards. 

Attic, who market the 
disc, aren't content with 
this Liberace style 
overkill, and have the 
added Insurance of the 
band's autographs on the 
Matrix. All I can say after 
one hearing, is that 
Triumph need all the help 
they can get. 

All this paraphernalia 
will probably be rendered 
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really neat one, again 
with the flue Stiffs. All 
those people who retained 
their ticket stubs from the 
tour - notices were put 
advising everyone to keep 
them - will be able to 
purchase a special 
recording'of the infamous 
five performing their own 
Individual versions of 'Be 
Stiff'. 

.lupp Is doing,a blues 
version, Rachel a C&W 
job, Wreckless Is sticking 
to rock 'n' roll, Jona 
Lewis Is doing a "Mungo 
Jerry Meets Liberace' 
version, and words 
cannot be found to 
describe Lene Lovich's 
cut. The records will cost 
l.1 plus 15p postage and 
packing. 

Elsewhere In gim- 
mlckland, Peter Tosh, 
who has come up with an 
interesting variation on 
the old scratch 'n sniff 
chestnut, ran into a bit of 
trouble with the chain 
stores following EMI's 
marketing of a sleeve 
that smelled distinctly of 
ganja when agitated by 
the 'fingernail in 'the 
appropriate manner. 

Boots have refused to 
accept any copies with 
,the scratch n' sniff 
sticker. 

"We saw no reason to 
promote this substance in 

our record departments," 
said a spokesman. 

And of course there 
have been square records 
(Richard My'hl1U and 
oblong records (York* 
Bar commercial). Even 
the fertile (?) minds of 
record company 

"promotional executives 
must run out of titillation 
eventually. 

My favodrite novelty is 
the one extolled by David 
Bowie, that no record 
company has seen fit to 
put into practice yet, That 
Is. disposable discs - 
very cheap singles and 
albums, that wear out 
after about a dozen plays 
And U you want to hear 
some more, you just buy 
another copy. 

This would destroy the 
'whoops' syndrome, 
which involves buying a 
new album by your 
favourite pop group, only 
to discover that they've 
recorded a turkey. Of 
course, such a ploy would 
do plenty for the con- 
sunler but precious little 
for the,record companies, 
so it Is unlikely to see the 
light of day, 

This feature was 
printed on special 'wood 
pulp' paper which ignites 
upon contact with any 
brand of household 
match 

M~IIS IJti 
FAMOUS stiff Jim 
Morrison - did he really 
die as a result of abusing 
himself in the bath? - 
flickered to life again last 
week in Wardour Street. 

Morrison, who has a 
'posthumous album 
released this week, 'An 
American Dream' was 
resurrected by WEA 
Records who screened an 
old Granada documen- 
tary 'The Doers Are 
Open' for the media in a 
small preview theatre It was another 
promotional device. 
another Illusion shat- 
tered. Morrison. far from 
projecting himself as a 
latent cult hero and 
mystery man, came 
across as a stoned old 
hippie with the thought 
capacity of a spaced out 
neanderthal, . Thep other 
three. apart from being 
quite remarkably In 
competent from a 
mualcal point of view, 
were remarkably naive 

There was some In- 
teresting documentary 
footage, from the band's 
first visit to Britain at the 
Roundhouse In 1969 I was 
disappointed that Jim 
dldn t flash his chopper 
and Its nonappearance 
wasn't compensated for 
by some extremely 
sloppy versions of 
'Spanish Caravan', ' Wbeo 
The Music's Over', 'Hello 
I Love You', 'Crawling 
King Snake' which didn't 
appear on record until 
Z.A Woman' and sundry 
other sub standard at- 
tempts at what wan 
originally brilliant 
material. 

The live concert shots were cut with 
'significant' newsreel of 
nasty police, fat 
politicians, Richard 
Nixon, Adolf Hitler I?). 
the National Guard, and 
assorted demonstrating 
students being beaten 
about the head by a 
gaggle of Babylonian 
forces. 

But It's an interesting 
historical snippet all the 
same. Granada have rip 
plans to screen it again on 

TV and It's not befog 
leased to cinemas 
generally. fl you want to 
see It, write to Granada 
and convince thorn 
there's enough int` rest 

st But you mig 
dtsapp,lnted. 
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Olivia 
Newton -John's 

back in town 
with -her new album ̀ Totally Hot' 

featuring the single 
'A Little More Love' 

EMI 2879 
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PRISTINE BLANCMANGE 
BARRY CAIN goes all wobbly at the knees while talking to David Johansen 

I DON'T WANT TO TALK 
ABOUT THE New * * * * ****, 

Do you want to hear about the 
* York * * * * * ? I'm sire 

you don't. Right? So, let's make a 
deal. Well agree not to mention the 

Dolls. 
There. Doesn't that feel better? 

Now ,ee know where we stand. 
'Cos th * 

are dead. Smashed. And what's the 
use fondly reminiscing? What's the 
point of checking out that whole 
sordid. Biba stained past when the 
hand in halls bulging strides groped 
around a company executive 
darkness desperately searching for 
the light switch but only succeeding 
in tripping over a fat cigar butt and 
breaking its head on a brandy 
balloon. 

I mean, who wants to remember 
all that? 

I'm sure the geezer serving cold 
beers in this barber sized bar oft 
42nd Street couldn't give a toss for 
the band. In fact, he couldn't give a . 

toss for anything the way he bangs 
the bottles on the counter, except 
maybe his obese prostrate gland. 
Or his obsolete sex drive. Or that 
tiny shadow on his lung that the 
doctor said was hothfng to worry 
about but come In anyway and 
we'll have a real look. 

I'm sure David Johansen don't 
care that much either. Just 'cos he 
happened to front the band don't 
mean to say his needle nose is 
stuck In some gluey groove 
revolving relentlessly on a time 
warp turntable. 

He's got a band of his own now 
ain't he. This lonely planet boy Is 
back to the front. 

David has a squashed boat race. 
But It's a subtle kind of squashiness 
like he's collided with a lorry load 
of blancmange. This naturally 
makes him all the more interesting 
because every time he opens his 
mouth you expect his cheeks to 
.rubble. 

They don't of course. Not even a 

raspberry ripple. Funny how some 
people make you think of food. I 
see Johnny Rotten and pilchards 
spring to mind. Bob Geldof brings 
visions of runny meat pies. Kate 
Bush gerklns Freddle'Mercury 
walnuts. Elvis Costello peas. 

With David Johansen It's 
definitely blancmange. Big sloppy 
ones that have a whale of a time in 
the dish before being gobbled up. I 

guess that's what makes him 
attractive to women Sweet tooth 
fantasies outside cake shop 
windows. 

He's often likened to Jagger but 
in fact he's much better looking. 
Jagger is too much like a half 
eaten jaded Jelly. Johansen is 
pristine blancmange 

"I'm an unassuming, rambling 
kind of guy," he smiles. "I went to 
high school in Staten Island...." 

Seeing how this guy never says 
"er" Or "y' know" or "yeah" but 
proceeds with a perfect line In spiel? 
I'm going to take a short break 
while he. with the aid of untipped 
cigarettes and an endless stream of 
Carlsberg, relates his oft 
fascinating past. 

See you in a little while. 
"We lived In a residential area, 

rather like a part of London, on the 
Island. There were six of us. My 
father used to sing Gilbert and 
Sullivan stuff when he was young 
before going into the war in the air 
corps 

"He never made much money so 
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DAVID JOHANSEN on stage' and /insert) sipping and talking 

we lived Ina real working class 
neighbourhood. I remember having 
to eat tuna fish a lot, sleeping in a 

warm place and selling (Cool-Ade 
(soft drink) on the street when I 
was about six. 

"In those places the most you 
can hope for Is a nice jacket, two or 
three pairs Of pants, a pair of shoes 
and a Job Ina grocery store 
earning 50 bucks a week, 

"There's a good community 
spirit in those neighbourhoods 
though and they often stick up 
signs to tell you when everyone's 
gonna clean the street. 

"All the guys used to hang out in 
gangs. My main gang consisted of 
the nuttiest guys around and all the 
other gangs used to like us because 
we were so crazy. I never used to 
fight much, it wasn't my cup of tea. 
But I did hang out with one bunch 
whose warlord used to beat up 
three guys at a time In a rumble 
and throw them over his head, 

"I used to listen to Bob Dylan ' 

and It was at the age of 14 I Joined 
a band playing school dates. 
Sometimes, lust fora laugh, we'd 
throw a musician In 'cos we were 

pretty bad. I also had this mad 
girlfriend and we used to write 
poems to each other. 

"School dragged on. I still get 
this recurring dream. I'm sitting in 
my old classroom breathless. See, I 

used to set the alarm every 
moTning for 8.30, get up. take a 
shower at 8.32, get into my clothes, 
khake my hair, dash out and catch 
the busf (ravel the two miles to 
school and get there at 8.44. I got 
this whole technique perfect so 1 

could sleep till the last minute. 
"But as I got older I Just couldn't 

getup and my mother would come' 
home around 11.30 and I'd still be 
In bed. My father then used to send 
me to school at noon- But I soon 
sussed out that time and went out a 
few minutes before he got In and I'd 
wander round Greenwich Village. 

"Around this time me and 
another guy used to play acoustics 
and harmonicas for the Madras 
crowd. Those guys had check shirts 
and desert boots and used to hang 
out at ice cream parlours. My pals 
used to find out where we were 
playing and come around to beat 
up the Madras mob 'cos they were 

s. 
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pretty nambi-pambi. 
"But they also used to beat up 

the New Jersey guys who 
trespassed on Staten Island 
territory drinking pints of Tango 
and pop wines: 

"I was working at a supermarket 
by now as a Cashier making 50 
bucks a week which was cool I 
gave my mother 20 and spent the 
rest on clothes - T-shirts, black 

'leather Jackets and roamers which 
were boots that came up to the 
ankle and were made to last for no. 
more than two months. All the girls 
used to dye their hair black too. 

r'Then I moved to the city and 
joined Fast Eddie and the Electric 
Japs. We won a battle of the bands 
contest 'cos we had a Puerto Rican 
drummr and a black bassist. The 
night we won I knew I wanted to be 
a star. I walked on stage and 
started singing. Then I closed my 
eyes 'cos I thought they were going 
to kill us, But they cheered.. . 

"People said we were the best 
band around - but that's 'cos we 
were the worst. Wc,were 
entertaining. Bands that time made 
everything look so boring, taking 

everything so seriously. We stood 
out because of our conepleuo us 

consumption 
"Then the New r a" 
Right. We don't wish to know 

about that do we? Unless, of 
course, you want to hear him say, 

"Our life styles In The Dolls 
didn't radically alter - we always 
used to stay up all night before we 
were In the band. I think one of the 
main things we achieved was to get 
a lot of record companies 
interested In bands they would 
never even have considered 
before " 

After the band disintegrated - 
an appropriate word - David was 
not interested In making any 
records. "I Just wanted to dig 
myself for awhile Just sit around 
and dig myself." 

It was while he was "digging" 
himself he met drummer Frankle 
LaRocka on the Staten Island 
ferry. Frankle said he wanted Dave 
to play again with him and bassist 

-Buzzy Verno. They rehearsed, it 
sounded good so guitarists Johnny 
Rao and Thomas Trask were 
enlisted. 

And the David Johansen band 
was born. (This is sounding more 
and more like a press handout.) 

Ex -Doll Syl Sylvaln, Johansen's 
co -writer, occasionally plays with 
the band too. Like happy families 
The band have been touring 
extensively this year culminating 
in their current European trip 

"We've been working five night's 
a week and have been all over the 
States, Including Canada, three 
times in the last six months." 

He smiles incessantly. Initially, I 
thought it was of the piss taking 
variety, eg: "This guy looks 
pretty dumb Ina straight kinda 
way. That beard definitely ain't 
cool." But I soon tumbled he was a 

professional raconteur unleashing 
his life in stacatto colour stories 
that tell you more about the milieu 
than the man. 

David Johansen is a very 
Contented man. "This is the life - 
It doesn't really change. I'm happy 
with this band and confident about 
the future." 

His music is merely a Doll 
extension. Remember how Johnny 
Thunders creased clubs with his 
phetamine frolic rock? Well his old 
team-mate is happy to go along 
with that but it's a little more 
tongue in chic. more cute phrasing 
and nefarious negation. The word Ls 

KOOL like the ade he sold on the 
streets at six. 

But will it ever attract mass 
appeal? 

"Who knows But I know one 
thing - I'd rather be popular in 
New York - the Shanghai of the 

,States - than anywhere else In this 
country. This place has more of a 

creative spirit. streets ahead of any 
other town. 

"These days, If you're the hottest 
band around - that means liked in 

the hinter -lands -you're bound to 

be homogenised and a boring 
individual. That's 'roe you're hip 
amongst the people that eat white 
bread sandwiches. 

"Yeah it's true. There are 
actually people In certkin states 
that grill two pieces of white bread 

and then slap another piece of 

white bread covered in margarine 
in between and eat It as a 

sandwich 
-Who in thew right mind wants 

le he popular with them?" 
Not you David. Not you 
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OLIVIA NEWTON -JOHN: 'Totally Hot' (EMI EMA 789) 

MY STORY is much too sad to be told, but prac- tically ev'rything leaves me totally cold.' So Cole Porter began his 1934 masterpiece 'I Get A Kick Out Of You' and unfortunately this sad tale applies here. 
Once uoon a time Olivia NewtonJohn didn't make anyone much money She was part of post-Eurovision 

Cliff's close coterie who always seemed to be on his half-hour tea -time shows along with old Lab! Slffre 
and the various incarnations of the ever -faithful 
'Shads' - one of whom, John Farrar, appears here In 
the guise of producer. Well, it seems that nowadays 
anyone can assume the 'producer -pose' (why, even Simple Jimmy Sham's doln' it) but cousin John Farrar has utilised a strange machine billed on the 
cover as the "Aphex Aural Exciter". Proudly 
declared and quite seriously too I suppose, but not 
much could excite me less aurally than this record. 

011ie (as she prefers not to be called) of course 
looks purr, purr, perfect,- but all the powdering, 
packaging, poses and photos thatthe dollar can buy 
do not make this a praiseworthy album. 'Totally Hot' 
rates as the most misleading title ever. In my book 
"hot" comes in somewhere near "fervent", 
"lecherous", "pungent", "fiery": Well, the ónly fire 
here is that seeping from Olivia's eyes in the 
beautiful picture on the inner sleeve which will as 
from now forever occupy a place on the door of my 
Fridgedafre (Debbie's already on' the gas stove). 
This music Is cold, bland, sedative, and frigid. The 
only spark of life Is on 'A Little More Love' which 
stinks of 'Slaughter On Tenth Avenue" and the 
plaglarlsation of part of Richard Rodgers' spooky 
melody gives the album Its only really discernible 
tune. 

From the swirling synthesiser intro of 'Please 
Don't Keep Me Waiting' to' the soporific version of 
Spencer Davis' 'Gimme Some Lovin' the album 
quickly weaves ev'rything into nothing, if you see 
what I mean. 

'Talk To Me' could be a,single but the lack of 
emotion and the young lady's less than powerful 
voice makes this a very dismal performance 
although she did write it herself. There is no 'Summer 
Nights' here bur then there's no John Travoita either, 
sad to say. 

Olivia could be the Ginger Rogers of the seventies, 
greatrwith a genius but nothing much without him, for 
without Travolta's paternal command she has 
quickly reverted back to the quiet, dull, countryish 
singer we all once overlooked - and she seemed so - 
confident on TOTP. 

I don't want to say any more because I do rather 
like her. Take me home country roads. 

Oh yeah, Mr Porter's song ends with the words, 
'Fighting vainly the old ennui, I suddenly turn and 
see, your fabulous face'. If you see what I mean. + + 
+JAMES PARADE. 

JOHN TRAVOLTA: 'Sandy' (Polydor Midsong 
POLD 5014). - 

IT'S A fair bet that this album will find its way Into 
more homes containing pre - pubescents than any 
other this Xmas. With that in mind. I wonder If this 
true romance stuff is what comes naturally to 
Tradolta, or if It's a calculated attempt to make as 
much money as possible out of the market. 

-OK. leaving aside my cynicism for the moment, I'll 
take it on face value. I don't think he's got a great 
voice, but (like David Soul) he can manage ballads 
fairly creditably. I thought he was lousy on the 
'Grease' album - two songs from which are here: 
'Sandy' and,'Greased Lightning'. But this set shows 
off his voice to more advantage. Besides, his Image Is 
strong enough to survive a mediocre voice - look 
how well David Essex has done. 

I don't know If he has a lot to do with the music, or if 
they just wheel him Into the studio to sing, but the 
arrangements are good - simple but supportive 
This worked well on 'Easy Evil' which is by far the 
most imaginative use of Travolta's voice. with the 
sharp brass breaks and contrasting soft backing. He 
sings in a husky sexy voice, dropping in a few 
orgasmic gasps But for the most part, he leaves the 
blatant sexual stuff alone (with the exception of a 
couple of startling explicit lines in 'Greased Light- 
ning' - watch granny doesn't choke on the turkey) 
and relies on suggestion and high 'school true love 

He's expert at peddling dreams, which is nothing 
new, but he does It well on 'Back Doors Crying' and 
'Moonlight Lady'. Neither of those tax his limitations 
like the more direct and forceful 'Greased Lightning'. 

But really, it wouldn't matter what he was singing, 
It'll sell anyway And any home It lands in Can 
prepare for a very soggy Xmas as the teenies lock 
themselves away an their rooms to share his hear- 
tache. Gets you right here. doesn't It? ++ 
ROSALIND RUSSELL. 
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OLLIE and REVOLTING: perhaps we'll get some more gold 
o r-. . 

ILVER LUE (Pye 
NSPL 28270) 

THE TWO cold sleek 
temptresses on the cover 
have been lifted straight 
from one of Ossle Clark's 
fashion shows and they 
look suitably servile. 
Both wear silver and are 
being led along by the 
man with the pretending - 

to - nonchalance ex- 
pression leaning on the 
bridge. We are led to 
believe that this man is 
'Silver Blue', perpetrator 
of this disco disc and 
would-be conqueror of 
this steely pair of femme 
fatales. We are supposed 
to envy this man, after all 
he has won these two soon 
- to - be - loose women and 
is to be seen on the 
back cover undoing their 
collars. They remain 
unexcited. You too will 
remain unmoved after 
listening to 'Silver Blues' 
record. They are because 
SB isn't very handsome, 
you will because his 
record is a sin against 
modern 'DiscoMan'. 

Play your mum's 
.lames Last records and 
then try' to imagine it 
discOfled. Does modern 
Dldco-Man really want to 
listen to jerky versions of 
'Tennessee Waltz' 
'Yellow Rose Of Texas' 
and 'Jambalaya'? Tó 
continue the theme, 
Silver Blue, who may 
possibly be related to 
David or Barry or Soldier 
as there are similarities, 
is wearing a blue -grey 
heavy suit, has steel -blue 
eyes, grey -blue hair and 
has quickly made me feel 
very blue. 

"Good Vibrations' does 
not sound like it, nor does 
'Light My Fire'. The two 
fallen women wear white 
(distemper colour) silver 
dog - collars, blue 
earrings, mauve eye - 

shadow, emerald - 

studded necklaces, silver 
belts and ruddy - red 
lipstick and nail - varnish 
(this is a nice shade to 
mix with blue). The 
record's disgusting. 

Silver Blue has a thick 
light - blue toe with 
matching shirt of a dif- 
ferent shade, and navy- 
blue 'wet -look' (very 
appropriate) shoes and a 
silver bracelet. In- 
cidentally, apologies to 
the featured gentleman if 
he is Indeed merely a 
male model and not the 
wronged Silver Blue. He 
also wears ... + 

JAMES PARADE 
ir. 

1:2 

STEELY DAN: 'Greatest 
Hits' (ABC ABCD 818) 

'Greatest Hits' Is an ugly 
title for a- double 
album of the best work of 
such an unusbally 
creative band as Steely 
Dan. That UUe makes you 
think of all the overtly 
commercial bands who 
have four hits and rush 
out a "best of" collection. 

Sure, Steely Dan have 
had some great critical 
successes, It just seems 
an inappropriate banner. 
Actually, 'Haitian 
Divorce' Is their only top 
20 placing in this country, 
but in relation to musical 
intellects as high as those 
of Walter Becker and 
Donald Fagán, chart 
positions don't seem to 
matter. There are 18 
tracks here, taken from 
their six ABC albums 
over the last six years. 
with the exception of the 
newly released 'Here At 
The Western World', cut 
for inclusion on 'The 
Royal Scam' but omitted. 
All the classics are here: 
the dark, creeping 'Do It 
Again', 'Reeling In The 
Years', 'Rikki Don't lose 
That Number', 'Black 
Friday' and more recent 
work such as the reggae 
tinged 'Divorce', and 
'Peg' and 'Joale' from 
'Ala 

The collection is 
basically governed by 
which singles the band 
has released over years, 
so tracks like 'Kid 
Charlemagne' and 'The 
Fez', both from 'The 
Royal Scam' and neither 

110br.. 
- 

of which made much 
impression as a 45, are 
included, while equally 
strong numbers like 
'Scam' itself and 'Night 
By Night' from "Pretzel 
Logic' are left out. 
Another omission, 
perhaps less Important, is 
this year's 'FM'. but that 
was never on any Dan 
album. 'Logic' is actually 
the best - represented 
album, with four tracks 
included. 

It's not often that Steely 
Dan play a song that 
doesn't sound like Steely 
Dan, but- they do that 
successfully on Duke 
Ellington's jazzy In- 
strumental 'East St Louis 
Toodle - Oo'. It's a good 
example of a varied 
impact Dan have made 
between 1972 and 1978. 
I'm reeling in the years. 
+ + + + PAUL SEXTON 

ówen 

JOHN PAUL YOUNG: 
'Love Is In The Air' 
(Arcola ARL 5011) 

THE SINGLE of the same 
name was one of those 
ditties that Is instantly 
commercial, eminently likeable beautifully 
produced and so light- weight,- It simply 
vanishes from your 
consciousness after the 
requisite six weeks in the. 
charts. 

It was obv,, .'Iv very 
much the wort, of 
Australian writers and 
producers, Venda and 
Young: John Paul Young 

seemed to be merely a pretty face and a 
reasonable set of vocal 
chords chosen to act as 
frontman for their 
talents. This album, 
however, comes as a 
pleasant surprise: John 
Paul (God, he sounds like 
the Pope) has a better 
voice than I suspected 
On the meatier numbers 
like 'Fool In Love' and Ma 
own composition 'Red 
Hot Ragtime Band he 

displays a rough edge 
that puts ham somewhere 
between F-rnrikle Miller 
and Claris Norman (which 

4 

can't be bad)- These 
rather rockier numbers 
are of course, in- 
terspersed with songs on 
the same line as the 
single: difficult to dislike, 
but rather too bland for 
album material. They 
will, however, ensure him 
a place in the singles 
charts .for some time to 
come - playing It safe, 
perhaps, but I can't 
blame either Vanda and 
Young or John Paul 
himself, for that. + + + 
SHEILA PROPHET 

GREGORY ISAACS: 
'Cool Ruler' (Frontline 
FL1020) 
I CAN'T say that I've 
been convinced of the fact 
that reggae transfers weU 
on albums given the 
singles orientation of the 
whole Jamaican scene 
and really this album 
doesn't do much to 
change that premise. 

If there Is a league of 
Jamaican vocalists then 
as far as i can see Isaacs 
has comandeered the 
number two slot. 
elbowing John Holt, Ken 
Boothe and Pat Kelly out 
Of the running, but still 
lacking the heartfelt 
ability to accurately 
convey his message that 
Dennis Brown con- 
sistently displays 

Isaacs uses the 
Kingston matla of Sly 
Dunbar on drums, Robbie 
Sh,Jtosycare on basa, 
Bobby Ellis and Tommy 
McCock on horns and the 
jfeptones on the har- 
monies but they all seem 
to be rnesting on half 
throttle apart from some 
economical but dexterous 
phrases from Ansell 
Collins on keyboards. 

Thus the hopeful 
melancholy of Party in 
The Slum , the pleadiflj 
'One More Time', the selff 
. determining 'Don't Piry 
Me' and the Jaunty 'John 
P ublie' are fine because 
the compoaltlons are 
strong but Ne muUne 
musicianship fails to loft 
the more anemic tunes +++ MIKE GARDNER 
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'DISCO FEVER' (Pick- 
wick PLE 7013) 

IF YOU'VE had the 
misfortune to see the once 
lovable Kid Jensen ad- 
vertising a certain disco 
record on TV (It's on 
every single night before 
the Queen) and If like me 
you've laughed and cried 
at this ad you'll be In- 
terested to learn that this 
is not the same disc. 

I really hope the 'Kid', 
whom I actually like. Isn't 
thinking about taking up 
acting. Dirk needn't 
worry and all that but Kid 
"I like anything John 
Peel likes" Jensen is 
atrocious. Arthur "I live 
in Islington" Mullard and 
Alan "Nobody's detected 
my wig In 10 years" 
Freeman are even a lot 
better. 

This Is completely 
irrelevant to the record 
but interesting don't you 
think? Anyway, this one, 
which isn't that one, 
contains 13 out of 20 
tracks I have never heard 
of (though to be fair It 
Isn't called '20 Disco 
Hits') and those I know 
are quite rubbishy. 

I only remember Lips 
because they came on 
'Opportunity Knocks' 
once and one of the girls 
resembled my current 
girlfriend Unless a few 
hundred of you dated 
Gloria simultaneously 
around '74 I wouldn't 
expect you to know them 
at all. Also, of the other 
'stars' here, Munich 
Machine conjure up 
something even worse 
than Kra(twerk and I 
can't face that Foxe and 
the simpering Noosha are 
rubbish only dredged up 
from time to time for the 
Time Out 'How Hip It Is 
To Be Unhlp' singles chart ( a n d 
if you can understand 
their film reviews you're 
a better man than I - and 
more hip), the Dooleys 
are alright U you're In 
Donegal with a million 
lunatics (something to 
calm the senses you 
understand) and who the 
hell (sorry) are Joe, Al 
Sharp and Marie Elliot (I 
fancy Marie Osmond) 
anyway? Heatwave are 
good but 'Boogie Nights' 
sounds so .much worse 
than on the radio It's just 
not worth it. Don't buy 
this but trot down to your 
unfriendly record shop 
and buy the two Heat - 
wave singles instead. 
Must stop, Miss World is 
on. Oh er + + JAMES 
PARADE. 

M 
SLAUGHTER AND THE 
DOGS: 'Live Slaughter,' 
Belle Vue, Manchester' 
(Rabid Hat -23) 

SINCE Slaughter and Co. 
are on the point of 
reforming, this slice of 
instant nostalgia looks 
like becoming the present 
it not quite the future of 
punk's second wind. 

One of the original high 
energy outfits who played 
with the Pistols in June 
'76, Slaughter became 
prime victims of band- 
wagon - jumping as 
numerous other bands 
with more originality and 
know - how overtook them 
in the ensuing rat race. 

But the playing got 
better. as this fetching 
little artefact, recorded 
shortly before their 
second anniversary last 

CAPTAIN BEEFHE ART AND THE MAGIC 
BAND: 'Shiny Beast (Bat 
Chain Puller)' (Warner 
Bros Import BSK 1256) 
ONE OF rock's all time 
great eccentrics, it's unfortunate that as a 
result of ongoing legal 
hassles, the good Cap- 
tain's latest waxing will 
not be available in this 
country for some time. 

The sleeve artwork is redolent of 'The Spotlight 
Kld' era and musically 
this also appears to be where Mr Van Vllet's 
head lies, While the 
disappointing '74 - '75 albums showed him taking an almost com- mercial path, 'Shiny 
Beast' has him back In the more familiar territory of lyrical surrealism and avant - guard instrumentation. 

Regarding the latter, 
he has surrounded 
himself with a new set of 
musicians who operate 
effectively on pieces like 
'Ice Rose' and 'Suction 
P o i n t s ', While 
Beefheartis sax and Eric Feldman's keyboards 
make the sound essen- tiallY jazz - orientated, 
the slide guitars of Jeff 
Tepper and Richard 
Redus give it a definite 
country feel, too. Lyrically, 'Harry 
Irene' is sufficiently 
accessible to make air- 
play, while 'Love Lies' is 
another ballad couched in 
the sort of unusual 
romantic imagery one 
comes to expect from the 
Captain. 

Elséwhere,It's back to 
the high surrealism of the 
superlative 'Trout Mask 
Replica' and 'Decals'. 

This might not be his 
best album, and It's 
appeal to the average 
rock audience may well 
be limned, but love him 
or leave him, you can't ignore Captain 
Beefheart. + + + MIKE 
NICHOLLS 

It's this style which 
means he can sell out a 
tour -and I have to admit a 
liking for it once In a 
while. 

It's all good head - 
banging material with the 
odd slice of delicacy 
"Gonna spread her pretty 
legs so I can see sweet lip 
honey be the death of 
me." Coverdaie and the 
boys do have the capacity 
to write a good song in the Free/Deep Purple genre, 
and with Coverdale's 
gravelly voice It's often Irresistible. 

It's as fun as a night out 
on the town with the lads, 
but as unfulfilling as a hangover the next morning. + + + 

ROBIN SMITH 

L a - ti 
11ía -a 

W H I T E S N A K E: 
'Trouble' (EMI Sunburst 
INS 3022) 

"I LOVE to hear 'em 
moan and cry 
Cos God made men to 
satisy." 

Oh, It's one of THOSE 
albums - geared for the 
adolescent headbanging 
fantasies of beer swilling 
denimed hordes. A night 
at the pub pulling fantay 
birds, always a little out 
of reach. I ' m 
getting on a bit for this 
sort of thing and so should 
Coverdaje. But fair's fair, 

THE J.A.L.N. HAND: Movin' City High' 
(Magnet MAG 5023) 
GOOD TITLE, Isn't It? 
Only trouble it that the 
title is more Interesting 
than a lot of the music. So 
have the Just Another 
Lonely Night band 
produced just another 
disco album? Well, op- 
posers of disco music 
would say yes, but as we 
all know there's disco 
music and disco music. 
This is pointing towards 
the pop end of the 
market: rather often the 
result is facile, almost 
infantile songs like 'Don't 
Stay Out Late', which 
seems to concern the 
writer going out with 
some pre - pubescent girl 
("Look at the clock it's 
after eight, and that's the 
end of our date") and the 
single 'Get Up (And Let 
Yourself Go), which has 
nothing new to offer, On 
the other hand ('Dance, 
Dance To The Music', 
despite its bland title, In n 
much better, lively piece 
of dance music. 

The band's new single, 
'Universal' Love', le a 
change of style for them 
as a 45, purely because 
it's not disco at all, but a 
slow, rich ballad which is 
surprisingly good. With 
'Don't Take My Sunshine' 
they do It again - 
producing another 
passable love song. It's 
unfortunate that, being 
one of the few British 
funky soul band around, 
they try so hard to sound 
American, even down to 
their song titles; If they 
always succeeded It 
might not be so bad but 
there are times when the 
production of their songs 
is a little lifeless and 
very - un American, 
+ + + PAUL SEXTON 

OGS 
year. 'shows. Judging by 
Mike Rossi's tasty guitar - 
work, he must have spent 
some time practising in 
between hanging around 
the Wythenshawe Civic 
Centre and making 
midnight phone calls to 
his hero. Mick Ronson. 

His playing on 'Johnny 
T' is fast and slick and 
certainty not restricted to 
three chords, while 'We 
Don't Care' boasts nifty 
use of pedals and sustain. 
unheard of at that par- 
ticular time. Howard 
Bates (bass) and Muppett 
(drums) keep a steady 
rhythm going, while right 
upfront Wayne Barrett is 
alternately leaping into 
the crowd and showering 
It with blood capsules. 
Small wonder that two of 
their stage Eaves were 
titled 'Victims Of The 
Vampire' and 'I'm Mad'. 

Other material Includes 
the, Doll's 'Mystery 
Girls', a below par 
'Waiting For The Man' 
and the interestingly 
prophetic 'Where Have 
All The Bootboys Gone?' 

Recorded in wonderful 
mono, 'Live Slaughter' 
documents the twilight 
period between the high 
noon of punk and the 
music's gradual 
movement' into pastures 
more sophisticated as 
bands like Magazine and 
XTC came on to the 
scene. As such it is worth 
having and yes, since It is 
of limited edition, one day 
it might even become a 

collector's Item. In- 
cidentally, alsoon the ball 
that night (Saturday. 
July 9) were X -Ray Spex, 
Eater and Johnny Moped. 
++ +14. 

MIKE NICHOLLS 
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The sparkling talents of 
Barbara Dickson are 
captured at their very best 
on this beautiful new album 
'Sweet Oasis' 
Give yourself a treat, and 

get a copy of 'Sweet Oasis' 

CBS 

Record & 
Cassette 

B 

T 
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R 

u 

J 

A 

. or 

Product,on and Sound to Bones Howe A B.H Prodi<iwn 

BARBARA DICKSON 'SWEET OASIS' CBS 83198 

Single: 'City To City' 
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Bloody 
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LINDISFARNE: 'Magic 
In The Air' (Mercury 
0541877 ) 

THE famous five joined 
by a cast of thousands. 
packed like elephants in a broom cupboard at 
Newcastle City Hall last 
year. 

I was dubious about this 
live album, as their last 
live attempt was too 
ahambolic even for them - bass pounding over 
everything and cracked - 
up vocals. But on this 
album, no production details have been 
overlooked and despite 
some studio doctoring the 
unique atmosphere of 
Lindisfarne At Christmas 
has been retained Yes, I 
can see a mass of 
swaying scarves and 
florid happy faces. For 
me, this album is an irresistible piece of 
unabashed fun and 
serious melody. 

The hot and cold Intro 
to 'Lady Eleanor' still 

retains Its mystical 
quality although the song 
is handled very fast. But 
U It's precision you want. 
listen to 'Road To 
Kingdom Come' with its 
broad harmonica sweeps 
and stabilising bass 

'Turn A Deaf Ear' 
forms the first theme of 
this heady Geordie 
evening, with Its gypsies - 
by - the - camp - fire at- 
mosphere. 

Alan Hull's voice has 
always struck a deep 
chord with me. God 
know's why, it's pretty 
thin at the best of times 
but his vocal chords 
always achieve a sen- 
timental pitch. He makes 'January Song' 
deliciously maudling. But 
an end to the gloom with 
'Meet Me On The Corner'. 
the archetypal good time 
Lindisfarne song. Un- 
fortunately, much of the 
rest of this side drags. 
'Train In G Major', 
'Scarecrow Song' and 'All 
Fall Down' are merely 

` 

LINDISFARNE: unique atmosphere 
the panting gasp's after an 
exuberant opening. 

Lindisfarne also didn't 
adjust on stage to the 
complexities of 'Dingley 
Dell'. But the side closes ¡s 
with the long - lived 
knockabout fun of 'Scotch 
Mist'. 

Side four has, 'the 
Inevitable student sing 
along of 'We Can Swing 
Together'. silly breaths o1 
nostalgia for all those 
who ever wore a droopy 
moustache, lank hair and 
dirty denim overcoat. 
Good grief, they're still 
tacking 'Blaydon Races' 
onto It. Yup, 'Fog On The 
Tyne' is the follow - up 
and then 'Clear White 
Light', joined by the 
audience singing along in 
dubious harmony. An 
album eminently suitable 
for many Christmas 
stockings by a hand who 
are as long lasting and 
reliable as Marks & 
Spencer's underwear. + 
+ + + ROBIN SMITH 
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PETER STRAKER: 
'Changeling' (EMI EMC 

"STEAKLET" Straker 
has come up with yet 
another "blankette'' 
album and I'm afraid It 
really isn't awfully good. 
'Scuse me. You must 
understand of course that 
androgynous Peter feels 
the need to "fuse rock 
with theatre" as he feels 
that this has "never been 
properly accomplished". 
Pass the plastic bag 
please. If I couldn't think 
of something more 
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thrilling than that to put 
In my press - release I'd 
forget it. 

Meanwhile I'm trying 
hard to forget this album 
but I'm finding it awfully 
difficult, in fact I'm 
getting a bit angry. You 
see, this is '78, the age of 
'Godspeil, and all that 
muck Is dead. (the 
monotony - musicals 
linger on but the age is 
definitely gone) I hope 
you won't think it selfish 
of me to want to listen to 
something very '79 as 
they say and I don't 
mean punk or any of its 
hybrids) but Peter 
doesn't quite fit the bill. 
Now I know there have 
been other unfortunates 
who didn't fit (Sparks and 
Skellern to name two) but 
this was/is because their 
very individual styles 
dictated a different 
climate to that of their 
respective forays Into 
Pop. "Streaky" Straker streaking quite 
ungracefully across the 
cover hints everso loudly 
at what lies within. 
Though some would say 
he displays a certain style 
,(he appears In 'Ritz' 
regularly) I can find 
nothing that could ever be 
termed as "style" here, 
and I do know a bit about 
these things. 

This young epicene 
master all too often 
lapses into that senil 
vibratoed vocal we remember (bad 
memories these) from '72 
and the songs are so 
dated they're almost 
engaged - there is one 
decent one, 'Believer', on 
side one. The production 
is not inspired, more 
insipid, and the songs are 
written by the backing 
band, (I bet they nipped 
down the Embassy for a 
drink In between 
sessions). 

C'mon let's have 
something new, I'm 
already' fed up with 
"Bruale's Big Night" and 
I reckon Forsyths' album 
was better than this, (he 
has at least, merged MOR 
with theatre). If'I really 
wanted to do all this 
merging and fusing 
business I should think 
the best way to do it 
would be to actually go 
out and play live and get 
on with It( 

Lounge lizards are out. 
This record degrades 
men. +NI JAMES 
PARADE 

WILBERT LONGMIRE: 
'Sunny Side Up' (CBS 

AT LAST after a 
ridiculously long time. 

here's the debut album 
from Wilbert Lfmgmlre, 
containing as anyone 
would guess the track 
that's already become 
one of this autumn's 
hottest 12 - inchers, 
'Black Is The Color' 
Black Is not the colour, M 
course, It's large yellow 
egg about to break and go 
squlddggee... 

Guitarist Wilbert was 
[like Earl Knuth) a 
discovery of George 
Benson. It's quite hard 
however to assess how 
¡-_1 a guitarist he Is, 
because he's on show so 
little. At a guess I'd 
hazard one of the old 
style, hard -cutting lot like 
Bola Seta as the nearest 
known equivalent, but 
then Eric Gale is also 
around from time to time 
and It becomes even more 
confusing. As a doubtful 
compensation there's 
also a vocal - rather 
under strength - 
presumably from Mr Lon 
'Love Why Don't You 
Find Us'. 

You might have 
gathered that it's not 
really Mr L's album. It's 
very much the product 
instead of its overlords 
Bob James and Jay 
Chattaway. Nothing 
wrong with that, sure. 
Everything from the big 
bowling rhythm mixes to 
the vividly live strings 
and sharp, economic 
horns, spell out those two 
names. Trouble Is, 
there've been half a dozen 
albums like that this year 
and It's getting very 
formultsed: you have to 
sit through hours of little 
girls snapping 'Lovely 
Day' before you gel to the 
good bits like Dave 
Sanborn's sax solos. Or 
Indeed Mr Lys guitar. 

Come on lads, how 
about living dangerously 
again? + +14 

SUSAN KLUTH 
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JERRY LEE LEWIS: 
'The Essential Jerry Lee 
Lewis' (Charly CRM 
2001) 

AS NOT seen on TV, as 
probably not seen in the 
charts, but probably as 
"essential" and "never to 
be forgotten" great as 
any of the current 
compilations. 

Charly Records - long 
time reliable purveyors 
of fifties music with 
special reference to the 
rich Sun catalogue are. In 
their own words, "at. 
tempting to move into the 
marketing gap" bet. 
ween Pickwick (cheap, 
full of variety) and the TV 

advertising giants 
(great, unbeatable etc ... 
because the box says so). 

So - here's the entry. 
20 tracks (can't be less!), 
a passable cover, and a copiously potted 
biography on the back by 
someone who knows 
enough about the Killer to 
keep most Teds in their 
place. Not ad, huh? And 
It's only 12.50! 

The music? Haven't 
you heard we don't 
review that anymore? 
It's the concept that 
counts man. And this one 
ain't bad. Jerry Lee is. In 
parts, one of the all - time 
great rock'n'rollers and 
Charly have stuck to the 
'Breathless' pumping 
side of things for 
maximum effect - as 
well as maximum pick - 

up un new listeners who 
might - If other com- 
panies had their way - 
stUl regard Bill Haley as 
the single most Important 
Influence on tock'n'roll. 

It's Jerry I.N, original 
cuts, undated excttement. 
peerless precision and all 
the legends you've 
already heard, 'Cept this 
time the TV won't make 
IDa 

moue 
r 
.lm 

iand 
fort's": 
or'syu 

cheap too + + + + JOHN 
SHE ARLA W 
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BARBARA DICKSON 
'Sweet Oasis (CBS 89198) 

BARBARA DICKSON is 
the epitome of 'working 
girl makes good'. She 
came from almost nowhere to a 
unanimously acclaimed 
"nine to five" existence 
at the Lyric theatre In 
'John, Paul, Ringo and 
Bert' In which she suc- 
ceeded In the absolutely 
ridiculous task of in 
terprettng BeaUes' songs 
herself as an integral part 
of the play. A new hair -do 
and a lot of make-up 
followed and this char- 
mIng Sco Ush girl was 
transformed into a 'face' 
specially crafted to suit 
'19' 'Honey' and other pop 
publications for girls In 
offices. She also entered 
the Stlgwood cavalcade of 
stars and quickly showed 
with the subsequent hit, 
Nat King Cole's 'Answer 
Me' that she possibly 
possesses one of the finest 
voices of Modern Times. 
It remains one of my all 
time favourite singles. I 
wish she could write 
songs too. 

'Sweet Oasis' still 
features that remarkable 
vocalese but with the 
soporific songs on hand I 
was soon to be found 
sifting through The Sun 
(no 'Ritz' handy) after 
the first listen. How 
disappointing. Barbara 
has a voice which defies 
superlatives, the migs 
defy expletives. I'm sure 
that Stephen Bishop, 
Andrew Gold and 
especially the long - 
forgotten Judee Sill have 
a few melodies on the 
shelf somewhere that 
must be reserved for her. 
The single, Gerry Raf- 
ferty's 'City To City' is a 
very unoriginal song 
(loose description) and 
won't do her a lot of good 
either, and the produc- 
tion, by Bones Howes. who did such a 
magnificent Job on 
Alessis' first album, is 
disappointing too. Very 
depressing. Good Luck 
Babs. + + + 

JAMES PARADE 

THE JACKSONS: 
'Destiny' (Epic EPC 
83200) 

NO DOUBT at all that 
mother's little helpers 
from Gary. Indiana, have 
grown up. Here's a well 
varied collection which 
strikes 'hard ,at first 
hearing and settles down 
mellow a few days later. 
The title track is quite a 
stunner, opening with an 
acoustic guitar figure 
which blows into fullscale 
drama. 'Blame It On the 
Boogie' maybe doesn't 
cut quite as, sharp es that 
from the alternate M 
Jackson, but We 
respectable. Pulsing 
gospel funk of 'All Night 
Dancin' stands shoulder 
to shoulder with 'That's 
What You Get (For Being 
Polite)' with its ,'oaset- 
ling string arrangement. 
There's a niggly feeling 
that vocal power tan'[ 
being used up to the hilt. 
but Y a compensation 
there's some fine 
keyboard stuff from Greg 
PhUlInganes. + + + 4 - 

SUSAN ICLIIIH 
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I 9 A A C H A Y E S: 
STM 7(ltla) 
Chronlcler (EMI/STAX 

ISAAC HAYES is one of 
those people who "does 
things" on or with 
records (don't jump to 
perverted cone luslons) 

produ 

but you don't know 

ama 
what i 

he 

exacV y t is. Rarely 
the uestion Is asked, 
"Doesq 

Green's 'Let's Stay 
Together', features 

ce, engineer, write. 
play 

nge, 

or sing them or a 
combination e' all or 
most of these things°" 

Ike actually does title 
a lot. He Is asquit far 
ro df lh t 

s 

Chronicle' has the 
dlsltnction o[ including 
some of the most remarkableAl 

I In W'llll 

on his 
smooth vocal and soft, 
swooping backing voices 
and his ow Theme 
From The Men' should 
decorate every TV movie from 'e ea 1 ion Im 
possible' to 'Lou Grant' 
which features anguished 
screams and revolving 
siren sounds and 
hospitals. 

Also for your pleasure 
are his version of 'By The 
Time I Get To Phoenix' 
which first saw the light 
on the'Hot Buttered Soul' 
album, 'Stax', 'Sgt Pep- 
per', and the innovative arrangements on 
Bacharach's 'Walk On By'. 

The alb 
'hat a 

um tllustrat 
golden period these early seventies was for 

black music. Stevie churned out the 
everlasting 'Music Of My 
Mind' and 'Talking Book' 

d th an en surpassed the 
both with 'Innervfslons', 
the 'Islet's' came up with '3+3' and even old Barry 
Whit 1 t the 11 

1 

e e e a time etas s C 'I..oee'8 Th 
slip out which led 

m of en.four 

p For once 
even the right tracks 
have been chosen, Buy it Soul Boys. ++++ 
JAMES PARADE. 

Them 
e to en- 

dless 
simple 

, 1, 

=-~ . 
SHOWADDYWADDY: 
'Greatest Hits 1976-1978' 
(Arista ARTV 1) 

FACTS FIRST. This is 
the second'Greatest Hits' 

toe 
c ween 

pp g grannies and rattle - bashing tots. 
Reservations third, 

Showaddywaddy have a justified claim t g 

In the singles 
market 
their re 

k 

y wo 
years - a straight for- ward assemblage of flue 

back wvlth flue 
average Showaddywaddy 

penned songs and the 
Zell - known Lloyd Price 

t '(You've Got) Per- sonality', 

Concept second. This 
album is to be the object 
of a full scale TV cam- 
paign In the pre - Christmas fornlght, 
described by Arista as "our biggest marketing hits " Thelast five tilts h Id ave so almost 3 million combined - Arista will be happy with 
250,000 units for this one, 
Spread liberally t 

o being 
one of Britain's most 
consistently successful 
bands - 

Hut, whereas 
guiar - as . clock- tvor "revivals" (loving 

recreations, dynamic 

In small doses, 

reworking, call them what you will) are 
bearable, even enjoyable, 

all at once 
they sound like a dire, 
plastic rock 'n' cola party 
backing track. In short, 
they're deadly dull. 

The one you still like, 
the ones I like even, are In 
there somewhere. But to 
buy them again with 

no ttste at all, 

generous amounts of blue 
to hold them together is to 
admit to sheer TV - 
dominated idleness ... . 

or 
"Greatest Hits' - as 

seen on TV! - Is rotten 
roil for lazy people - and 
ft won't save you a penny. 

JOHN SHEARLAW 

treated to It 
same 

'lick 
disco mus 

which puts virtually no 
demand on the players 
and therefore produces 
no surprises With so 
many excellent 
musicians around him I'll 
always listen to a new 
Santana with bated 
breath, but there's 

although many fans welt 
buv this regard less 

music" America, will 

the ranks of disco pop In 
order to maintain those 
"platinum" record sales 
that have become such an 
essential part of the 
American musac scene. 

The Santana of '78 Is not 
the Inspired Santana of 
the early '70's. This new 
album contains only three 
songs worthy of attention 

'Dealer I Spanish 
Rose'. 'Open Invitation' 
and 'Wham'. 'Dealer' 
written by Jim Capaldl, is 
In fact nn exception to the 
rest of the album, with 
keyboard player CM 
Rhyne actually having 
some say. But too often 
we are 

dl 1C 

nothing here to match the 
excellent 'Lotus' set, 

This album contains 
three good tracks as I've 
said and these which 
save it from disaster 
More attention should be 
paid to 1º79 music; not 
musac, then maybe we'll 

SANTANA: 'Inner 
Secrets' (CBS 88075) 

IT SEEMS Inevitable that 
anyone Involved in the so 

called "crossover 
in 

eventually end up jolning 

see the real Carlos 
Santana 
SAND 

++ WILLIAM 

J1.' j L [ _eq 
f 

RUS 
(Mere 

H: 'Hemispheres' 
ury 9100 059 ) 

WHEN 1 first listened to 
'Hemispheres' I must 

d ll that I 

by Rush, a group whom I 

o m a was more 
(and a tittle contused 
(and even dlsappolnled) 

have rtw followed for 
man years. However, 

g e 

of their ybest efforts to 
date. 
My Initial reservation 

e 

and); 

further spins on the 
turntable raduall 
altered my feelings, 
am positive that 
musical) It rates as one 

was most likely due to lh 
fact lhnl because It Is a n 
extremely complex 
venture, and far less 
Immediate than past 
works, It is difficult to 
appreciate straight away. 

A Farewell To Kings' 
ended with the promise 
that the story of 'Cygnus 
X -IA'. ' would be continued 
and In fact the whole of 
the first side Is taken up 
)y 'Cygnus X -t Book II: 

iemispheres'. Lasting 
)ver 18 minutes. it deals 
with the confrontation 
between Apollo (Bringer 
of Wisdom) and Dionysus 
(Bringer of Love) on 
Mount Olympus. and then 
the arrival of Cygnus 
(Br inger of Balance-! 

Neil Pearl's lyrics 
aren't up to standard on 

g album 
throughout 

this epee, or for that 
matter the 

, hut from a 

musical aspect there are 
few problems - that first 
side being as good as 
anything they've done 
since '2112', Geddy Lee's 
"Robert Plan on Plant acid 
vocals you either 

i fall 

Into 

the former category, 
consideringg his singing to 
bees eclall on 

love xi' 
hale; personally 

P Y good the 
litld track Itself. The 
other remaining sole e 
lions are two much 
shorter ones called 
'Glee umetanees and The 

similar 
to the style of 'A Farewell 
To Kings': the grand 
finale Is 'La Villa 
Strangiato', a nine and a 
halt minute Instrumental, 
where the pace varies 
considerably, it com- 
mences slowly before 
becoming heavier and 
more solid, and then It 
delves Into Floydlan 
slumberland fora while, 
with Alex Llfeson 
executing some pleasant 
lead. 

My advice to Rush fans 
Is to approach 
'Hemispheres' with 
patience and those 
ignorant of the band's 
work would do well to 
check out earlier releases 
like '2112' and 'Caress Of 
Steel' first, ++++ 
STEVE GE. 

Trees' which are s 

VARIOUS ARTISTS: 
'Downtown Disco Party' 
(MCA MCF 2898) 

THEY'RE ALL doing It, 
aren't they' Getting In on 
the act of disco corn 
pllations, that is. This one 

from MCA seems to take 
the thing quite seriously; 
aide one is labelled "door filler" and side two 
"party." 

For me the first side 
Cal tit 

dl ! k 
contains e far better 
disco tracks - they're 
more recent and, 
probably forthat 
more fun 

a reason. 
k Wht y. a s more 

they're "USA disco 
mixes" ao that each one 
segues cunningly Into the 
next The fl t t 'o era k 
a both Arne", 

B Way Up 

Westin' For and., even allowing for the 
similarity between them, 
the Join I: suche that If you 
hadn't heard each of the 
songs several time: 
before, you ,probably 
wouldn't notice It al alt 

rs w c s 
re by the an 

vocal trio Star aril' 
'Which Wa 

lard. 
the recent 'Wha You 

Rose R P t y oyce s u our 
Mone Where Your 
Mouth); ' a ch vc 
slightly at beginnirt g and 
end, and followed Im - 

medí t I byW 'Gala a a 
probably their most 
blatantly disco single 
ever. This side comes b a 

breathless finish with 
Gwen Dickey and the 

goers needs no In- 

troductlon, 
Side Two is' a curious 

collection of hO 

nfurthr Into td'sixties, 
Shirley EU)s'TheClapping 

Song' and Ion Barry1d) 

aey are 
xy', which Was 

teambackagain for 'Car 
Wash' whichforisco 

s sa s 
'Music For Goo ' 

's '1.2-a' (both were 
re -re ease s year , 

Deodato's 'Peter Gunn' 
sneaks In as well to keep 
the pace up and then 
we're allowed to cool off 
with Doble Gray's Classy 
'Drift Away' and, 

Love 

Love Unllmited's 
dlsapponting 'LWaikln' In 
The Ran With The One I 

', +++ PAULSEXTON 
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ON TOUR 
WITH SPECIAL 
GUESTS GONZALEZ 
28 Nov ASHTON Thameside Theatre 
29 Nov SOUTHPORT Southport Theatre. 
10 Nov. WITHERNSEA Pavilion 

I Dec MIDDLESBROUGH Town Hall 
2 Dec. DEESIDE Leisure Centre 
3 Dec STOKE loners Club 
4 Dec. LEICESTER De Montfort U.S 
6 Dec. EASTBOURNE Congress Theatre 
7 Dec POOLE Art Centre 
8 Dec WOLVERHAMPTON Civic Centre 

10 Dec, LONDON Ham menmíth Odeon 
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taken from the forthcoming album 
"Madam Butterfly" 

Alice inside out 
ALICE COOPER: 'From 
The Inside' (Warner 
Brothers K5677) 
THE BAT out of hell has 
clipped his wings, thrown 
away his last bottle of 
booze and vowed never to 
be nAughty again. 

Alice was In danger of 
heading for that great 
boogie house In the sky, 
after years of pickling his 
liver with alcohol. But he 
pulled back and went on a 
cure. 

This album Is a loose 
concept of his reflections 
and hospital experiences. 
Apocalyptic tracks, 
heavy with thunderous 
guitar and keyboards. 
The title track is a 
panoramic view of being 
on the road and how the 
booze troubles started. 
Imagine 'School's Out' 
meeting a quality disco 
track and you'll get the 

'idea of how the song 
sounds. 

Alice now works 
primarily with Bernie 
Taupin, who hasn't lost 
his talent for incisive 
lyrics. 'The Quiet Room' 
Is full of opposing 
parallels between 
thoughts of home and 
frustration about being 
locked in a padded cell. 

But Cooper isn't going 
to forget about his early 
"weirdo" Image. 'Nurse 
Rosetta' is a fantasy 
about one of the nurses 
wearing silk suspenders, 
subjected to his lust. 

'Serious' Is equally 
maniacal, Cooper 
balancing on a knife edge 
of horror -packed at- 
mospheric guitar. 'How 
You Gonna See Me Now' 
is the soap opera of the 
album as Alice prepares 
for his return home and a 
meeting with his wile. 

I haven'Lheard a song 
with the lyrical calibre of 
'Jack Knife Johnny' for 
years. A one - time war 
hero is reduced to 

.sweeping the floors to pay 
for his morphine money 
and everybody hates him 
because he has a Viet- 
namese wife. 

The album ends on a 
piece of Cooper horror 
show with 'Inmates We're 
Ml Crazy'. Alice spits like 
a Bible - thumping demon 
creature before being 
joined by a zombie chorus 
mouthing dark lyrics. 
Phew, I need a Coke. + + 
+ + ROBIN SMITH 

iwnv.... 

TODD RUNDGREN: 
'Back' To The Bars' 
(BearsviUe Records 
K6511) 

AS NIKKI Lowe often 
says, "There Is nothing 
new," which come to 
think of it isn't a bad 
excuse for constant 
carbon copies, but wait a 
minute. Nick calls his out- 
dated countryish - rock 
pose 'pop', well listen 
here because somewhere 
out there Is a man who 
hasn't resorted to 
plagiarism, gimmickry 
or pose and who really 
has made Total Pop 
Music. 

Todd Rundgren plays a 
musical game of pistol - 

packing pop best called 

Polypopoly . Through his 

. t 
, -k 

, II 

ALICE COOPER: on the wagon 

many assorted seventies 
albums Rundgren has 
cleverly fused mid -sixties idyllic American 
melodies with various 
forms of heavy - rock. 
soul; jazz, Eastern In- 
trigue and even modern 
Instrumental pieces akin 
to Debussy to create a 
complete 'pop - sound 
encyclopaedia', and 
amazingly he remains an 
enigmatic cult. To put it 
simply, if 'Revolver' is 
the perfect British pop 
record then Todd's 'A 
Wizard, A True Star' Is its 
American equivalent. 

The differences bet- 
ween the two, apart from 
the ever - present evocation of the 
respective Fatherlands is 
that whereas the 'Beats, 
songs were the product of 
four minds (or three - 
remember Ringo) 
working together with 
George Martin, the 
Rundgren heritage has 
mostly been written, 
sung, played, engineered 
and produced by him; 
Todd's maxim obviously 
being that if you want something doing 
properly, do It yourself. 

From a humble but 
auspicious start in a 
garage - band called The 
Nazz, Todd Rundgren has 
produced 11 solo albums 
with his band Utopia, 
changing styles more 
frequently than Bowie (if 
you thought 'Low' was 
Innovative Just quickly 
check out the second side 
of 'Initiation' from two 
years earlier) and con- 
stantly seems to shrug off 
opportunities to be 
commercial and be 
famous. 

This live double album 
covers the period from 
the balladeering of 
'Something / Anything' 
through the electrical 
trickery of the 'Wizard' 
album and all that 
Eastern paraphernalia to 
the more 'Utopia', 
orientated +Oops, Wrong 
Planet' of last year. It 
begins with the heavily 
synthesized 'Real Man', a 
Rundgren prime - cut and 
I reckon that I'm right in 
saying that this record 
has not been dubbed or 
altered in any way, 
because apart from the 
immaculate drum -sound 
and superb swooping 
backing - vocals the 
sound quality isn't 
exactly wonderful, which 
I do believe is 
preferential to those silly 
10ec and Wings 'live' 
recordings which tend to 
sound like the original 
records wrapped in foam 
rubber. 

Si 

Highlights are the 
cocktail - piano intro to 
'never Never Land' and 
emotional 'The Verb To 
Love' but 'Hello It's Me' 
comes off best with Its 
archetypal chorus 
utilising the vocal talents 
of Hall and Oates, Stevie 
Nicks (when she's not 
with her group she's alright) and Rick 
Derringer- The inane 
plodding of 'Don't You 
Ever Learn' works well 

Overall it's not as 
impressive as 'Another 
Live' and really serves to 
document the old Viking's 
progress through the last 
six years and If you have 
the whole Rundgren 
legacy there's nothing 
new here. Even as an 
artefact It's a must 
though and all the key 
tracks are there. Shake 
and P -P -Pop. + + + + 
JAMES PARADE. 

OW 7. 00 

NFU 
DR HOOK: 'Pleasure 
And Pain' (Capitol EA -ST 
11858). 
DR HOOK'LL never be 
rich while they record 
other people's songs. but 
they make such a good 
job of the Interpretation. 
It must be a temptation 
they just can't resist. 

At the moment, they're 
STILL struggling to 
shake off 'Sylvia's 
Mother' (my God, they 
must be sick about that. 
but people have such long 
memories) but it looks as 
though the fight's nearly 
over. They have a couple 
of Shel SUverstein's songs 
here, Including '1 Don't 
Want To Be Alone 
Tonight'. Though It's a 

good song, I don't know 
why Capitol pulled It oN 
as a single. 

In tact, almost all of the 
songs are harder than 
usual, more in line wish 
the rest of what's going 
on instead of leaving the 
band out on a limb 
Although I'm a sucker for 
their weepy songs (like 'I 
Gave Her Comfort' and 
Knowing She's There') 1 

think they've made a 

smart move with the 
overall feel of this album. 
AU they need now V 

another hit singgle. ++ 
+ ROSALIND RU9-SE11. 
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GUYS 'N' DOLLS - at last 
the shocking truth behind 
the simpering sextet is 
revealed. 

Remember that cute white suited 
combo? All expensive dental work 
and underarm deodorant. 
Remember those wonderfully 
wholesome songs about starry eyed 
kids In love? 

Well, behind the image lurked 
DRINK, GAMBLING and ... SEX. 
MI can now be revealed - courtesy 
of Thereze Bazar and David Van 
Day, who left to form Dollar. Their 
first single 'Shooting Star' is 
currently No 27. 

"It was a very Incestuous time In 
Guys 'n' Dolls," reminisces 
Thereze. We all paired off during 
the first year we were together. We 
used to sleep in each other's 
bedrooms when we were on the 
road. In the mornings they used to 
knock on the doors really early. so 
that we could get back to our own 
rooms and the press couldn't 
spread any scandal. 

"We probably did it because we 
were insecure. It was a terrible 
life, we were living a sterile 
existence where we were expected 
to flash our pearly white teeth and 
remain virginal all the time. We 
were meant to be ideal, well 
scrubbed people - the sort of kids 
that naive parents would like to see 
as their children. I Just didn't feel 
human. 

"We'd go gambling as w ell. 1 

remember that Dominic (the one 
with tinted blonde hair and big 
beach boy smile) was heavy y Into 
it. It was easy to spend £100 a 
night. 

"Then there used to be 
arguments. I remember there was 
a row between Martine and 
Dominic In our travelling bus. He 
took his clog off to hit her and she 
kicked him in the shin. It was very 
painful. 

"There was a time when the girls 
got very drunk one night before a 
show. We staggered on stage and 
the boys were very angry because 
we'd had so much. I was thrown 
across a room afterwards and I 
Cracked my head." 

And that's not all. The band used 
to organise food throwing parties. 

A GUY, 
A P LL, 
AND . 

I 
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One night they even pushed a ' 
porter into a swimming pool. He 
was so annoyed that he threatened 
violence. 

"I had a whole vat full of food 
poured over my head once," 
continues Thereze. "One hotel even 
sued us for £1,200 because of the 
damage we'd caused. There must 

be many hotel owners who have 
awful memories of us. 

"We were all very immature 
because Guys 'n' Dolls was an 
artificially created group. 1 Just 
answered an ad one day and after a 
brief audition 1 got the Job. We 
had our photographs taken 
standing by plush limos and we 

"Géi 
off' 
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were made to feel and act like 
superstars, when we were each 
earning only I150 a week. 

"They called the group Guys 'n' 
Dolls, but really it was Martine and 
Dominic's show Usually all the 
close ups were taken of them when 
we did a television show, nobody 
else really got a look in." 

So Thereze and David were 
destined to fail in love and strike 
out on their own. 

"The experience taught us quite a bit about life," continues David. 
"Before we had been put In cotton 
wool and pampered, but now we 
had to stand on our own two feet. 
Times got so bad I was on the dole it took 15 months before we broke 
through. 

"Some companies wanted us to 
do exactly the same thing we'd 
been doing with Guys 'n' Dolls. No 
matter how attractive their offers 
we turned them down. We didn't 
want to be doing silly things again. 

"The managing director of 
Acrobat Records took us on without 
even hearing us. He said he wanted 
to take a gamble. 

"He's something of an old 
hippie," confides Thereze. "He sits 
under a table and meditates.' 

"We wanted a positive, almost 
heavy metal name so that we could 
disassociate ourselves forever from 
Guys 'n' Dolls," continues David. 
"I was watching a money 
programme one night on TV and 
they flashed up this big dollar sign. 
I thought it was an international 
sign that everybody recognises, so 
we thought we'd use It 

"We don't want to play the 
cabaret circuit and we'll be going 
on tour when we know that we've 
created a demand. We don't want 
to rush into live performances until 
the audience is really hungry for us 
and we can satisfy them. 

"I think places like the Venue in 
London will be ideal for us, they're 
comfortable but the audience Isn't 
complacent. When we were in Guys 
'n' Dolls we used to do cabaret 
places and the audience were too 
busy tucking Into their chicken in 
the baskets to notice you when you 
came on - and too pissed to bother 
to notice you when you were at the 
end of your act." 

"At one cabaret place there 
weren't any red carnations to wear 
with our white suits," says 
Thereze. "We had to use nail 
varnish to dye white carnations - 
that shows you how silly Guys'n' 
Dolls became. When we tour as 
Dollar we won't be wearing white 
suits. I prefer something a little 
more slinky." 

ry 
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The Clash are 

definitely one 

of the top five 

rock 'n' roll 

bands of all 

time and their 
new album is 

one of the finest 

rock 'n' roll 

records ever made 

... sez RONNIE 

GURR. Bearing 

that in mind, 

now read on. 
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`OOK I play, right? ... And people go 

bonkers. That Is it. 
That's what I want 

out of it, that's all," asserts 
Joe Strummer from the 
opulent cocktail bar of his 
safe Barnton hotel home. 

The statement is true, cold hard 
fact. The Clash do make people go 
bonkers. The following night, two 
thousand salivating fans, 
splintering seats and making 
bridge -heads onto the stage of the 
Odeon in Edinburgh are a 
testimony to the truth of 
Strummer's first piece of oratory, 

Unfortunately I, and more than a 
few others, find as time goes by. 
that the Clash's opinions, 
statements and platforms are 
becoming a little difficult to agree 
with. 

For this reason I tackled the 
problem with my Philip's cassette 
recorder blazing. Before sharing 
the delights of the Clash clash with 
you. I think f should state that the 
new album. 'Give 'EmEnougli 
Rope' Is one of the finest rock 'n' 
roll records ever made and, as 
such It deserves your respect and 
attention. 

What I find difficult to 
understand Is that certain boy 
journalists write gushing articles 
backing the band's sensationalist 
and, for the most part, unfulfilled 
claims Do you remember 
promises? I do. I do ... and babe, 
the sun most definitely don't shine 
out the Clash's rissoles As 
someone once said, they may make 
good records but don't expect too 
much Intelligence. 

I knew It was going to be one of 
those interviews when, on reply to 
my first question - how is the 
writing split these days? - I 
received this eloquent discourse. 
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Quote from Mick Jones; "Me an' 

'im write 'em." 
Quote from "him" (Strummer): 

"We jus' write 'em, that's all," 
At which point Jones hurls a 

rejoinder In my direction: "It's 
none of your business." 

Hardly the Incisive street -speak 
that one would expect from such a 
gathering of vital proles, eh what? 

Still, we banter our way through 
a run-down of the tracks from the 
'Rope' album. Strummer is the 
mainman chat wise, Jones Is 
content to add the perfunctory 
snide Insult and Simonon, stage 
right adding the occasional telling 
remark. 

Side one opens, or rather 
explodes, with 'Safe European 
Home'. Thoughts? 

"S'about Jamaica." slurs 
Strummer, "we went there to write 
songs, me an' - Mick Jones is 
'i.m - we 'ad a lousy time 'cos we 
couldn't find any black musicians. 
They were all In the bar of the 
Sheraton Hotel, y'know. We figured 
how safe it was back here y'know, 
and when we thought about it we 
wanted to come back." 

Jones chips In: "We'd go back 
and have another go though." 

Perhaps, I ponder, the man is 
joking. We move on. 'English Civil 
War' is "Just about what could 
come", sums up Simonon 
concisely. This gives Strummer the 
cue to discuss the uselessness of 
both a governmental system and 
laws, His basic argument centres 
around the fact that he thinks that 
people are sensible enough to come 
to agreements without having to 
abide by laws. 

THE WHOLE darn thing 
gets even stiller when we 
discuss the single about to 
be lifted from 'Rope'. The 

song is 'Tommy Gun'. Presumably, 
I venture this concerns the 
mercenary mentality. This signifies 
a deadly fascination with things 

that are inextricably nasty, a trend 
which seems to appeal to 
Strummer. 

"The song's more about 
terrorists than It Is about 
mercenaries." 

Did he support the activities of 
terrorist groups. I wondered, 
thinking back to the days of his 
Red Army Faction shirts. 

"Yeah," he states with some 
relish. "I support them for this 
reason ...'cos they are acting, 
right? And even though they kill 
people, It's like innocent 
bystanders, right? It's followed like 
20 years of negotiating, and people 
who go out and start shooting 
people are like, desperate. I was 
wondering what kind of people they 
were." 

At this point Mick Jones 
Interrupts: "I don't support this 
killing stuff," he blurts between 
mouthfuls of peanuts and leaves It 
at that. 

"I know I wouldn't, couldn't go to 
those extremes myself so I thought 
about what kind of human beings 
they were and wrote the song, 
that's all," concludes Strummer in 
a manner which smacks of trendy 
sociological bollocks. 

On the same militant theme, a 
mate of mine, visiting Edinburgh's 
local radio station noticed that Paul 
Slmonon, after being Interviewed 
there, had signed his occupation in 
the visitor's book as "a 
mercenary". He had spelt It 
wrongly I didn't laugh, honest. 

'Julie's Been Working For The 
Drug -Squad' is, as Strummer 
points out, pure New Orleans with 
some magnificent Ivory tickling 
from one Gloves Clover. The 
subject here is fairly 
straightforward, being an aural 
documentation of the Operation 
Julie LSD busts. At which point I 
broach the subject of drugs and the 
numerous references contained on 

Drug Stabbing Time' is a song 
about people who spend all their 

L 
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time taking drugs and what a way 
that Is to live," explains Joe. 

What, I wondered, of the 
"Cocaine flowing up our noses" 
quote from 'Cheapskates'? 
Hypocrisy. I would have thought. 
considering the fact that Jones was 
busted for possession of said drug a 
few months back. 

"He was busted for a quarter of 
an ounce of the world's worst 
hashish and they found a minute 
trace in his pocket or something. 
Somebody must have given It to him 
for nothing, that happens in this 
game," continues Joe In Jones' 
absence. "And those hipsters at 
NME blew It all up." 

WRICH IS where things 
start getting heated. Fed 
up of Jones' Jaded 
smart ass comments 

and the way Strummer takes the 
piss outa my accent - really funny 
Joe - I start asking blunt 
questions, 

The album has been a long time 
coming, 18 months being the period 
of time usually assoc rated with the 
likes of, say, Pink Floyd to come 
up with an over -produced. 
overblown 12 Inc her. Jones loses 
his head at the example I plucked 
out of thin air 

"You come In here with your 
hoary old cliches saying we're like 
the Pink Floyd," he explodes 
(Wrong end of stick son.) 

"We're pissed off with your slag 
angles," spits Strummer. 

Why 18 months then? 
Cooling out Strummer explains. 

"The truth is. right, that we are 
not talented enough to produce an 
album as good as we have in three 
or four months, also we don't want 
to rip off anyone by bringing out a 
bad record, simple as that " 

Admirable sentiments I suppose. 
How did he feel about the band's 
contemporaries who have. proed 
three albums to the Clash' 

duc 
s two 

"They're all terrible records 
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`The truth is, that we are 
not talented enough to 
produce an album as good 
as we have in three or 
four months, also we don't 
want to rip anyone off by 
bringing out a bad record' 

though ain't they?" dismisses 
Strummer, with some point. I 
suppose. 

Another pig's head which the 
Clash are into kicking is the rock 
media. I state that for what the 
band has actually done over the 
last year they have had more good 
press and front covers than anyone. 
This really, if you'll excuse the 
pun, put the gun amongst the 
pigeons. Strummer continues the 
mocking accent - yawn - and 
calls me a few well chosen 
expletives. 

"What is the root of your 
hellgerence?" he asks. I maintain 
that more than anyone the Clash 
have made claims that have not 
been carried and I doubt will ever 
be carried through. 

Like ... we ain't in it for the 
money. The root of my 
belligerence? I will not be fooled 
again. A straight question. Are the 
Clash in it for the money? 

Joe Strummer: "Nah, there is no 
money." The man then goes on to 
explain how he is a party to a 
monumental debt. "I make sure 
things like that don't bother me if 
you let it bother you you're in a bad 
way 

"It bothers me," interjects 
Jones. 

Strummer then states that 
neither he nor Jones have had - ho 
hum -a royalty cheque yet, they 
all went to CBS, 

"Why are we talking about this?" 
Simonon wonders. 

Strummer to Simonon: "People 
think we're rich." 

They may not be Lax exile status 
yet but they must be comfortable. 

"Listen, I'd say that in London I 
had about 50 quid all told, all my 
worldly possessions. There is 
nothing else for me," offers 
Strummer. Simonon reckons that 
they will make money, but, he says 
rightly, It all boils down to what 
you do with it. 

WHAT WOULD he do with it? 
Strummer opined that he 
would, cheque book in hand 
go out and buy a pirate 

radio station and float It oft the 
Thames. Simonon states that 
"money should be put back where 
it's taken from". 

"I'd put money into clubs and 
things There's no solution to it. you 
just have to believe what we say, 

o 
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believe 1t or not, it's up to you and anyone else that reads the paper." 
Once I believed that, now, well I'll adopt a tva lt-and-see attitude. You would, for your own sake, be well advised to do the same. 

Later, Strummer told me I could take him to task in the future, but 
he was gonna do something, give it away, just something with his royalties. 

Something didn't gel though. The evening was riddled with 
contradictions in the rhetoric. The most potent example of this came when I asked why they had bodyguards. Jones and Strummer again erupted, then proceeded to deliver a diatribe on how they have 
no bodyguards, that this was a 
malicious rumour and it just was 
not true. The guys I referred to were drivers. At the end of their 
Condemnation of me, the question, 
and the groundless rumour, 
Simonon leant over and said: 
"Anyway In this game we need bodyguards... ," 

If the previous evening was one 
of contradictions, the night of the 
gig was one of matchless joy. The 
Clash proved beyond a shadow of 
doubt they are the most potent. 
vital and exciting band treading 
boards at the moment. 

A joy, they performed 'Janie 
Jones' 'Garageland', 'Police And 
Thieves' and 'White Riot' from the 
most significant and Important 
album ever released. Soaring 
through the new album's songs 
they proved their worth by 
peforrning 'Julie' and 'Stay Free' 
live. 

The cream were the singles, 
'White Man', and 'Complete 
Control', veritable bijous. The 
Clash are definitely one of the top 
five rock 'n' roll bands of all 'Ime. 
See them live, live with the n v 
album and find out why. 

Sadly though their bullshit 
polemics prevent them from 
becoming heroes like say Mott. the 
Stones or the Faces. 

As one local luminary said to me 
after brushing past Mick Jones in 
the lobby of the chichi Barnlon 
Hotel: "He," motioning at Jones' 
back, "wis about that" - he held 
up thumb and first finger an inch 
apart - away from being a hero." 

I knew what he meant. The Clash 
are going to be very rich soon, they 
rock out better than anyone, it's 
just a pity that they're such a 
bunch of schmucks. 

7 
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IF ny 
wh a 
review 
can 
Plait time 
write.to Help 
FIRST OF all let me tell 
You that my favourite 
groups are Status Quo 
and Queen (this guy 
needs help - Lit). Well, 
they were my favourite 
groups, but now The Bay 
City Rollers have taken 
their place (this guy 
needs help REAL bad - 
MM). 

Afte- reading Ronnie 
Gurr'3' recent interview 
wttt Eric Faulkner and 

..the Rollers, and also his T 'aunt ;review, I decided 
'Strangers In The 

Rhtc . and I was really 
.surprised when I heard it 
7 Can honestly say that 
Status Quo and Queen are , 
nothing compared to the 
new sounding Bay City 
Miters. My mate has just 
heo.... the new album and 
«Yapped his (ave group' 
111-c. Will It ever end? 

Mike Russell, Bfllinge, 
Merseyside. 
a But - Jeez - all this 

time we've been wasting 
our precious time on The 
Stones, Dylan. 'The 
Who..,or The Clash. 
Siouxsle, Elvis Costello. 
Wow. Who would've 
guessed, cor, ulp (etc). Is 
this letter a joke? 

Working class 
hero 
I AM 17 and work In a 
horrible little factory in 
Glasgow, but I managed 
to save enough money to 
travel south for a day to 
see Alex Harvey at The 
Venue and think It was 
the best show I have ever 
seen. Then I read in your 
paper that "somebody" 
said It was abysmal. If 
you don't like Alex any 
more shut your little 
middle class mouths 
about It 'cos I don't care 
what you like. Just don't 
annoy me by slagging 
him. 
Jim McColl, Glasgow. 
Ah, Ilemme get title 
rights you don't care 
what we like, but you're 
annoyed when we slag old 
Alex? This. folks, is the 
creme de la creme of the 
letters this week. 

A naughty bit 
I NOTICE that you have 
not had Ivor Biggun 
Choosing his Top 10 
records in your Star 
Choice feature, so here 
are the 10 I think he'd 
choose. 

I You Need Hands 
2 The Flasher 

, 3 Hold Tight - 

9 Move It 
5I Can't Leave You 

Alone 
6 Get A Grip On Yourself 
7 Tossing And Turning 
8 Hey Diddle Diddle, the 

, Cat And the Fiddle 
9 Hold Your Head Up 

10 Come With Me 
Maybe they should put 

Ivor Blggun'a favourite 
records on a compilation 
LP. The company who 
put it and should be Stiff 
Records 1 

John Seviour, Parkslone, 
Poole. 
*You think filth -tripe 
like this Is gonna get 
printed? You must be 
losing yer marbles. 

You'll have 
to do better 
AS I sit here listening to 
my new album, I find It 
difficult to be annoyed, 
because my new album Is 
'Mud Rock On', but with 
cretins like Philip Hall 
around I...(remalnder of 
letter deleted due to lack 
of interest). 
A Mud/Rich Kids fan. 
* There must be some 
Interesting, worthwhile, 
genuine letters around 
here somewhere, ',Let's 
urn, see ... _ 

Charlie's angel 
WHILE I appreciate your 
kind news Item in last 
week's RM, I am very 
upset that you saw tit to 
Include a picture of me, 

, who.was in fact someone 
trying to Impersonate 
me. Believe me, I'm very 
cut up about It. 

I'm sure my fans would 
like to know that I'm alive 
(what a gas) and well and 
drinking blood In Bath. 
My new single, 'It Sure 
Brings Out the Glare In 
my Eyes' Is out on Stiff 
(Bloody liar - a Stiff 
spokesman), something 
you'll be if you don't print 
a genuine photo of me. 

Don't lose your head 
man, listen to Uncle 
Charlie and your libe will 
go with a bang! 
Yours Affectionately, 
Charles Manson. (Mr). 
* Nope. Don't fink that's 
one of 'em. 
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Lies 
1 THINK you make let- 
ters up. 
Pete, Halifax. 

And damned 
lies 
SO do I. 
Jethro. Oxford. 

He'll never 
play the 
piano again 

JUST WHO does Chris 
Westwood think he Is - 
Splderman? (What the 
hell's Splderman got to do 
with this? - MM) He 
thinks Alice Cooper's 
finished, huh? Well I've 
news, he's,just beginning. 
(Majority of letter 
removed for medicinal 
purposes). 

Does he enjoy hospital 
food? Doesn't he realise 
he'll be eating It U there Is 
no apology for last week's 
review of Alice's single at 
the bottom of this letter? 

,Doesn't he realise that If 
he ever sets foot in 
Preston I will bite him, 
John Beaver, Preston_ 
*Well, here we are at the 
bottom of your let- 
ter...and still no apology. 

And he's only 
been here 
a week ' 

TO RONNIE Gurr: How 
dare you insult the 
greatest group since Thé 
Beatles (stifled sniggers 
from the RM office - 
MM). You ought to be put 
against a wall and killed 
very slowly! 

Your review of the 
Carpenters' single is a 
load of.... For a start you 
refer to 'people like the 
Carpenters'. There Is no 
one like them, they are 
unique and...(remainder 
deleted due to even less 
Interest). 
El Jo, Leeds. 
*As If our Ronnie 
REALLY dislikes The 
Carpenters: he only 
started the 'Carpenters 
backlash to provoke a 
reaction. In reality, he's a 
warm adaptable human 
being who owns all The 
Carpenters' records and 
plays them continuously, 
day and night, S'true. 

Vile vinyl 
I'M GLAD to see that 
Public Image are 
releasing an album 
pressed In plain black 
vinyl. All these dayglo- 
coloured vinyls make me 
sick, It's nice to see a 
band that has confidence 
In its record sales and 
doesn't rely on pretty 
colours. 
Elaine, Dartford. 
*But Lo, a free inflatable 
life-size gorilla and do -IS - 
yourself terrorist kit free 
with every copy. Or will It 
be vinyl that pukes, 
shoots bullets, smokes pot 
and squirts hydrochloric 
acid simultaneously, 
continues to play even 
when removed from the 
turntable? Any more 
gimmicks, pleeze? 

We've , 

dropped them 
I HAVE come to the 
conclusion that your rag's 
standards are dropping, 
After reading last week's 
Jt.+ v Lulcy, In which It 
w aid that Queen were 
a ...tine English band'. 
Alf Martin must be a 
senseless creep for 
allowing such rubbish to 
be printed. If the review 
of Queen's new LP 
Jazz', is no good then 

your rag will be a thing of 
the past for me. 
Graham Smith, Hayes. 
*Alf Martin would be a 
senseless creep If lie 
DIDN'T allow such 

rubbish to be printed. As 
for the revlew.,.(hel)ol 
hello?) 

It's boring, 
but true 
THIS PAGE is rifly, rally 
boring today. 
Ludwig V. Beethoven, 
South Kensington. 
*Honest, we don't make 
this stuff up - It's all 
true. Who wrote that? 

A bunch 
of creeps 
WHY HAVE you creeps 
never printed an article 
on the greatest hand to 
the world, I'm talking 
about the Valves. You're 
so pa thefts. with your 
features on Sham and the 
Banshees. Get II right. Do 
It now. 
The Martian, Cleethor. 
pea. Yorks. 
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Even if we do, get boring letters at Record 
Mirror, it doesn't stop us enjoying ourselves. 

CLUES 
ACROSS 

1 What The Rolling Stones 
have become In their old 
age ill) 

6 Crusty David Gal.. 
Kraut) 15) 
8 Former Roxy 

saxophonist l+,6) 
10 They told us about Lady 
Marmalade (7) 
11 taiey Brother,, classic 
17,41 
13 Obsessed heavy 
metalbt'a (1.i.1) 
I5 Girl In Ray Davies' song 
( 
16" Europe:o, disco queen 
(+) 
17 Dart. Complaining 
about the weather 43,7 
20 Jlmi Hendrix original 
Blat was a hit for Rod 
Stewart (5) 
21 Incredible ... Band 
(51 
22 A face in the Stones 13) 
24 A friend of Lydia (4) 
25 The night that's alright 
for fighting le) 
26 Generation X frontman 
U 

27( What they called 
Donovan In 1467 16,6) 

DOWN 
1 The path the Ramose, 

are taking 443.4) 
2 They had aom. 

Misplaced Ideals 15.4 ) 
3 She had an Elite Hotel 

and a Luxury Liner 17,61 
4 She had Clayton on hie 

knees 15) 

What Genesis were 
doing by the pound 17,1) 

6 See 1+ Down 
7 David Coverdeie' 

former group (4,41 
9 Bob Marley album(4) 

12 Eddle's former partner 
13) 
1f & 6 Down Ited Stewart 
stogie that followed 70 
Across (2.2.3.2.4) 
15 When Eddie and the 
Hot Rods were living their 
life on 141 
18 1968 Everly Brothers hit 
(2.31 
19 One of the singles taken 
from Grease (Si 

Steve Harley told us ti 
was a mean colour (61 
23 The temperature of 
Eno's jets (1) 

Answers 
ACROSS 
1 Manic For The Troops 10 Rumours it Muddy 12 toot U 
Ego 1+ Sllvestcr 16 Stay 17 In The Midnight 90 N,ddy 21 

Sweet 22 Glass 23 Aja 24 Hair 26 Here 29 Ales % Zoom 21 

Mud 32 You Got What It Takes. 

DOWN 
I Three Times A Lady 2 Name Of The Ganes 3 Cruel 4 

ObeenhMa 6 Tumbling Dice a E4d,e 7 it Out Of Tlme 9 

Shot By Both Skies i6 Rah 111 Edgar it aJ" el Storm 23 

Ram 211'Nral 77 Rush 26 land 
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DECEMBER 

2nd SWANSEA 
Brangwyn 

Hall 

3rd CARDIFF Top Rank Suite 

4th PRESTON Guildhall 

5th LIVERP )OI, Empire 

6th BLACKPOOL 
Opera House 

7th To be announced 

8th MANCHESTER 
Salford Univ 

9th LEEDS University 

loth STOKE-ON-TRENT 
Victoria Hall 

11111 
PORTSMOUTH 

Guildhall 

12th BOURNEMOUTH 
Village Bowl 

13th BRIGHTON 
Dome 

14th PLYMOUTH 
Poly 

15th BATH Pavilion 

17th BRADFORD 
St, Georges 

Hull 

18th SHEFFIELD 
City Hall 

20th NEWCASTLE 
City Hall 

21st NEWCASTLE 
City Hall 

22nd NEWCASTLE 
City Hall 

23rd NEWCASTLE 
City Hall 

Single 6007 195 

Album 6641 877 Cassette 
7599 386 

k 
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CHRIS 
WESTWOOD 
believes the Skids 
are on an uphill 
slide. Could it all 
be imagery - like 
the group's lyrics. 

LIVELY SPRATS, The 
Skids. 

They were in London last week, 
playing support to the wretched 
Dtcklea, whom they adequately 
overshadowed, outclassed and blew off stage. 

Now, they embark on a not 
inconsiderable tour prior to hauling ass round the studio and starting 
work on an album before the month 
chokes Itself out. 

A Virgin Records handout 
Insists: "Choose another band to 
The Skids and you'll get the band 
you deserve." I never did work 
that one out .. . 

So, with a modicum of prior 
info, the fresh memories of two 
gigs (a great one at The Marquee. 
and unsettled one at the Electric 
Ballroom) and three singles, the writer found himself lurching into 
an Interview situation- Which, ás it 
happens, didn't turn out as bad as 
I'd reckoned. 

The last time we'd met, The 
Skids had been subjected to the 
rigors of a day's TOTP rehearsals. 
had contracted flu, and were 
generally about as talkative as 
cardboard cut-outs: low-key wasn't 
the half of it ... but it all came out 
at The Marquee gig which they 
entered with a rock -hard 
aggressive resolve, consequently 
fishing out a performance which 
devastated. 

When the time came to actually 
whip out me tape recorder and ask 
the questions. Richard Jobson, the 
vocalist and youngest member, 
revealed himself to be the band's 
main spokesperson, only 
occasionally being assisted by 
'the other three', Stuart Adamson 
(guitar), Tom Kellichan (drums) . 

and William Simpson (bass), who 
basically confined themselves to 
concise pertinent replies. 

At first we dwelt on topics like 
the red -vinyl gimmickry of the 
'Wide Open' RP, my misconception 
of the 'Contusion' lyrical -angle. 
which is apparently Richard's 
conception of Communism (the 
blood/gore imagery representing 
'Red' in the sense of Commie flags, 
the bursting clot Image 
representing the all -encompassing 
'threat' ... ). After ten minutes I 
discover the goddam mike ain't 
plugged In, so painstakingly make 
the 'necessary adjustments' and 
soldier on. 

Occasionally, Richard shouts 
"Eeeeeeeced!" or some such 
loonyism. but basically sticks to 
answering questions: first 
comments concern 
pigeon -holing... 

"We're getting criticised for this 
all the time ... but the thing is, 
we're totally directionless, We're 
not aiming for any market at all. 
We once got accused of being 
directionless, but people did nay 
realise that's exactly what we 
wanted." 

I wondered how the band saw its 
"progress" since that first 
maxi -single. 

Stuart: "There's no progression, 
cos that's like taking a musical 
direcUon. All we've done Is write 
new songs." 

That first single was 'Charles' 
which remains in the set even now. 
Written by Stuart, the guitarist, it's 
lyrically more clear-cut than 
Richard's songs. Since then, John 
Peel championed the bañd. Virgin 
Records decided to suss 'em out, 
and lo, a big recording contract. 

Unfortunately, someone along the 
line had requested that the band 
drop certain numbers from the set. 
something which, frankly, 
astonished me. 

Stuart' "When someone says 
something like that, you 
immediately start to think about 
the song itself and lose confidence 
in it." 

'a / 0 
ó 

ft. 

RICHARD JOBSON, vocalist with the Skids 

Richard: "You could nay pogo 
or spit to some of these songs." 

"We've lost thousands and 
thousands of songs, good songs. 
There's five songs we didn't play 
on Saturday that look obvious 
choices for LPs." 

One of the shelved -songs, 
'London', was a favourite of the 
band. - 

Richard: "It was Just our general 
opinion of London. it's just a big 
fast place, where no matter who 
you are, you're a nonentity. We 
can go an a pub In Scotland and 
we'll know everybody in there, 
and that Just doesn't happen in 
London. The Members are in a sort 
of solitary confinement ... and 
that's exactly what it's like. Down 
here It's a big race to see who can 
get on .. , but up there It's really 
friendly. That's the thing about 
being Isolated up In Scotland. 
You're not drawing from anyone 
else ... [You're drawing off 
yerself..' 

The gist Is, then, that the band 
will remain Scot -based, retaining 
the segregation from Virgin. And 
the master plan? 

Richard: "When we get an album 
out - if it does well - people 
will want to hear those songs live. 
Like, 'Contusion' was never really 
a popular song live, but since the 
EP It's become tremendously 
popular. When you see a band for 
the first time it's f ---g hard , 
to get into them unless they're 
something extra speclal, Which 
we are." (HerHar) 

Material of the 'London' Ilk, 
then, has not been elbowed forever 
and ever amen: The Skids are 
sitting on It ... good old material 
dies hard. 

And as to the band's other 
material, Richard comments that 
he's "never actually written a 
'happy' song; 'Hope And Glory' Is 
about the strife of actually writing 
a song ... It's also about getting 
upon stage and portraying It. 
reefing something for the song It 
doesn't matter what anybody says 
so long as you've still got a feeling 
for a song. It's when the feeling 
goes that ... everything goes," 

Stuart: "It's all about Imagery 
. I mean you take what you 

want from the lyrics and what's 
behind them. Its like the lyrics are 

the drawing and the music's the 
colouring." 

How poetic, I'm thinking. 
Then he says: "I'm going for 

another beer." 
It's fact and Skids folk -lore now 

that Stuart was once caught 
standing around, talking on the 
stairs of The Glasgow Apollo: a 
meat -head bouncer promptly seized 
and kicked him out.. not 
realising that this was the 
guitarist who'd Just finished a set. 

Also fact: the self -same Stuart 
once attacked our very own Sheila 
Prophet when under the influence 

. but we won't go Into that. 
As an axe -man, he's carved out a 

unique sound. I ask where he'd 
gotten the sound from. 

"I got it from the bagpipes. I 
did!' he insists as laughter is 
stifled. "When people play the 
bagpipes there's always a drone, 
Just one single note playing allthe 
time in the background. I get that 
by playing an open string, then 
playing a melody on the string 
next to it." 

Other guitarists have already 
been seen to adopt this tack .. . 

listen only to the intro of Stiff Little 
Fingers' 'Alternative Ulster' .. 
familiar is it? 

Conversation swings back to the 
songs/lyrics, and Richard is 
saying: "I wouldn't call these 
songs morbid. They're depressing, 
like, to read ..." and immediately 
one is reminded of 'Night And 
Day', which Is introduced onstage 
as a paean to a chick who was 
raped and raped and raped. 

They make me feel anxious on 
stage. I hope the audience feel 
anxious, watching, but live it's 
usually nothing to do with words 

it's more reliant on the music 
and the sound." 

Flip the coin, listen attentively 
to the gorgeously dumb rendering 
of 'Albert Tatlock', a neat sideline 
after all the near -impenetrable, 
but studied, ramblings Of their' 
other numbers. 

Richard: "The introduction to 
that song's great. Like, this is a 
great soclo-political song, the one 
that's gonna beat yer f ---g 
Robinson, yer Purseys etcetera 
.. and people are having 

nightmares." 
The band then burst Into a 

simplistic number which is nothing 

/u 

r 

but a recital of character -names, 
Annie Walker. Stanley Ogden. Elsie 
Howard, ALBERT TATLOCK and 
the ilk. Deep and meaningless, the 
number is an established stage 
favourite. 

Richard continues: "We can 
come up with three or four songs 
Ina week. 'Of One Skin' for 
instance. That carne together in 
five minutes. I waited till we'd 
finished rehearsing and showed it 
to him (Stuart, who writes all the 
music ). Then he said, 'Ah, I've 
an idea for that,' and that was it! 
We played it for the first time the 
next night." 

'Beware, little one knowledge 
Inside, you seem to acknowledge 
Traced the case of your family 

Path 
A maritime captain escaped the 

last laugh. 

Deep little one ponder 
Sleep you seem to discover 
Meandered the track of a 

right-angled road 
Vesuvius my Sheba erupted and 

bored.' 

The second single was the 
Virgin -released 'Sweet Suburbia', 
which remains a delectable 
crowd anthem pop song. It charted 
briefly at 71, a TOTP slot was - 

filmed (Just In case) but without 
the all-important airplay the song 
promptly disappeared and the TV 
appearance never happened. 

With the third effort, namely the 
'Wide Open' EP, The Skids 
established themselves as one of 
the most vital British talents of the 
'75 class. if the reviewers did but 
know it: four choice, meaty, beaty, 
weighty, dancey, hooky, bouncy. 
ebullient, eclectic, electric 
numbers, bound upon R -E -D vinyl - 
.. and the cover rammed the 

fact that It was red right down 
the gullet. 

Generally, the escapade was 
treated like some mega -hype, 
which upset The Skids (who 
weren't responsible for the colour 
scheme), and the actual contents. 
'The Saints Are Coming', 'Of One 
Skin'. 'Night And Day' and 
'Contusion', were tragically 
ignored. A pity, a pain In the ' 

butt. 
Other than the occasional 

t A ' 

reviews, Richard points out that 
"press -wise, we're getting zilch 
exposure at the moment, even 
simple things like adverts, posters. 
We did a Scottish tour with The 
Zones, and there was only one 
gig on the whole tour that was put 
In the gig -guide. Just one gag . . 

the Dunfermline gig. I. mean. 
nobody cared about that one 
anyway 'cos that was the only 
gig where posters went up." 

Bill: "We did the posters 
ourselves anyway.' 

Digressing, Richard mentions 
how the 'scene' in Scotland Is very 
healthy, how the punk -is -dead 
brigade are hopelessly misfiring, 
how he himself was once a p -u -n -k, 
how the scene's 'totally changed. 
Then (at the beginning) It was 
guys between the ages of 15 and 
25 who were punks. Now it's 
eight years olds up to 14, 15 year 
olds, because the older guys are 
now either In bands or too much 
Into looking cool and standing up 
the back. I'm sorry when people 
keep saying Punk Is Dead . It's 
not really, when you've got all 
these young guys, who've never 
heard 'Anarchy', just getting into it" 

'There's blood on the road 
Car on the motorway 
Screaming machine 
Passed by the Red Cross of 

Agony 
Or Victory or Ecstasy. 

There's blood on the streets 
Man In the subway 
Human remain passed by the 

Red Cross of Agony 
Or Victory or Ecstasy.' 

We wrap up the interview. 1 

crawl to the bog while they depart, 
for their hotel. 

The album will likely be 
consumption -r. ady by February: 
a nixed XTC tour (The Skids acre 
eventually offered third -billing , . , 

which they rejected) and now a 

series of dates in their own right. 
Musically they are the sound of 

today, the time and mood U right 
This Is a premier outfit staring 
you square in the mu. k. Now what you gonna about 
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Now Al Stewart's back, with 

another beautiful collection of songs. 
And a tour in December. 

Until then, here's the album 
you've been 

, waiting for. 
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Record: PL 25173 
Cassette: PK 25173 

RCA 
Records and Tapes 
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Edrred M SUSANNE GARRETT. 
Send jour problems ro Help, Record 
Mirror, 40 Long Aerr, London WC2E 

9JT. 

1 AM sure that -other 
people may have been too 
shy to speak up about this 
subject, or perhaps no 
answers have been 
published. My girlfriend 
IS a virgin - the first 
virgin rye been with and 
although she wants to 
have intercourse as much 
as I do, we are unable to 
break her virginity. 
Possibly because,. she is 
nervous for a start, she 
complains of pain 
whenever I start to put on 
the pressure 

She insists I wear a 
condom, as I can push 
harder when I do. Can she 
break her own virginity? 

My girlfriend thinks I 
am trying not to have 
intercourse with her now 
In case I hurt her. but the 
truth is that I'd feel 
terrible If I attempted 
again and failed. I really 
love this girl and want to 
stay with her. 
Alan. Arbroath. 

The thickness of the 
hymen, the membrane 
covering the entrance to 
the vagina, does vary 
from person to person. 
And, although this is not 
always so, it's natural for 
a girl to feel some pain 
when there Is unac- 
customed pressure on 
this thin skin or when It Is 
broken for the first time. 
It Is very rare though for 
a girl to have such a thick 
hymen that 1t has to be 
broken medically in order 

She's started seeing someone else 
I HAVE being going out 
with my girlfriend for two 
years now but someone 
from the office where she 
wolks tells me she has 
been seeing another lad In 
the evenings after work. 1 

still take her out and go to 
her house at weekends. 
and sometimes during the 
week, but feel there is 

something wrong bet. 
ween us. The thought of 
her with another man 
makes me feel Ill - but I 

don't know what to say or 
how to find nut how she 
really feels about me. 

Please help, I don't want 
us to break up 
Jim. Derby 

Too nervous to 
losé her virginity 

for intercourse to take 
place. 

Often the hymen Is 
broken or torn during 
strenuous physical 
exercise without the girl 
ever being aware that 
this has happened. If your 
girlfriend uses tampons 
during her periods, the 
hymen can be broken 
when she Inserts or, more 
often, removes a tampon 
which has swollen Inside 
her, as It collects men- 
strual blood. But, 
although they're less 
bulky than the sanitary 
towel, some girls don't 
like using tampons and 
your girlfriend may feel 
this way, too. 

Nervousness during 
attempts at intercourse, 
because of fears of 
pregnancy or' being 
discovered in the act, or 
simply due to a fear of 
being penetrated and the 
unknown, can also cause 
a tight contraction, 
muscular cramp, known 
as vagfnlsm where the 
entrance to the vagina Is 
closed off completely. 
Penetration Is easier 
when your partner feels 
secure and relaxed. 

Try to talk to her 
honestly, without being 
heavy or Insistent about 
It, and let her tell you why 
she's nervous in her own 
good time. Perhaps, 
despite what she tells 
you, she doesn't yet trust 
you enough to enjoy 
making love with you. 
She's the only virgin 
you've known and 
therefore she may also 
have firm moral con- 
victions which she hasn't 
confided, in case of being 

thought peculiar In the 
light of your own greater 
sexual experience. Take 
tt slowly, and don't force 
her into an involvement 
she Isn't ready to handle. 

There's no need to feel 
inadequate - you too are 
having to deal with an 
experience you haven't 
encountered before. She's 
going through the same 
soul - searching scene. It 
could just bring you 
closer together. 

The surest way of 
lowing someone you care 
for Is to let barriers build 
up between you to the 
extent where you're no 
longer sure of where you 
stand with each other 
Has this happened in your 
relationship Or have you 
both known each other for 
so long that you take each 
other for granted? 

Either way, the solution 
Is in your own hands. You 
must be strong enough to 
ask her whether this 
rumour Is true. 

You may be worrying 
unecessarlly, even 
though there does seem to 
be a certain lack of 
communication between 
you right now. Talking to 
her will help you both 
straighten things out, 
even if she is seeing 
another guy only as a 
friend. Make It' clear to 
her that you love her, 
accepting that you don't 
own her and realise she's 
tree to live her life as she 
Chooses but aren't 
prepared to be strung 
along. You have nothing 
to lose but your as yet 
unproved suspicion. 

Seventeen, and wants to work abroad 
I AM a 17 year old bakery 
assistant who doesn't like 
living )n this country. I 
would really like to live In 
Germany, where I have 
friends. The people I saw 
at my local job centre 
said I was too young. 

I really want to do this 
though and have been 
talking to my family 
about it for many months. 
Mike, Lincolnshire. 

We receive many 
letters from people who, 
want to live and work 
abroad, but you must 
appreciate that many, 
countries, including 

Germany, share a similar 
unemployment problem 
to our own, and unless 
you're trained In a 
specialist or professional 
skill, your chances of 
finding work may be 
small. 

As you're aged under 
18, you can't take - up any 
opportunities within the 
EEC through your local 
job - centre - the usual 
channel of information, 
but there's nothing to stop 
you from taking a 
holiday, staying with 
your friends and seeing 

what turna up. For a free 
leaflet, 'Working in the 
Federal Republic of 
Germany' write to In- 
formation Division, 
Manpower Services 
Commission, Selkirk 
House, 188 High Holborn, 
London WC1. 

The more highly skilled 
you are, the more likely 
you are to find work 
abroad. You could brave 
the UK for a couple more 
years and build-up your 
job potential, instead of 
trying to make the break 
right now. 

'FEEDBACK answers your questions. Send your knee 

for Record Mirror. 40 Long Acre, London WC2E 9J1 

Please don't send a stamped addressed enretopr as Mil 

can't answer your levers individually, 

Faulty Products new address 
APOLOGIES to all concernedFault for 

a booboo (RI November 25th, 1978). Y w 

distribute the Safari Label have now moved to It. 
Blenheim Crescent, London W11. 

Robert Johnson: the vinyl for 
BLUES collector Robert Macquarrle or Strathclyid 
wants to add more Muddy Waters albums to h 

collection and find material by legendary pre - 

blues musician Robert Johnson. Waters albu 

released in the UK and currently available are "Bar 
in the Early Days" Syndicate, fSC001/2h doub 

album. "Good News Volume III"". 
the led 

Syndicatevolu 
(e Is i and "We Three King 

trilogy, featuring Little Water and Howling Wolf t 

Syndicate, (SC005). 
After signing to Blue Sky Records In 1376. Mu 

recorded two albums, "Hard Again", Blue S 

(81853), 1977 and "I'm Ready". Blue Sky (822. 

1978. Most of his previous American recordings is 
eluding " \t Newport" IPye Jazz 1960) - relssuel 
Checker 1973) and "London Sessions", (Chess 1975 

are now deleted but are available from time to tiny 
through blues specialist shops. For details of curreq 
availability send a stamped addressed envelopeoal 
Len Fancourt, Dobells, 75 Chasing Cross R 

London WC2. 
While Mississippi bluesman Johnson never 

tually made an album, his old 78's recorded d 
five sessions in 1938 and 1937 for the Amer) 
Record Corporation's field studio, have been co 
piled into two excellent CBS albums. These are "Ki 
of the Delta Blues Singers". (CBS 82456) and volu 
two of the same set, (CBS 84102). Sonet have al 
released a "white man sings the blues" compile., 
entitled "In Memortum_ Robert Johnson", (SNTII 
854). But if you're into pure Johnson. avoid it. 

Is Your PArty iead fin lis Feet? 

i. 

. - . 

What you need is a triple shot of 100% proof 
Salsoul to clear the sofa of dance drop -outs and 
get the show rolling again. 

"Saturday Night Disco Party" is forty-five ' 
minutes of sexy, sensual, Salsoul hits from top art- 
istes like Charo, Loleatta and Double Exposure. 

The famous Salsoul Orchestra's "Greatest 
Disco Hits" is twelve tracks of non-stop dance 
music, guaranteed to turn your living room into 
the best disco in town. 

'r 

.4 
! f r.4' 

` 

Fi 

L 
And the Salsoul Orchestra's"Christmas Jollies" 

album is the hippiest, funkiest selection of carols 
and traditional Yuletide 
ditties since Santa caught ó 

.Saturday night fever. t 
- i 

Salsoul. Three e 

albums that work as 
-they play. 

1411111._ 

'S- 
S. 

SSLM4W1 SSLP1507 SSIP150-8 
'Greatest Dist o Hits- not available until Dt'remtx'r tt 

,en - fui ....Ina1.,.-1, 1 O. 
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NOVEMBER 30 

ABERDEEN, Capitol 
Theatre (22145). Lonnie 
Donegan 

BATH. Publle Hall, Here And 
Now 

BELFAST, The Pound. The 
Doomed 

BELFAST, Ulster Hall 
213411 The Darts 

BIRMINGHAM, Barbnreias 
,o21 6431413). Japan 

BIRMINGHAM, 
.021-622 H.p Jasper 
Carrot 

µ1R21LNGIIAM, Mayfair 
021 52311083), Matchbox 

llIRMINGHAM. Railway. 
Orphan 

BLACKPOOL. Norbreck 
Castle 152341). Sa-vafraa 

BRIGHTON. Richmond 
.292111. Nlcky and the Dots 

BRISTOL. Granary 1282671, 
Bullets 

BRISTOL, Unlverslty 
.6'.62611. Gaffa 

C.tRDIFF, Sophia Gardens 
.265718). David 

Essex/The Real Thing 
CHELTENHAM. Towel Hall 

9:.c9(11. Generallon X 
COVENTRY, Warwick 

Unlverslty 121)359), Fair. 
port Convention 

DERBY. Assembly Rooms 
311111, Showaddywaddy 

DONCASTER, First Aid 
Centre 1219181. Belt .4 

Braces Band 
DUNDEE. Boner Hall. Boys 

Of The Laugh 
DUNFERMLINE. 'Glen 

Lounge, Mother Earth 
EDINBURGH, Astoria, The 

Monne/The Squibs 'Scot. 
Monos I 

EDINBURGH. Dal Club. 
Cygnus 

EDINBURGH, The Place, 
Light Of The World 

FLINT. Raven Hotel, 
Juggernaut 

G3.LASHIELS. Tallsman. 
Charley Brown 

GLASGOW. Pavilion 1041.652 
01781, John Martyn 

HALESOWEN. Tiffany's 
071.422 0761). Blazer 

Blazer 
HARLOW. Victoria Hall. The 

Soda 
HAVERFORD WEST. 

Masonic Hall, Muscles 
HINKLEY, The Bounty. 

Kidda Band 
II.FORD. Cranbrook (01544 

x659). Jerry The Ferret 
KF.F"LE, University ,Nee castle 621111). 

Stadium Loge 
LANCASTER, UnlvereitY 

1652011 Magazlne/Nco 
I..\NCLEY MILL. Langley 

21111 Club. Scene Stealer 
LEEDS, Fan Club. Bran- 

nlgane 1'583253). The 
Boyfriends/The Backbeala 

LEEDS, Fforde Green 
(623470). C Gas 5 

LEEDS, Polytechnic (41101) 
Wilke JohnsOn^a Solid 
Senders 

LEEDS, Vivas Wine Bar, 
York Place 14562491. 
Alauodley Jets 

LONDON. Brecknoce. 
Camden 101-485 3073). 

LONDON. 
w 

Bridge ( louse, 
Canning Town (01-476 
=8891. The Inmates 

LONDON. Ding%alla, 
Camden (01.267 49671. The 
Retainers 

LONDON, Electric 
Ballroom, Camden 101.485 
90081, Sham 69/The 
Cltn.4rons 

LONDON, Golden Lion. 
Fulham (01.385 39421. 
Fame 
ONDON, Greyhound. evilam Palace Road 01- 

46001. The Foundattone 
- /NOON, Hammerxmlth 

Odeon eon 403.748 4061), Bone, 
LONDON. Hope and Anchor. 

3liinglon (01 159 46204, The 
cetera 

IQ reef 100 dub, Oxford 
Street I01-636 01153 ). Merger LONDON. Kensington. 
ti(meell Gardena 101-803 
12451 The Young Bucks lANIX)N, Marquee, War - 
dour street 101-437 6Ní3), 
No Dice 

LONDON. Music Machine, Camden 101-387 0420). 
Zaine Grirt/Tall Story. 

LONDON, Nashville. Ken- 
sIngtem 101.6(13 6071), Chas 
11/ Dave 

LONDON. Pe sue. Stoke Newington (01.226 5930). 
Richardson Band LOND ee Rock Garden. 

Covent Garden .01-240 3981), Hollywood Killers 
LONDON Swan, Ham- mersmith (01-748 1043), Tiger Aabby 
LONDON, Royalty, 

.8 Southgate 10188 41121. Crazy Cavan and the 
Rhythm Rocker. 

LONDON, Swan, Ham- 
mersmith (01-748 10434, Straight 8 

LONDON, Wembley Arena !01.902 1234), Ltn- 
d l s f a r n e/ J o h n 
M l l e / F r a n k l e 
Miller/Chris Rea/Ban- 
dlt/Mike Elliott 

MACCLESFIELD, Krum- 
bles,The Accelerators 

M :INCHESTE R. Apollo. 
Ardwtck (001-273 1112), 
Olivia Newton-JoM 

MANCHESTER. Band On 
The Wall (081.832 6825). 
Swift 

MANCHESTER, Kelly.. 
A m b e r Street. 
Knives/Wilful Damage 

MANCHESTER. Maytlolver, 
Squeeze 

MANCHESTER, Polytechnic 
1061.3731162). The Cruisers 

MANCHESTER. Russells 
Club (061.226 0821). The 
Pollee/The Bata 

MELTON MOWBRAY, 
Painted Lad), The Creators 

MIDDLESBROUGH. Teeslde 
Polytechnic 1244174). H1 
Tension 

NOTTINGHAM, Malibu Dog 
Bowl (2547501. The For - 

arda 
PAISLEY, Markeworth High 

School, Chou Pahrol/Flat 
Out 

PORTSMOUTH. 
berland Tavern (7904451. 
Staa Marx 

PORTSMOUTH, Polytechnic 
18191411. Pere tibia Bones, READING, 
Skrewdrlver 

ROTHERHAM, Dickens Inn, 
The Sneakers 

RUGBY, College, Kidda 
Rand 

SEAFORD, Third World, The 
Fly. 

SHEFFIELD. City Hall 
(22845). Devo/IIoll Hy Doll 

SHEFFIELD. Unlverslty 
( 24078L Mud/The Cruisers 

SHREWSBURY. Music Hall 
(521191.MPVd 

SOUTH N Gaumont 
The Platters 

SOUTHPORT, Scarlabrlck 
Hotel. Orchestral 
Manouvrea in the Dark 

STEVENAGE, Swan, 
Scratch pavilion, STRATHPESER, 
The Teets Pavilion A, 
(2158), Tavares 

YORK. Barge (32530). 
Dehud(el 

YORK, Revolution (26224) 
Ethel The Frog 

DECEMBER! 
ABF.RDEEN, Capitol 

Theatre (23145). Lonnie 
Donegan 

ABERDEEN. College o1 

Education, 
Mus,e l Hall ABERDEEN, 

1276981. Boy. Of The Laugh 
ABERDEE.'. University 

( 67261). The Rubino. 

áE.ndJuRe.es 
Club, Un- 

ALDENHAM. Red Lion 
1258261. Agenda 

BANGOR. University 
453709). Here and Nov 
Patrik Fitzgerald 

BATH. Academy of Art. 
Coroner . 90 Degrees In- 
c11Wve 

BATH. BrIlllg (64504). Rabin 
W llI)an on 

164364.). BATH, Unlverslty 
Alberto Y Loaf Trios 

auiThe ° Mar BATLEY. 
We 

BELFAST, The pound. The 

Doomed 

GREAT BRITISH music continues at Wembley arena this week, featuring headliners LIN. DISFARNE. FR ANKIE !KILLER and JOHN MILES Thursday), and RICH KIDS, DAVID ESSEX and RE AL THING (Saturday). 
ROD STEWART returns to play a multi - dater tour taking him thru' December, kicking - off with four nights at Manchester Bellevue (Saturday. Sunday, Tuesday and Wednesday), with dates in Brighton, Birmingham and London to follow Two new bands members, Kevin Savlgar (keyboards) and Phil Kenzle (sax) who appear on latest album 'Blondes Have More Fun' Join regulars Otrmine ApplCe (drums), Billy Peek, Gary Grainger, Jim Cregan. (guitar) and Phil Chen (bass) for the tour. Chart - racers BONEY M fly in for six major concert appearances. opening at London Ham- mersmith Odeon (Thursday and Friday). More at Birmingham Odeon (Saturday). Liverpool Empire (Sunday) Manchester Apollo (Monday) and Brighton !Yew Centre (Tuesday) 
Funrock hits the road with a vengeance and a video show as ALBERTO Y LOST TRIOS PARANOIAS skate into their Winter four, supported by (ello, ello, ello! 1. THE POLICE, also gigging In their own right. Catch more DEVO headlining at London's Ham- mersmith Odeon (Saturday & Sunday). 'Grease' escapee OLIVIA NEWTON -JOHN has an extra night at London's Rainbow (Sunday) and there's more from THE CLASH, WILKO JOHNSON'S SOLID SENDERS, PERE UBU. GENERATION X. ERIC CLAPTON / MUDDY WATERS. Meanwhile. MS IVAYNE COUNTY with THE ELECTRIC CHAIRS. bridges the gender gap al London's Electric Ballroom (Saturday). supported by a well known brand of bra, CY)LORTAPES and GANG OF FOUR. Cheek out the listings for the best of the rest, but don't forget to ring before you commit yourself to hazardous Journey thru' the wilds of gigland. 
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BONEYM: open at Pisan mersmlth Odeon on Thursday 

MORE DATES ON PAGE 34 

V 

BIRMINGHAM. Asian 
University (021 359 0531), 
Generation X 

BIRMINGHAM, Bárbarollas 
1021 643 0413). Supercharge 

BIRMINGHAM. Hippodrome 
(021 622 25761, Jasper 
Carrot 

BIRMINGHAM, Odeon 1021 
643 6101), Devo/Dol I By 
Doll 

BLACKPOOL, Norbreck 
(523411, The Accelerators 

BRIGHTON, Buccaneer 
(669061, Fan Club 

BRIGHTON, Sussex 
University 16418t1, Pere 

BRISTOL, Colston Hall 
12917681, Lindisfarne 

BRISTOL. University 
124161). The Albion Band 

BURTON ON TRENT. 76 
Club. Blazer Blazer 

BURY ST EDMUNDS, 
Griffin (3617). Qoasar 

CHELTENHAM, North 
Gloucester, Mechanical 
Horsetrough/Cocky 

COVENTRY, New Theatre 
1231411. Showaddywaddy 

DONCASTER, neat Aid 
Centre (219181. Ben .4 

Braces Hand 
EASTBOURNE. Lattbtldge 

Arma, The Little JImmles 
EDINBURGH Clouds (031 

229 5:153). The Lurkers/The 
Valves 

EDINBURGH. Odeon (031 
6673005), John Mertyn 

University EDINBURGH, 
1051 667 13901. HI Tenelen 

EXETER. University 
(77911), Wilts 

GLASGOW, Burns Howff 1041 
3.12 18131, Necromancer 

GLENROTHES, Routes 
Arms, East West 

HERTFORD, College of 
Education, Zaine Grief 

HULL, Bestobel House. 
Section 60 

ILFORD, Cranbrook 101 554 

8659). Jerry The Ferret 
INVERNESS, Mulrlon Hotel, 

The Monos (Scots hand) 
IPSWICH, Gnomon( 15364i), 

Fairport Convention 
KINGHORN. Cumzle Neuk. 

Nightshift 
KIRKCALDY, Dulch MW. 

Simple 
KMOTI'INCLE Y. Kellingley 

Club, Limelight 
LAMPETER, St Dovlds 

College 1256784,u 
LEEDS, Fforde Green 

1623470). No Dice 
LEEDS, Univerolty, Riley. 

Smith Hall. Red Eve 
LEEDS. Vivas Wine Bar. 

York Place 1456249). Ethel 
The Frog 

LINCOLN. Bishops 
Grosseteste College, 
Paradox - 

LIVERPOOL. Bradford 
Hotel. Swift Chrlsbs LIVERPOOL. 
College. Scene Stealer 

LIVERPOOL. Polytchnic 
105 í 2.46 248 i) China Street 

LONDON, Ace tam Hall, 
Portobello Road 10108tí 
4590) re 
Shocka.rf75e Puritan. 

LONDON. Brad a House, 
Canning yntToo 

Band !, Lyn tone 
War- 

door 
St (tr (03 
Street (01 734 4916), 

Harem Scarem walls, LONDON, Ding 
Camden 101 207 4007). The 
Slneeros 

LONDON. Electric 
Ballroom. Camden 101 4.83 

90061, Sham 68/The C. 
LONNDONDON , Golden Lion 

Fulham r01 3a6 3942), 
Rleky Cool and the 
Iceberg. 

What are you getting 
for Christmas? 
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The new Cambra Cassette Caddy is the kind of gift anyone 
would be delighted to receive. 

Holds up to 56 cassettes or 40 with library boxes. 
Modern, attractive design. 
Smoked, translucent sides for easy 
title identification. 
Sturdy, compact and portable. 

So, if you don't get one for Christmas 
you Can afford to treat yourself. 

AVailaBbOlefrom selected branches of: ARMY & NAVY, ASDA, 

S, CURRYS, DEBENHAMS, DIXO S, LITTLE WOODS, 

MENZIES, MORRISONS, W,H 
SMOM TESC0 VALLAN ESMAN, Y 

and leading record stores. 

CAMBRA 

c ssee 
caddY ---- 

# 1\ 

1b1; 
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I. ¡,.l . 
Carol Douglas' 

new album'Burnin' is non stop 
disco music all the way 

and includes: 'SoYou Win Again; 
and her hits 'Night Fever; 

and "Burnin: 

It's a hot new album. 
Can you handle it? 1 

Dol./dor 

FROM PAGE 33 
LONDON, Greyhound. 

Fulham Palace Road (01 
385 0526), The Foundations 

LONDON, Hammersmith 
Odeon (01 748 4081). 
HONEY M 

LONDON, Hope and Anchor, 
Islington 01 359 4510), The 
Dogs 

LONDON, 100 Club, Oxford 
Street (01 636 0933). Jabula 

LONDON, Institute of 
Education. Russell Square, Met aboll.t/This 
Heat/Office 

LONDON, London School of 
Economics, Houghton 
Street (01 405 7688), Vio 
Stanahall 

LONDON, Marquee. War - 
dour Street (01 437 6609). 
Spud 

LONDON, Middlesex 
Polytechinic, Hendon, 
Advert. 

LONDON, Music Machine, 
Camden (01 367 0428), Cafe 
Jacques/Fame 

LONDON. Nashville, Ken- 
sington (01 603 0071). 
Starlets 

LONDON, Old Swan. Notting 
Hill Gate, The Crack 

LONDON. Oval Hodge, 
Kennington (01 735 2786), 
The Sadist... 

LONDON, Paddington 
College, Paddington Green (0 1 7 2 3 4 2 1 4), 
Poaer/Moonstane 

LONDON, Pegasus, Stoke 
Newington 101 220 6950), 
The Mono* (London bad) 

LONDON,Polytechnic of 
North London, Prince of 
Wales Road, Desmond 
Dekker/Screaming Lord 
Sutch 

LONDON, Queen Elizabeth 
College, Camden Hill (01 
937 5411), S ueeze/Cado 
Belle/The Panties 

LONDON. Queen Mary 
College, Twickenham. The 
Streetband/Deadrtnger 

LONDON. Rock Garden. 
Covent Garden (01 240 
3961). Grand Hotel 

LONDON, Shaftesbury 
Theatre (01 8.38 6396), The 
Platter. 

LONDON. Southbank 
Polytechnic (01 261 1535). 
The Young Bucks 

LONDON. Swan. Ham- 
mersmith (01 748 1013). The 
Piranhas 

LONDON, Upstairs at 
Itonnles, Frith Street (01 
4390747), Revelation 

LONDON. White Hart. 
Willesden, Crazy Cavan 
and the Rhythm Rockers 

LONDON, Windsor Castle. 
Harrow Road (01 286 8403). 
Lightning Raldere/Steve 
Linton Band 

MANCHESTER, Apollo, 
ArdwlCk (061 273 1112), 
Olivia Newton -John 

MELTON MOWBRAY, 
Painted Lady, The Cresten 

MIDDLESBROUGH, Rock 
Garden (241995), Wild 
Horses 

MIDDLESBROUGH. Town 
Hall (454321. Tavere. 

MILTON KEYNES, College 
of Education. Bullet. 

NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE, 
The University (28402), 
Magazine/Neel 

NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE, 
Northern Counties 
Polytechnic (28671). The 
Bishops 

NOTTINGHAM, University, 
Sherwood Hall (66912), 
Japan 

OXFORD, Corn Dolly 
144781), Dog Watch 

OXFORD, Oranges and 
Lemons (42860). Scratch 

OXFORD. Polytechnic 
(687891, Gillen 

PORTRUSH, Arcadia 
(Newcastle 23786), The 
Dart. 

RAYIEIGH. Croce, High 
Street (770003), The 
Olyymmppic Runner, 

RO'1°HL Y, Plppin In, The. 

ST. pANS. Art College. 
The Bleach Boys 

SALFORD, University 1061 
736 7811). Frankle 
Miller/Darling 

SHEFFIELD, Limit (730940), 
The Straits 

SHEFFIELD, Poly technic, 
1366721). -The Fabulous 

SHEFFIELD, University 
(34076). Mud/The Cruisers 

SOUTHAMPTON, Gaumont 
(22001), Eric Clap- 
ton/Muddy Water. 

WATFORD, Hertfordshire 
College, Gonzalez 

WOLVERHAMPTON, 
Lafayette 120285`, 
Penetratirn, 

YORK, Revolution 12Mí14). 
The Sneakers 

YORK. University 1581251. 
Wilke Johnson'. Sotld 
Senders 

DECEMBER 2 
ABERDEEN, Capitol 

(23145). John Martyn 
ABERTILLERY, Six Bells. 

Crryyer 
BANHLIRY. Banbury United 

Club (710389). Chlek en 
Shack/Tequllla Brown 

BASILDON, Double Six Club 
(20140), John Potter's Clay 

BIRMINGHAM, Barbarollas 
(021 643 9413), Dave Lewis 
Band 

BIRMINGHAM, Hippodrome 
(021 622 2576), Jasper 

BIRMINGHAM. 
t 

Mayfair 
(021 643 2137). Penetration 

BIRMINGHAM. Odeon (021 
seem), Berney M 

BIRMINGHAM, Town Hall 
1021 238 2339). Robin 
Williamson 

BIRMINGHAM, Unlverelty 
(021 472 1841), George 
Melly 

BLACKBRURN, Set End Inn, 
Black Onyx 

BLACKPOOL, Norbreck 
Castle (52341). Jab Jab 

BRACKNELL. Sports Centre 
(64203), Boomtown Rate 

BLACKBURN, Unlverelty 
03466), ), Mud/The Cruisers 

BRIGHTON, New Centre 
(205191), Eric Clap- 
ton/Muddy Waters 

BRISTOL. Granary (26287). 
Cale Jaques 

CANTERBURY, Odeon 
(62480), Sham 69/The 
Clmuvu 

CA 
Arms, VernonON, 

St /tellers 
Arms, Ve and the GI's 

CHELMSFORD. Institute of 
Higher Education, The 
Panties 

CHELTENHAM, Town hall 
(23890). Crazy Cavan and 
the Rhythm Rocker. 

CHESTER, Deeslde Leisure 
Centre (816731), Tavares 

CIIDDINGLY, Six Bells, 
Possum 

CORK. Arcadia. The Doomed 
COVENTRY, University of 

Warwick (20359), Bethnal 
CUMBERN AULD, Golden 

Eagle Hotel, Flat Out 
DERBY. Kings Hall (311ll), 

Magazine/Neo 
DERBY, Mlckledovor 

College, Bullet. 
DONCASTER, Blrcotes 

Leisure Centre (743979), 
Frankle Miller/Darling 

DUBLIN, Stardust (01.722 
7271. The Darts 

EDINBURGH, Clouds (031 
2295353), Skrewdrtver 

FELTHAM, Bison Club, 
Matchbox 

FOLKESTONE, Leas Odle 
Hall (53183), Samson 

GLASGOW, Maggie 
Sauchlehall Street (041 332 
4374), Underhand Jones 

GLASGOW, Strathclyde 
University (041 552 1270), 
HI Tension 

GUILDFORD, Civic Centre 
(87314), Eric Clap- 
ton/Muddy Water. 

HALIFAX, Good Mood, 
Blazer Blazer 
HORNCHURCH, Dull 
(42125), Jerry The Ferret 

HUDDERSFIELD. Coach 
House, Alwoodley Jets 

HULL, Bestobel House, The 
Odds 

INVERNESS, Mulrton Motel, 
The Tools 

IPSWICH. Gaumont (53841), 
The Platters 

IPSWICH. Royal William. 
Wltchfynde 

IPSWICH. Truceys (214991). 
Muscles 

LEEDS, Fforde Green 
(623470), Kldda Band 

LEEDS, Royal Park 
(786078), Agony Column 

LEEDS, Viva. Wine . Bar, 
York Place (45629). Knlfe 
E ge 

LEICESTER, University' 
(50010), Fairport Con- 
vention 

LINCOLN. AJ'. 130874), 
Eater 

LIVERPOOL. CF Mott 
College, Scene Stealer 

LONDON, Battersea Arta 
Centre 73 5366). 

Mamagan 
LONDON, Cock. Edmonton. 

Southern Crows 
LONDON. Dingwalls, 

Camden Lock 101-267 4967). 
Teresa D'Abreu/The 
Cleaners 

JL 

' 

JI 

_1 Ala 
OLIVIA NEWTON -JOHN: London's Rainbow 
on Sunday 

LONDON. Duke ' of Lan- 
caster, New Barnet 101.449 
0467), Earthband 

LONDON, Electric 
Ballroom, Camden Town 
(01-485 9006). Wayne 
County & The Electric Chairs/Gang of 
Four/Clolortepes 

LONDON, Golden Lion. 
Fulham (01-385 3942). 
Simon Townahend Band 

LONDON, Greyhound, 
Fulham Palace Road (01- 
385 0526), The Foundaloon» 

LONDON, Hammersmith 
Odeon (01.748 -4081), 
Devo/Dol By Doll 

LONDON, Hope a Anchor. 
Islington (01.359 4510), law 
Lewis 

LONDON, London School of 
Economics, Houghton 
Street, VI', Stanehall 

LONDON, Marquee. War - 
dour Street (01437 6603), 
The Speed -O -Meters 

LONDON, Moonlight. Went 
Hemppstead 101-877 1473), 
Split Rlvvlt 

LONDON. Music Machine, 
Camden (01.387 0428), 
Merger/Extras 

LONDON, Nashville, Ken- 
sington (01-003 8071), 
Johnny Spence 

LONDON, Oval House, 
Kennington (01-735' 2786), 
The Sadist. 

LONDON, Pegusua, Stoke 
Newington (01-226 5930). 
Big Chief 

LONDON, Rock Garden. 
Covent Garden (01.240 
3961), Inmates 

LONDON, Ronnie Scott's. 
Frith Street (01-439 0747), 
Revelation 

LONDON; Thames 
Polytechnic, Woolwleh (01- 
854 2430), Supercharge 

LONDON, University 
College, Gower Place, (01- 
287 3611), Dog Watch / 64 
Spoons / Nicky and the 
Dota 

LONDON, UVyetalre at 
Ronnie,, Frith Street (01- 
139 0747), Revelation 

LONDON, Wembley Arena 
(01-902 1234), Rich Kid. / 
David Essex / Movies / 
Nick Van Eede / Real 
Thing 

LONDON, Wheateheaf, 
Kings Road, The VIPs 

LONDON, Windsor CaaUe, 
Harrow Road (01 256 8403), 
Jackie Lynton's HD Band / 
Roy St John 

MANCHESTER. Apollo, 
--Ardwlc k (061 273 1112). 
Slnwaddywaddy 

MANCHESTER, Belie Vue 
(081 223 1331). Rod Stewart 

MANCHESTER, Mayflower 
(081 624 1140). No Dice 

MANCHESTER, Polytecheuc 
(061 273 U82), Hen & Nov, 
/ 17th Angel / Danny and 
the Dreonaken / Pateik 
Fitzgerald 

MANCHESTER. Unlvennty 
(061 238 9114), Willie 
Johnson'. Solid Senders 

MANOR. PARK, Three 
Rabbits. The Skunks 

MELTON MOWBRAY. 
Painted lady, Casten 

MIDDLESBROUGH. Rock 
Garden (241981), C Gee 5 

NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE. 
Polytechnic (28761), The 
Clash / The Silt. / Pressure 
Shocks 

NORTHAMPTON, County 
Cricket Club (32897). Japan 

NORWICH, Boogie /inure. 
Benny and the Jets 

NORWICH. Unlverelty of 
East Anglia (52019). Pen 
Ubu 

NOTTINGHAM, Brat Club 
(869032). Wild Hones 

NOTTINGHAM. Malibu Dog 
Bowl (254758). Gaffe / 
Harry Stephens / The 
Press / Low'C 

NOTTINGHAM. University, 
Portland Building 155912), 
Bethnal / Herrd Torme 

PEMBROKE, Cross Hand., 
r 

POOL, Chegwr IM. 
Fringe Benefit 

P ORTSMOUTH, 
Polytechnic, China Street 

RETFORD, Porterhouse. 
Those Four 

ROEHAMPTON, Froebel 
Institute, The Young Bucks 

ROMFORD, Three Rabbits. 
Harem Scarem 

ST ALBANS, City Hall 
(64511), Gillen / Teaza 

SLOUGH, Langley College. 
9 d 

STIRLING, The University 
(3171), The Mans / The 
Valves 

STOWMARKET, Royal Oak. 
gunner 

S UNDERLAND, 
Polytechnic, Cygnus 

SWANSEA. Brangwyn HW 
(50821). Lindisfarne 

TONYPANDY, Naval Club 
(432088), The Doge 

WALSALL, Dirty Duck. 
Warhead 

WATFORD, Red Lion 
(29208), Rednite 

WELLING. Duchess of 
Edinburgh. Vagrant Rock 
Band 

WEST RUNTON, Pavilion 
1203), Generation X 

WOLVERHAMPTON, 
Polytechnic, Mechanical 
Horsetrough / Cocky 

YORK, Revolution 1262241, 
Action Replay 

su 
DECEMBER 3 
ACCRINGTON, Lakeland 

Lounge (381263), Thuile* 
BIRMINGHAM, Barbarella. 

(021 643 9413), Wild BLACKBURN, King 
George's Hall 166424). 
Frankle Miller / Darling 

BRADFORD, Royal Stan- 
dard (27696), C GAS 5 

BRIGHTON. Alhambra 
(2!674), Piranha. 

BRISTOL. Locarno (281931, 
Generation X 

CANTERBURY, Odeon 
(62480), Sham 69 / 
Clrrnami. 

CARDIFF, Top Rank 128538). 
Llndlsrarne 

C3BL MSP'ORD, Chancellor 
Hall (664481, Pen Uhl 

COLCHESTER. Embassy 
Suite 16910), Detroit 
Emerald. 

CLEETHORPES, Bunnies 
(67128). Real Thing 

MORE DATES 
PAGE 38 
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DESIGNS BY 
ROGER DEAN 
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3 CZECH FREEDOM 

POSTER 
20 30 60o 

11. ELVIS 
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25- 36' CL15 

BB 
21 BUDGIE 40_ 20 CI 50 

""*Q1 

23 DRAGON AND TREE 
40 20 1'1 50 

018. Owoon. by Rog, Oran 

IRISA fl 211 

:I ARAB (I 20 
14183911 SO 

.i 51 IO THE FOGET150 
LI YESSONGS.PATHWAY, CI 50 
15 +ESSOIIGSESCAPE, CI 20 
1 TOPOGRAPHIC OCEANS, CI 50 

1 NDREE SPRING (I 50 
111SI0I MANNERSII 50 

16 
28 
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FROM PAGE 34 

CORK.. Savoy. The Darts 
CROYDON, Falrheld Halls 

(01.696 92911, Three 
Degree. 

CROYDON, Greyhound (01- 
981 1445), Penetration 

DUBLIN, UcGomdglee, The 
Doorned 

DUNDEE, Royal Centre 
Hotel (94074), Skrewdrlver 

el GUILDFORD Civic Hall 
(07.314), Boomtown Rate tZens. Vt. as Wine Bar, York Plate (456249), 
De 

L VFR L, Empire 1051 
710 1555), Roney M 

LIVERPOOL. Pickwick, 
Here & Nov / ['sulk Pie 
agerald / The Table 

LAN t)ON. Bridge House, 
Canning Town (01.478 
28891, RDB 

LONDON, D)ngwalls, 
Camden Lock, CC/wan Joe 
from New Orleans 

LONDON. Greyhound, 
Fulham Palace Road (01- 
385 0526 ). Foundations 

LONDON, Hammersmith 
Odeon (01-748 40011, Deve / 
Doll by Doll 

LONDON. Hope 6, Anchor. 
'Wing -ton (01-359 4510). 
Yamg Burks 

LONDON, John Bull. 
ChiewIck (01.991 00621. 
Flret Ald 

LONDON, Marquee. War 
dour Street 101137 6603), 
Supercharge 

LONDON. Nashville, Ken- 
atngton (01-6030071), Voice 

lad 
nsLONDON. Oval House. 

Kennington (01.735 2788), 
The Sadl.tas 

LONDON, Pegasus. Stoke 
Newington (01-226 5930), 
Soil Yard 

LONDON, Rainbow, Fin- 
sbury Park 101-263 3140), 
OUVIa Newton -John 

LONDON. Royalty. 
Southgate (01.686 4112), 
Robin WLDlameon 

LONDON, Ruskin Arms. 
East Horn, Dog Watch 

LONDON. Theatre Royal, 
Drury Lane. (01-534 0310). 
Ralph McTeil / John 
Williams 

LONDON. Torrington, North 
Flochtey (01 445 4710), 
Dove Lew). Band 

LONDON. Tramshed, 
Woolwich (01055 3371). 
Five Hand Reel / Brian 
Dewhurst / Joe Stead 

LONDON. Two Brewers. 
Clapham. Live Wire 

LYTHAM. St Paul Church 
Hall. The Photos 

MANCHESTER, Apollo, 
Arne lck (061 273 1112), 
Peter rash / Matumbl 

MANCHESTER, Bellevue 
(o8122313311, Rod Stewart 

MANCHESTER, Mayflower, 
WUd Noreen 

MIDDLESBROUGH. Town 
Hail (43432), Magartne / 
Neo 

NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE, Polytechnic (28761), 
Streetband 

PORTSE 4, Rotary Club, 
Nightrider 

PORTSMOUTH. Guildhall 
(24355), Boomtown Rata 

REDCAR, Coatham Bowl 
174420), Wilk* Johnson's 
Solid Senders 

REDHILL, The Laker., 
Little ~mica 

SHEFFIELD. Limit 1730940), 
New Jets 

SHEFFIELD, Polytechnic 
(3607211, Albion Band / 
MechanIcal Horaetrough / 
Cocky 

SHEFFIELD, Top Rank 
(21927), Alberto Y lost 
Trios Paranoias / The 
Police 

SLOUGH, Fulcrum Theatre 
(39291).111e Platters 

SOUTHAMPTON, Gaumont 
129772), Child 

STOKE, Joilees (321611), 
Tavares 

SUNDERLAND. Empire 
(73274), Showaddywaddy 

DECEMBER 4 
BIRMINGHAM, Barbarellas 

102) 643 9413). Special 
Clinic 

BIRMINGHAM, Mercat 
Cross, Orphan 

BOLTON. Technical College 
(299911, Here & Now I The 
Fail / Petrie Fitzgerald 

BRENTWOOD. Hermit Club 
1217084), Blazer Maur 

BRISTOL, College of 
Education, Judas Priest 
(film) 

BRISTOL, Hippodrome 
(299444), Child / Playboys 

CARDIFF, Sophia Gardens 
127657 / 8). Peter Tools / 
Matumbl - 

CHESTER. Smartles, Blit- 
zkrieg Bop 

CLEETHORPES, Winter 
Gardens (62923), No Dice 

DERBY, The Polytechnic, 
Faahlon 

DURHAM, The University 
181466), JohnMartyn 

EDINBURGH, Tiffany's (031 
556 62921. Rubino00 

EXETER., The Unlverslly 
(77911). Boomtown Rao 

HULL. Thé Unlverslty 
(42431). Belt & Braces 
Band 

PORTERHOUSE CLUB 
20 CAROLGATE, RETFORD', NOTTS 

11 DISCO ROAD SHOW 

r THOSE FOUR 

wow owe 
www 

Harvey Goldsmith Entertainments presents 
Direct from Jamaica 

E 
iswo 

P - I T ' 

MOM 
MOM 

MO M 
WOW S 

iMMW 
MOW 
MOW 
MOW 
S WOP 
MOM 

r e'I4aCYII5Vr /,SY 
On Tour r 

The Rainbow Theatre 
'Wednesday a Thursday 4th a 70 December 9pm 

Tickeut4.00 0126 01.50 
,..400 horn it,. s..,.no. ado 041.0.. lamb...( 

..et NA 01.141 0445 .tie the Ue...e Gold.,.M 
ee, Office aI Cheapens, 10New SonoSI.,N,00.1 

01.014 Pell (Zoe beak.". F.) 

Apollo Theatre Manchester 
Sunday 3rd December 

Tel. eel 171 nil 
Sophia Gardens Cardiff 

Monday 46)4 December 
Tr. -0111 »eV 

t.ZF.Ds. Ho al Park Rotel 
1785016). Qty Limits 

LEEDS, Vlves (456249), John 
Hedley Haggett Band 

LEICESTER. Granby Halls 
(n 1302). Real Thing 

LEICESTER, De Montfort 
Hall (22530), Tavares 

LONDON, Bridge House. 
Canning Town (01.476 
28691, Spud 

LONDON. Dtngwalie, 
Camden Lock 101-287 4967), 
Slow Motion / Rlvvfta / The 
Tights 

LONDON. Greyhound. 
Fulham Palace Road 101 
385 0526), Bob Kerr's 
Whoopee Band 

LONDON, Half Moon, Putney 
(01.480 64115), Georgic 
Fame a The Blue Flame. 

LONDON. Hammersmith 
Odeon 101.748 4061), HI 
Tension 

LONDON, Hope & Anchor, 
Islington 101.359 1510). 
Pinpoint 

ION DON, Kings College. 
Surrey Street 101-836 7132), 
Boyfriends 

LONDON, Marquee. War 
dour Street (01437 8r03, 
2alne Gruff 

LONDON, Moonlight, 
Railway Tavern, West 
Hampstead (01-677 1473), 
Necromentz / Clifton Hill 

LONDON, Nashville, Ken- 
sington (01-603 6071). 
Bowles Bros 

LONDON, Pegasus. Stoke 
Newington 101.228 5930). 
The Crooks 

LONDON. Quugllnos, Bury 
Street 101-930 6787), The 
Platters 

LONDON, St Mary's College. 
Twickenham, Mechanical 
Hornetrough / Cocky 

LONDON, Upstairs at 
Ronnles, Frith Street (01- 
4390717),Stoneahot 

MANCHESTER, Apollo. 
Ardwick (061 273 1112), 
Roney M 

MANCHESTER, Free Trade 
Hall 1081 834 0943). Devo / 
Doll by Doll 

}®DLESBROUGH, Town 
Hall (45432), Showed- 
dywaddy 

OLDHAM, Civic Hall (061 624 
050.5), Alberto Y Loeb Trios 
Paranoia. / The Pollee 

PRESTON. Guildhall 
(21721), Lindisfarne 

RAYLEIGH, Croce, -High 
Street (770003), Flying 
Saucers 

SHEFFIELD, The Unlver 
Ity 124076), Magazine / 

Neo, 
STOKE HANLEY. Odeon. 

Lonnie Donegan 
STOKE HANLEY, Victoria 

Hall 124641). Japer Carrot 
TAMWORTH, Chequers, 

Paradox 
WALSALL. Three Crowns. 

Muscles 
WARRINGTON, Won Hotel. 

Terraplene 
WOLVERTON, The Cran- 

ford, Eyes 

DECEMBER 5 - 

ABERDEEN, The University 
(57251), Judge Priest Ifllm) 

BIRMINGHAM. Barbarellae 
(021-843 9413), No Dies / 
The Business 

BIRMINGHAM, Odeon (021 
649 8101), The Platters 

BISHOPS STORTFORD, 
Triad Arts Centre (583331, 

BRADFORD, St George's 
Hail (32513), Peter Toeh / 
Matumbl 

BRIGHTON. New Con- 
ference Centre (20131), 
Roney M 

BRIGHTON, Richmond 
129234), Staa Max 

BRISTOL, Colston Hall 
(291768). Hl Tenalon 

CARDIFF, Sophia Gardens 
(27657). Boomtown Rata 

CARDIFF, Top Rank 126538), 
TapperZukle/Cygnus 

GLASGOW. Loupe Castle, 
Underhand Jones 

HERTFORD, Castle Hall, 
Generation X 

LEEDS, Haddon Hall, Nova / 
Red Eye 

LEEDS, Hofbruuhause 
(063252), Wilke, Johnson's 
Solid Senders 

LEEDS, The Polytechnic 
(41101). Magazine / Neo 

LEEDS, Vivas Wine Bar, 
York Place 1136249), Aqua 
Vita 

LIVERPOOL. Empire (051 
709 1555 ): Lind is farne 

LONDON, Bridge House, 
Canning Town (01.476 
2889), 7alne Grlft 

LONDON, Clouds. East 
Grinstead, Piranhas 

LONDON, Dingwells. 
Camden Lock (01-267 4967). 
Charlie Dore's Back 
Pocket 

LONDON. Electric 
Ballroom, Camden (01-485 
90061, Wild Horses / 
Phyelcals 
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. ROD STEWART: starts his tour at Manchester Bellevue on Saturday 

4 

LONDON, Greyhound, 
Fulham Palace Road (01 
3850.5261, Richard Dlgance 

LONDON, Hammersmith 
Odeon (01.718 4081). Eric. 
Clepton / Muddy Waters 

LONDON. Hope & Anchor, 
Islington (01-350 45101. Red 
Bears & Rice 

LONDON, Kensington, 
Russell Gardens 101-603 
32451, Beaver 

LONDON, London College of 
Printing, Elephant & 
Castle 101-735' 6871), Pere 
Ubu / The Human League 

LONDON, Marquee, War - 

dour Street (01.437 880.7), 
F tacher-Z / Redwood 

LONDON. Moonlight. 
Railway Tavern, West 
Hampstead (01677 1473), 
The V e / Embargo 

LONDON. Music Machine. 
Camden (01-387 0128), 
Girlachool / UK Subs / The 
Stoat 

LONDON, Nashville, Ken- 
sington (01.603 6071). Misty 

LONDON, North East 
London Polytechnic. 
Barking, Mud / The 

- Cruisers 
LONDON, Pegasuer Stoke 

Newington 101-228 5930), 
Tema Shoe. 

LONDON, Upstairs at 
Ronnles, Frith Street 101- 
439 0747). Taxi 

LONDON. Windsor Castle, 
Harrow Road (01-288 8403), 
Blazer Blazer 

MANCHESTER. Apollo, 
Ardwick (081-279 1112), 
Child / Playboys 

MANCHESTER, Belle Vue 
(061.2231331). Rod Stewart 

/ 

NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE, 
Gateshead Labour Club, 
Belt & Brace. Band 

NORWICH, St Andrews Hall 
(22233), Penetraton 

NOTTINGHAM, The 
Unlverslty (55912), Here a 
Now / Blank Space / Patrik 
Fitzgerald 

PLYMOUTH, Fiesta (20077), 
Detroit Emeralds 

PLYMOUTH, Metro 1513 
2617), Frankl Miller / 
Darang 

SALFORD, The University 
-(081-7367811), Whlteflre 

SHEFFIELD, Limit (7:00101. 
The Mekong 

SHEFFIELD, Polytechnle, 
Tolley Slte 1368721). 
Streetband 

SOUTHEND, Cliffs Pavillen 
(351135), Real Thing 

STOKE HANLEY, Odeon. 
Lonnle Donegan 

YORK, The Unlvetalty 
(561251, John Martyn 

DECEMBER 8 

ABERYSTWYTH, The 
University (4242), WIlko 
Johnson's Solid Senders 

BIRMINGHAM. Barbarellas 
(021 643 9413), Magazine / 
Neo 

BIRMINGHAM. Golden 
Lion, Solihull, Orphan 

BLACKPOOL, Opera House 
125252), LIndletsrne 

EASTBOURNE, Congress 
Hall (36363), Tavares 

EDINBURGH. Abercorn, 
The Valves 

EXETER. Route. (68615); 
The Fars / Steve Toy / 
Tight Shoes 

GLASGOW. Amphora, 
Necromancer HATFIELD, The 
Polytechnle, 'Mechanical 
Horsetrough /Cocky 

LANCASTER, New Planet 
City, Here & Now / The 
Mekons / Patrtk Fitzgerald 

LEEDS, Fan Club, Bran- nlgane (6632521. 
Skrewdriver 

LEEDS, Vivas Wine Bar, 
York Place (456249), Argue 

LIVERPOOL Empire 1061 
709 1560), Devo / Doll by 
Doll 

LIVERPOOL, University 
(051 238 24811. The Clash / 
Silt. / Pressure Shocks 

LONDON, Battersea Arts 
Centre (01-223 5356) Nick 
Cudworth / Charlie Prince 

LONDON. Bridge House, 
Canning Town (01.476 
2889), Nlcotlnue 

LONDON, Clouds, East 
Grinstead Piranhas 

LONDON, Dingwall.. 
Camden Lock 101.267 4987), 
Rico 

LONDON, Golden Lion 
Fulham (01.386 3943), 
Scene Stealer 

LONDON: Greyhound, 
Fulham Palace Road (01- 
365 0626). Glri.ehool 

r 
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ALBERTOS Y LOST TRIS PAR ANOIS: with video show and Police 

LONDON, Hammersmith 
Odeon (01.748 4091). Eric 
Clapton / Muddy Waters 

LONDON. Hillside School. 
Boreham Wood, Ego (rock 
musical). 

LONDON, Hope & Anchor, 
Islington (01-359 45101. Left 
Hand Drive 

LONDON. Marquee, War 
dour Street (01437 6413), 
Streetband 

LONDON. Moonlight. 
Railway Tavern, West 
Hampstead (01617 1176). 
Lightning Raider. 

LONDON, Music Machine, 
Camden (01387 0428), C 
GAS 0 / Screens 

LONDON. Pegasus, Stoke 
Newington 101 226 1930), 
Line Shooter 

LONDON. Rainbow, Fin- 
sbury Park (01.263 5110), 
Peter Toe). / Mstumbi 

LONDON, Rock Garden, 
Covent Garden (01-240 
3961), Ramrod 

LONDON, St hlary'e College, 
Twickenham, Sp.ld 

LONDON. Upstairs at 
Ronnlrs, Frith Street (01 
439 0747). Earthbound 

LONDON. The Venue, VIo. torts 101.834 5500), 
Hlnkley'e Hemet 

LONDON, Walthametow 
Assembly Hall, Revelation 

MANCHESTER Bellevue 
1061 2=11331). Rod Stewart MANCHESTF-R, The 
Universityyn(0011 236 81141. 
J Mart 

NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE, 
City Hall (20007), Q1114. / 
Playboys 

NEWPORT, Stowaway 
(50976 1), Generation X 

NORWICH. University of 
East Anglia 152008). 
Fairport Convention 

PONTYPRIDD, Polytechnic 
of Wales, Swift 

PORTSMOUTH, The 
Polytechnic (8191411, The 
Undertones 

SHEFFIELD, Limit 1730940), 
Capital Letters 

SHEFFIELD Polytechnic 
41 137211. HI 

SHEFFIELD, 

SOUTHAMPTON, tinierralty 
(556291), Chian / Sampson 

STEVENAGE. The .wan. 
sar 

STIRLING, University 
L31711. 90 degrees inclusive 

STOKE HANI.F:Y, Odeon. 
Lonnie Donegan 

TAUNTON, Odeon (2295). 
The Platter. 

TORQUAY, Carlton Club 
(22079). DetrolbEnlerside 

UXBRIDGE, Univenity of 
Brunel 101.893 7188). Per. 
Ubu 

WISBECH, (e). or Ely 
College, 

WORT7LINO. Balmoral. 
Nightrider 

WREXHAM. Jolly Tavern. 
Harem Saanm 

YORK, Revolution (162316. 
The Boys 

YORK. The Venue, Ron. 
deay.as. Marwule 
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THE CARS 
Lyceum, London 
A CAR revs up. noisily 
Increases speed then 
smash. it crashes. This is 
the tape that heralds the 
entrance of The Cars. 
Surprisingly enough It is 
the only gimmick they 
use In their clean 
American set. 

Their excellent debut 
album is not only full of 
very clever pop songs but 
is -wrapped up in a glossy 

tproduction. 
They sounded 

ike a superior studio 
band who would struggle 
to cut it live. I was wrong 

At a sold out Lyceum 
they played the whole of 
their album and perfectly 
captured its intricate but 
melodic atmosphere. 
They even sang the high 
harmonies almost note 
perfect. 

However, as per- 
sonalities there was 
something missing. 

Lanky Ric Ocasek with 
his jet - black hair and 
macabre pale face was 
the obvious focal point, 
and when he took the lead vocals his sharp 
penetrating voice added 
wierd relief to their 
organised music. Un- 
fortunately bassist Ben 
Orr is the chief lead 
vocalist, but his softer 
characterless voice failed 
to impress. Perhaps the 
unsung star is keyboard 
player Greg Hawkes - a 
fresher faced version of 
John Denver. He walks to 
and from his keyboards 
like a clockwork robot, 
contributing imaginative 
tinkling noises. 

What the band lack In 
character they certainly 
make up for In the quality 
of their music. It is fine, 
hectic pop played with 
skill and restraint. 'Best 
Friends Girl' and 'Bye 
Bye Love' showed The 
Cars to be masters of 
commercial melody., 

4 

t 

1 

CARS: masters of commercial melody 

They are odds on 
favourite hit machines. 

The Cars combine 
English pop with the 
refined US Foreigner 
rock, very successfully. 
They overstepped this 
delicate fusion at the end 
of their highly enjoyable 
set with an overlong, 
tedious guitar solo. I 

a 

suppose it pleased the 
instrument'al con- 
noisseurs, but I found it 
totally unnecessary. Oh 
well, you can't win them 
all. This was just one 
black mark for a set 
which proved that` The 
Cars will be very suc- 
cessful without the help of 
picture discs. PHILIP 
HALL 

X RAY SPEX, Hammersmith 
Odeon 
A BALLAD? Is this the 
end of X Ray Spec as we 
know them? Is there life 
after germ - free 
adolescence. 

Yes, but for a far more 
professional band with 
the emphasis less on 
Continual all round 
movement and more on 
tight musical ability, 
laced with hm. 

Presentation was 
rather more polished too - three X Ray Spex logos 
hung resplendant about 
the stage, and a mightily 
Impressive show of vivid 
lights illuminated the 
stage and back drop in 
sharp clear colours. 

Whenever I hear X Ray 
Spex live or on record, i 
always get the feeling 
that there Is a minor 
earthquake going on in 
the immmediate 
background; such is the 
spectacular sound and 
image they conjure up 
even in the face of the 
particularly average 
sound system they had to 
contend with. 

Instrumentally the first 
thing to strike the in- 
creasing role of the 
guitar, now a little starlet 
In Its own right, guided by 
Jack Airport through a 
series of neat In- 
troduction solos rather 
than the previous func- 
tion as a backing in- 
strument providing the 
power behind the sound 
and leaving most of the 
lead line to sax. Sax and 
sexist Rudl Thompson 
are still as essential to the 
band as salt to the sea but 
its presence is more 
Precise, adding to the 
sound rather than Its 
previous wont of tram- 
pling all over it. Along 
with the chunky rhythm 
section of B.P. Hurding 

(drums) and Paul Dean 
(bass) were tared 
with a nearwe perfect band 

The centre of attention 
was of Course Poly 
Styrene, who cut a 

dashing figure in black 
trousers, peaked hal and 
blood red drummer boy 
jacket. With more control 
over her voice now and 
yet exuberant as ever. 
she led the band Into a 

collection of new and old 
numbers. 

'Obssessed With You', 
'Warrior' - an up tempo 
song with deceivingly 
slow vocal and, I think, I 
Can't See' were the best 
of the new numbers, each 
with clear progressions 
from their earlier 
material. There was an 
overall almost oriental 
feel creeping into_ the 
music, and definite traces 
of reggae Influences 
lurking within. Only one 
fairly drab number 'Age' 
which Jacked the spice of 
the other material 
brought a slight down to 
the set. The pace soon 
stepped up again 
however, as they faun 
ched into a stream of old 
favourites, until sud- 
denly, midway through 'I 
Am A Poser' 
disaster! X Ray Spex 
were silenced as the PA 
system broke down 
completely under the 
strain. They left the stage 
for several minutes until 
emerging to restart 'I Am 
A Poser' with the well 
behaved, capacity crowd 
seeming gleeful that they 
had got half an extra 
song. Following with the 
excellent single 'Germ 
Free Adolescence, (OK, I 
give up, where did you 
hide the electric piano?) 
and finishing with 
'Dayglo'; there was no 
alternative but an encore. 
Taking to the boards for 
the third time that night 
for 'I Am A Cliche', BP 
exploded In a crowd of 

dry lee which tasted 
through to the final 
number, the inevitable 
'Oh Bondage Up Yours'. 

There's no doubt that 
the show was a runaway 
success At present X Ray Spex have 
everything going for 
them - 1 only hope they 
continue to rise. KELLY 
PIKE 

DAVID ESSEX, 
REAL THING, 
NICK VAN SEDE 
Dublin RDS Hall 

RDS, IN ease you're 
wondering, stands for 
Royal Dublin Show - this 
gig is more suited to 
horses than people. The 
fact that It was only three 
quarters full didn't help 
matters, especially 
towards the hack where 
the shivering masses 
began to thin out. 

The prospect of a lone 
singer songwriter 
making any sort of dent 
on this great, cold barn 
seemed fairly remote, but 
Nick Van Eede's Cheery 
stage presence somehow 
managed to fill the empty 
spaces. In such a short set 
(he was allotted 20 
minutes) It's difficult to 
Judge his potential as a 
songwriter, but all in all. 
his catchy numbers 
seemed pleasant enough, 
and I thought he went 
down pretty well, con- 
sidering the cir- 
cumstances. 

Real Thing tared even 
better with a crowd who 
seemed determined to 
have a good time, despite 
the dreadful en- 
vironment. The hits were 
greeted with storms of 
applause, and the rest of 
the numbers - which I 
found on the mundane 
side - got a surprisingly 
warm reaction. 

Really they are a totally slick and 

Do 
Hold 

Ba 

1 rt 

Chanson are two very classy, well - 
seasoned session musicians - 

David Williams and James 
Jameson Jr. - who debut with 
a funk heavy R&B disco sound. 
Don't hold back on discovering 

Chanson, and remember - 
it's pronounced Shan -sóíí 

AROD 140/12 
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professional outfit, but 
their material Is the big 
problem. With so many 
groups around aiming for 
the same sort of sound, 
you have to be something 
special to stand out. And 
sadly. I just don't think 
Real Thing are special 
enough. 

They were back on- 
stage as back - up singers 
to a bearded David 
Essex. setting foot on- 
stage for the first time 
since 'Evita'. I think he 
was suffering from the 
transition to a bigger 
audience - I hope that 
was the reason, anyway. 
At any rate, found his 
mannerisms, once en- 
dearing, overdone and 
over mannered, his 
songs rather laboured, 
his Inter - song chat well 
off the mark. Very dif- 
ferent from the 
Charismatic figure who, a 
couple of years ago, could 
have an audience eating 
out of his hand. 

Meanwhile, his band of 
super slick session 
musicians did all that was 
required of them. without 
expending one ounce 
more adrenalin than they 
were being paid for. This 
naturally, did not help 
build up the atmosphere. 

The kids still screamed 
in all the right places, but 
1 felt something was 
badly missing. Perhaps It 
was simply the dreadul 
choice of venue - this 
place should be handed 
hack to the livestock 
forthwith. 

Hopefully, things will 
have warmed up by the 
trine they reach Wembley - but if I were you. I'd 
wear my woolly undies, 
lust In case. SHEILA 
PROPHET 

W I R E / MANICURED 
NOISE 
Marquee, London 
TWO DIFFERENT 
musics In the same place. 
the correct place, this 
sweaty little joint on 
tt'ardour Street. Wire- to dispel all 
memories of the duffo 
Venue gig (that place 
eats bands for breakfast) 
by unleashing a great set 
which devastated, and . . . 

Manicured Noise - to 
confirm that the current 
buzz' on their behalf 

holds water. These 
Mancunians opened the 
proceedings at 8.30. and 
with the exception of a 
vocalist whose larynx 
was lacking and whose visual pull was 
questionable, they were 
really quite arresting, 
utilising a strict bass / 
drums / guitar I sax 
front, with occasional 
clarinet Interjections: 
They sounded not a zillion 
metres from The Magic 
I Land circa '89. 

Although 1 missed the 
titles (the vocalist's 
announcements were 

whispered, slurred and 
redundant) 1 couldn't 
help admiring their 
Probing, searching. 
i;rappling style 
organised, ordered 
disorder. They will not be 
huge' but they're better 
than many who will be. 

Wire, a stark contrast. 
were Ineffable. Essen- 
tially, their compound is 
Wee / pace / syn- 
chronisation 

, 'effect'. 
dynamics, deadpan humour and surprise are 
important factors, while their sheer energy quotient - often deceptive - Is oc- casionally above and 
be'Yond that of any other 
hand currently treading the boards . , even The 
Clash. Energy and 
They know how to use IL 

I admire Wire's use of minimalism as a plea or lack not as an end in itself. I admire their attitude to the punters, 
Palming through the 

Inh ning Sand 
My Joints', then 

cn""'sing into a slower. 

uncomfortable number. almost numbing or 
murdering the effect. 
stifling. 

I admire their 
willingness to 'branch 
out', to move on ... some 
of the better numbers 
here were new ('On 
Returning' and 'Mutual 
Friend' - "We might 
replace the old / With the 
new"). Replace the old with the new is exactly 
where it's at almost all 'Pink Flag' is now absent, 
so's 'Dot Dash' and various chunks of the 'Chairs Missing' album. 

Instead, 'Mercy' has 
become an awesome, 
spectacular triumph, a forceful menace / 
message, while 'I Feel 
Mysterious Today' boasts what is almost certainly 
the best - ever shock finish,,, 

"Did you ever conceive / That you too can leave / EXACTLY WHEN YOU LIKE!" 
It builds, builds, builds., layer - upon layer of cold 

steel, sawn off guitar, 
threshing, manipulating, 
then dead stopping. Ulp, Whew, 

Three encores? They 
oblige, The finale, 'Too Late', Is a chaotic. 
bruising 10 minute epic 
and It's still too bleedin' 
short, 

Wire, when eta 
cumstances permLt (which, In my ex- 
perience, Is three - 

quarters of the time) are 
a brutal, unstoppable, 
self - consciously comic 
and ugly confrontation, a 
band whose improved 
musicianship, whose 
'natural' progression, has 
allowed them to fill out 
the sound and to facilitate / fulfill their Ideas, of 
which there are plenty. 

Wire are my favourite 
band. Catch them in an 
appropriate setting and 
find out why. CHRIS 
WESTWOOD 

MAGAZINE 
The Venue 
THE MAN with the high 
forehead and the low 
slung eyelids just made a 
slip up, hardly In keeping 
with his highbrow Image 
i.e. he played the Venue 
late show. 

The Venue late show 
has very quickly become 
something of a 

phenomenon in the way of 
gigs. The fact Is, by the 
time a band comes, on for 
the second set - In this 
case It's about 2 am - the 
band are knackered, the 
audience are knackered, 
and the atmosphere, 
consequently. Is most 
certainly knackered. 

As far as I know, 
Magazine are a 

tremendous band, but I 
can't be utterly sure 
because like most of the 
Incredibly reserved 
audience 1 kept falling 
asleep. 

We We'd spent most of our 
energy earlier in the 
evening, either booing or 
cheering a bunch of ap- 
palling Siouxsie and the 
Banshees imitators who 
qualify as the band most 
bereft of talent I've seen 
this year. 

Magazine. in contrast. 
are perhaps one of the 
most inspired bands 

o f 1978: and they 
really get their due for 
that. 

The band did not play 
badly, though the vital 
keyboard electronics 
seemed to be lost in the 
mix somewhere, Howard 
Devoto kept a stiff upper 
lip - despite a few sour 
comments about the only 
minimal Interest that he 

was generatingid not Magazine d 

disgrace themselves in 
the face of apat lr. 

t 

their 
It hasm 

were 
sa made that 

doesn't hold a light to 

what appeared on 'Real 

Life', buI then ft's got a 

lot to live up to My 
pa' and 'Motorcade' 

are 
TuI 

dual zeniths that even 

Devoto is going to have 
trouble surpassing, 

On stage, the ex 
Buzzcock is a very small, 
undernourished - looking figure, but he has a 
charisma of sorts. It wasn't just the noise from 
the speakers that oc- 
casionally managed to jar people out of their orper, but his self - 
projection, his little runt persona, almost 
threatening the audience, ordering them to attend, 
because something Im- 
pore.rtant Is .happening up 
he 

All the same, his disconcerting habits of disappearing off stage when he didn't have anything to sing, lent the 
concert a rather detat- 
ched atmosphere. It was 
easy to get the Impression 
that he was doing his duty but not really enjoying himself. 

In a healthier en- vironment, I know they 
would have knocked me flat. But as we were all 
knocked flat before they 
started, Magazine didn't really stand a chance TIM LOTT 

JAMES BROWN Hammersmith 
Odeon 
YOU NEVER really 
appreciate how vital 
those two hours between 
leaving work and going to 
a concert are until you're 
thrust into an early show. 
I was expected to get my 
adrenal gland pumping 
after an energy draining 
day and a frantic struggle 
across the metropolis on 
London Transport's 
sardine tins during the 
crush hour. 

I could have made the 
effort but the JB's were 
half heartedly churning 
out lukewarm in- 
strumentals with both 
eyes on the clock and the 
second house, and were 
meeting a deserved 
morgue - like response 
from the audience. 

At first I attributed the 
lack of commitment as 
limbloosening but the 
level remained constant throughout, ac- 
complished but limp. 

Next came Martha 
Hyde and the Lasers, a 

female trio, who sang 
note perfect covers of 
Peter Brown's 'Dance 
With Me', 'Boogie Oogie 
Oogle' and 'Love Don't 
Live Here Anymore' but 
they didn't stamp any 
personality on the songs 
and generated the energy 
of a worn out torch bat- 
tery. 

But my hopes were 
raised when the MC, In 
customary white suit, 
greased down hair _rid 
shades, got eearybody off 
their collective bottles for 
the entrance of the main 
man 

He attacked 'Get Up 
Of (a That Thing' and 
'Body Heat' and the 
audience went through 
the motions of adulation 
but we were al! on the 
wrong foot. Papa didn't 
have a new bag and he 
needed the fire that 
Bootsy and the Clln- 
tonians gave him before 
their transfer. 

Hestill bad the moves 
and nobody can drag the 
word 'Baby' from the 
heart in quite the same 
way but the only person 
who wanted to work 
really hard was the go-go 
dancer at the back of the 
stage 

We were even denied an 
encore winch was struck 
up by the hand, all of 
whom waited for the man 
but they were hastily 
halted and the curtains 
were drawn rather em - 
harassingly. 

You see James, every 
audience likes the Illusion 
that It la special. We know 
It's an illusion, you know 
It's an Illusion but if It's 
not there it really leaves a 
nasty 
MlI GARDER 
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ZOADSHOW 

SHEER 
POWER 
ANO 
M JESTY 
NEIL YOUNG 
LA Forum 
FORGET ALL that guff 
about Industrial music 
for the industrial Re's. 
1978 has been the year 
when the heroes have 
come home to roost 
Dylan again confounding 
the critics, this time with 
unabashed polished 
professionalism; Bowie 
with one eye over his 
shoulder as the other 
beadily scans the future - and Neil Young back 

i on the road. 
Of the three, Young 

has been by far the least 
- celebrated and the most 
erratic. But on this 
performance, the last of 
his six - week tour, he 
would have blown the 
others clean off the 
stage, notwithstanding 
the superflous whimsy of 
some of the act. 

The pacing was 
fiendish. The first set 
was acoustic, showing 
the little lost troubadour 
of the days of yore, 
Three numbers from the 
'Comes A Time' album 
followed the opening 
'Sugar Mountain' before 
Neil switched from 
guitar to piano for a 
faultless rendition of 
'After The Goldrush'. 

Each note penetrated 
the roaring silence of the 
vast auditorium with 
unearthly precision, 
enhancing the poignancy 
of his fractured vocal. 
Whereas the White Duke 
overcomes audiences 
with sheer power ánd 
majesty, Young adopts 
an almost Inverted 
charisma. magnetising 
his fans with harp - 

walling vulnerability. 
The highlight of the 

first set was a new 
number, 'Out Of The 
Blue Into The Black' 
containing the immortal 
lines: 'The king is gone , 

but he's not forgotten / 
This is a song about 
Johnny Rotten. It's 
better to burn out than 
fade away / rock 'n' roll 
is here to stay.' 

Young himself has 
always subscribed to the 
'burning gut' ethic 
which explains why his 
career has continually 
peaked and 'roughed. 
But U his output In recent 
years has left a lot to be 
desired, the second half 
of the evening showed 
him doing anything but 
fading away. 

When the roadies 
dressed as the Jawas 
from Star Wars had 
disappeared, along with 
the flight cases and 
Woodstock bulletins 
coming over the P.A-, 
Neil returned with Crazy 
Horse to play the most 
apocalyptically brilliant 
set of electric music I 
have ever witnessed. 

Straight away they 
energetically locked into 
'When You Dance (I Can 
Really Love)', Jux- 
taposing this with 

Needle And The Damage 
Dons'. From this point 
the pace quickened as 
the band rocked out, with 
Young calling all the 
shots with some 
devastating guitar lines. 
'Cortez The Killer' ap- 
peared the stand - out 
track until this in turn 
was excelled by 
'Cinammon Girl'. 

At this stage the 
furious momentum 
would have, been worthy 
of a Parker or a 
Springsteen, as they 
reached a glorious 
climax with 'Like A 
Hurricane'. Neil seemed 
unstoppable as, with 
amp cranked up high, he 
discharged a stunning 
series of licks which 
would have. left the 
average HM punter 
begging for mercy. It's almost un- 
believable that one 
generally noted for his 
singer / songwriting 
talents should also be 
such a fine guitarist, and 
one whose wild abandon 
never entirely eclipses 
the vulnerability which 
each resounding note 
nevertheless retains. 

It's also tempting to. 
see his two contrasting 
sets as symbolising the 
relationship between 
rock 'n' roll and the 
Individual' the 'acoustic 
innocence of 'I Am A 
Child, giving way to the 
loss of idealism; as 
represented by the 
heavier guitar work - 

outs of the second part of 
the show. 

However, I would 
prefer to think of it In 
terms of two sides of the 
artist's personality, 
which both complement 
each other and 
demonstrate Neil 
Young's Continuing 
Importance as a major 
figure of modern music 
MIKE NICHOLLS. 

BOB DYJ.AN 
Forum, L.A. 
BOB DYLAN has done a 
lot of road work since his 
appearances in Britain. 
and apart from the 
money. he must 
sometimes wonder If It's 
all worth It. 

His voice (never the 
most melodic) Is cracked 
and ravaged so that it 
resembles Joe ,Cocker 
with laryngitis, and for 
all his et forts he is 
rewarded with little 
thanks from the critics 
and Dylan Watchers of 
America. 

In a recent LA Times 
Interview, Dylan com- 
mented that he no longer 
knew what some 
reviewers meant 
anymore, and that It Is 
them, and not him, that 
have moved away from 
the rebellious spirit of the 
sixties. When an,artist of 
such Intellectual, social 
and political stature Is 
subjected to such in - 
sighted debate as to 

s 
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NEIL YOUNG.` inverted charisma . 

whether his trousers 
should or should not have 
stripes on them, or 
whether gods should 
shake hands with their 
audience, then one can 
sympathise with Dylan 
for feeling that the point 
is being missed. 

At the Forum he gave 
the most eloquent and 
powerful portrayal of 
what the point Is, as 
meaningful now as It was 
12 years ago. 

Few people have the, 
opportunity of seeing 
Dylan perform from less 
than SO yards away, and 
from that distance you 
get the full power and 
presence of this "slight 
figure with the tuneless 
voice. Since tills band 
formed earlier this year. 
his songs have been 
honed to a razor sharp- 
ness and many of the new 
arrangements have 
become much clearer. 
'Tangled Up In Blue' is 
now so chilling, I for one, 
would be glad if thé new, 
version featured on his 
next album, For those 
that wanted to hear the 
"old" Dylan, he per- 
formed a couple of solo 
acoustic numbers, one of 
which, 'It Ain't Me Babe'. 
demonstrated that none 
of the power Is lost when 
the band is off the stage. 

However, the band he 
has now - unashamedly 
rock and roll - Is one of 
the best he has ever had. 
Anyone who want¢ to 
accuse him of copying 
other artists must come 
up with a better act and a 
better band than his as 
evidence. At least those 
who think he is on a 
nostalgia trip should be 
happy, and those who feel 
he Is just a throwback 
from the sixties should 
pay attention to his main 
contribution - the lyrics 
to his songs. 

How have times 
changed since he wrote 
'The Times They Are A - 
Changing except they 
are changing faster and 
more drastically? 
'Master Of War' Is surely 
more relevant today in 
the age of the neutron 
bomb than ever before. 
and his love songs grow 
more welcome in the face 
of the increasing com- 
puterisation of our 
society It la the critics 
who have altered on the 
way Dylan's aim 
remains true and he just 
gets better and better. 

He has given two of the 
best concerts (from all 
aspects) I have seen this 
year, and, a sold out 

crowd between the ages 
of 12 and 80 echoed that 
feeling. 

FRED RATH 

LINDISFARNE f 
CHRIS REA: 
Edinburgh Odeon 
TO PARAPHRASE 
Lennon and McCartney, 
"'E was a working lad, 
north of England way, 
now' he's hit the big time, 
In the U.S.A." Chris 
Rea's this particular 
honey pie, and, on stage, 
the reason for the lad's 
success Stateside Is 
apparent. Only wit- 
nessing his last five 
songs, I would hesitate on' 
making any hard and fast 
judgement on the man 
and band, but, suffice to 
say, he had the crowd on 
his side to a man. He 
Churns out the kind of 
west coast cliches that 
our colonial cousins crave 
and are apt to wet their 
denims over. Still, I'm 
sure the album 'What 
Ever Happened To Benny 
Santini?', the title track 
of which was the epic of 
the evening, is insidiously 
listenable. For this 
reason Rea will be 
recognised and cherished 
in the UK by the minority 
audience of bed - sit boda 
currently shared by Al 

r, 

Stewart and Gerfy 
Raffery. 

If Rea and band 
produce 'slightly sterile, 
although I hasten to add 
(again), Insidiously 
pleasant and listenable 
music, then headliners 
Lindisfarne are their 
perfect complement. 

The five Geordie lads 
still exude the early 
warmth and humour that 
made them a special part 
of my past. The -newer 
material retains these 
roots yet Is more melodic; 
less bawdy - In the nicest 
possible way - and Is still 
as enjoyable as the joyous 
sounds of time gone by. 

Eighteen songs, each' 
an exercise In 'boozy 
country blues and each 
given a justified amount 
of hysteria. Yes, folks, 
they are all here - for 
your sins and money to 
get 'We Can Swing 
Together', 'Meet Me On 
The Corner', 'Lady 
Eleanor' and the Classic 
'Winter Song'. The last 
song displays Alan Hull's 
almost unique `talent of 
observing a social 
problem and balladeering 
about It without sounding 
twee or patronising. A 
real talent., 

Of the newer naterial 
you'll get a major part of 
'Back and Fourth' album 

and the excellently bland 
new single 'Brand New 
Day'. All pure, escapism 
with absolutely nowt to 
say and, hey, aren't we 
glad of It. 

This billing has the 
makings of the best of its 
sort of the year and as 
such should be in- 
vestigated. If you love 
sloppy, outta tune yet 
vibrant music, the best 
Christmas pressie you 
could wish for would be a 
ticket for the 'Magic In 
The Air' tour. The new 
live record Is 'Magic In 
The Air', the tour is 
'Magic In The Alr, Listen 
and see 'Magic' in more 
ways than one. RONNIE 
GURR. 
THE MONOS: 
Edinburgh, Herlot- 
Watt University 
THE MONOS are the 
band who, because of 
their name, - were 
dismissed after their 
recent London trip as 
being - oh dear - mono 
tonous. Stpi, Journalists 
In need of a natty last line 
have got a job to do, even 
it it Is at the expense of 
struggling musos. Hell, 
even if they have to bend 
the truth to support their 
owri brand of smarmy 
and lnept'prose. 

Get this. The last thing, 
The Monos are Ise, 

monotonous. 
The Edinburgh - based 

Monos, unlike their 
eponymous English 
cousins. are not diluting 
the sixties In another 
power slop dream. They 
prefer Instead to 
proclaim- that Power 
Calypso or Power Swing 
is the thing. Every song 
differs significantly, thus 
claims of being 'dlrec- 

'tlonless' would appear 
valid if you listen with 
hardened critical ears. 
Me, I went to haye a good 
time, and was hugely 
impressed and en- 
tertained. 

Impressed by the 
potential which lurks 
under The Monos' rough 
edges, impressed by the 
rock tight bass of Winston 
Oddoye, the varying 
textures of Dave 
Buchanan's lead guitar, 
the eclectric drum skills 
of Bod and the smooth 
hook vocals and guitar of 
Jah Whoosh. Entertained 
by the mincing theatrics 
of Cockney Freddie King 
on lead vocals. The man's 
voice is perfectly offset 
by Whoosh's vocal corn 
tribution, being as It Is a 
classic mixture of vocal 
Inflexions. 

Personally he evoked' 
Ferry's d -e -e -p twang, 
and King could be the 
missing link between El 
Ferrari and the absurd 
hiccoughing of, say 
XTC's Andy Partridge. 

DAVID JOHANSEN 
The Venue, London. 
A LITTLE bit of New York flew in last week and 
proceeded to conquer The Venue. I didn't think It was 
possible but The David Johansen Group actually 
created a real atmosphere at this trendy hamburger 
joint. It was cabaret of the gutsy,rock 'n' roll kind 
Music to get Indigestion to. 

The band, looking like extras out of West Side 
Story, stormed through a set full of noisy power. 
Johansen and his Italian cronies showed that they are 
one of America's most important and exciting 
talents. 

I He has a deep bassy voice, which is equally at home 
on a raw ballad or a thumping city rocker. This la 
aggressive New York City music Cool Metro'. 

¡ 'Funky But Chic' and 'Lonely Tenement' were 
pounded out, with Johansen acting out the words to 
every song. It is a corny stage show with plenty of 
traditional rock 'n' roll poses, Johansen even has a 
collection of different hats on stage with him. They 
are all so naturally cool, that you can't help but like 

IF them 
Johansen's fellow New York Doll, Syl Sylvain 

deserves a special mention for his dumb expressions 
and high harmonies. Sylvain contributes the delicate 
plano opening to the sets classic number 'Freo- 
chette', which builds up into a wild sfngalong climax. 
'Reach Out. Ili Be There' and 'Build Me Up But- 
tercup' were attacked with violence, passion .. , turn 
up the volume' 

They encored with a Doll's oldie, 'Personality 
7 Crisis' which sounded like a punk anthem There 

were even kids dancing on the stage; gosh, The 
Venue will never be the same. 

Come back soon Mr Johansen and Group, England 
may not need you. but I'm sure we'll alwayys ap 
predate your brand of sweaty club music. PILII.IP 

Viáualiy he comes on ail 
bare - chested and 
cropped halt, his bnmeed 
torso flopping every 
which way a la Fred 
Mercury. He could be the 
new Helen Shapiro. 

The very antithesis of 
monotony, the songs are 
the band's varying in- 
fluences spWed on the 
boards for all to dissect 
Calypso, reggae, 
bluebeat. In all their 
forms are spliced with 
some hard rock of the old 
school, and a fairly 
Irresistible blend the end 
result is too. Personal 
laves were 'Movie Queue 
Romance' a jerky 
caribbean Cut with gruff 
vocals, 'Talking Pictures' 
a quirky neo - of posse, 
Roxy Music - like con- 
tender for a single, and 
'One Way Love', a song 
which, again, Is a 
potential hit, containing 
as It does all the quin- 
tessential Marne - calypso 
requirements. Having 
chosen a mere, three 
tunes, I think It only fair 
to state that all the songs 
have somethtng com- 
mendable about them. 

It's a contorting 
thought that The Monos, 
along with bands like The 
Members, The Simple 
Minds, The Valves The 
Skids, and The Zones are 
forming the vanguard 
that will make rock 
bearable for the coming 
year. See them or be 
damned. RONNIE GURR 

JOY DIVISION: 
Aitrinch)3m Check 
Inn Club 

A NEW gig in town and 
right on me own door- 
step! And not only that. 
but promotions are taking 
place courtesy Of 
mankind's first punk 
chiropodist. 

It was unfortunate, 
then, that for openers we 
had to be subjected to 
disposable local group the 
Bidet Boys, a drum- 
merless trio with a 
drummer, and the 
slightly better Surgical 
Supports, who apparently 
go down a storm on the 
grammar school circuit. 

Still, Joy Division were 
OK and could well prove 
to be to, next year what 
the Fall have been to 
Manchester this year and 
what Buzzeocks were to 
last year, etc, etc. 

Over the last 12 months 
they have ,dropped their 
(denied) affinity to 
Nazism and are Instead 
concentrating on 
producing some tight 
dynamic music with 
above - average lyrics. 

Fronting the band is the 
pallid, hyperactive Ian 
Curtis. whose weird. 
wired meckanik dance 
routines are reminiscent 
of Lou Reed circa '74 The 
Velvets connection is 
maybe a little superficial, 
but certainly the downer 
rhythms of Peter Hook 
(bass) and Stephen 
Morris ddrums) are very 
like Sister Ray which as it 
happens, Is also the 
band's encore. 

Nevertheless the 
overall sound Is well 
grounded In the late 
seventies, mainly due to 
the Banshee esque 
metallic chord - chopping 
of guitarist Bernard 
Dickln. who interestingly 
has dropped his erstwhile 
stage monicker, 
'Albrecht'. The Teutonic 
influence extends to the 
subject matter of most of 
their songs Including 
'Leaders of Men', the only 
number I recognised 
from their home - made 
'Anadeal For Living' EP. 
None of the titles were 
Introduced and indeed 
there was no stage talk 
whatsoever, which ob- 
viously suits their austere 
and abrasive image 

Altogether, a band to 
definitely retch out for 
,Il you caught them on the 
RezWos tour You'll kw" 
what I mean, MIKE 
NICHOLI A 
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Lookinghfor a new system? 
Or maybe just accessories or spóre's 

Whatever yoi) 'disco requirements are, 
come and'sée us. 

We stack a wide range of equipment including many 
top names, 

we always have something on special olterit 
THIS WEEKI 

5155R131 Record/Playback NAB Cartrldje 
Jingle Machine. RRP í2139 + VAT 

Our Price ONLY £200 + VAT 

Pair Altéc Base Bins (shop walled). RRP £360 + 
VAT Our Price ONLY f260 VAT 

Solar 250 still only £84.50 VAT 

75 WELLINGTON STRÉET 
LUTON, BEDS 0582-39021/411733 

Close to M1 Junction 10 

mosphé ee 

iqhtinq 
S 

Now at,new and larger showrooms pi, 

we have on show equipment from. 
Citronic, Haze, Soundout, J.P.S., 
Optiklnetics, Pulsar, Zero 88, S.I.S., 
SAL, Millbank, Eagle, Project. 

Electro -voice, and many more. 

Please call in any time. 

Open 9.00 am -5.30 pm Mon -Sat, 
9.00 am -7.00 pm Thurs. 

For full details write or call us at 
address below. 

64 THE GREEN 
ABERDEEN :TEL. 572905 ;. , 
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MAIL ORDERS, EXPORT & HO 

Roper Squire's, Barnet Trading Estate. POOL Rod. 
Best Hero Tel: 01-441 1919 Teem: 261993 
Open Mon Fri. Ask for Tony or Alan 

PART EXCHANGE/LAST re Oon. ACCE OMMOLOcmO 

LONDON 
Rom Monet D.oe Centre. 

176lunhsn Road, NIg 
40 ran i.uh.d ML TIM 5e0. 
TO 1727Ñ7a 

eeAe. ,..rtom -d.. -- All .6oP. os.n Tue S.l. L.0 .u.m Wed, Iw la a pm1 

71 ' 1á a UT 
MANCHESTER 
R.yw. S.wNs Dorn COMM 

OSO Onpr.wl.3 .r. r ,b maa Irom 04y eo.-u. 
TO 061 931 7676 
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BRISTOL 
Rollo Soouel D1ma Gon. 
125 Cl.rce Rood, Reprrle 
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Tel 0272 550550 
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D1 STUDIO 

FOR HIRE 
Rodio Audition Tapes 

Radio Courses 
Tailor Made Jingles 

Plus Cassettes 
NAB Carts 
For more info 

Phone Lyn et the 

DJ STUDIOS 
on 

01o304 8088 

DISCO 

ELECTRONICS 
FOR SOUND AND LIGHTING 

4 CHANNEL 
SOUND/CHASER 
loop nene,.' 0,.669 
1111111:117,1* 

MI 50,51 .1,1106 

ONLY X39.85 
Inc PVI. VAT 

Send cheques o, poned odors 
DISCO ELECTRONICS 
8 Colon tone, Feeng,on 

BIRMINGHAM 23 
Tel. 021.382 6099 

DJ -STUDIO 

FOR HIRE 

Radio Audition 
Tapes 

Rodio Courses 

Tailor Made 
Jingles 

Plus Cassettes 
NAB Carts 

for more info. 
Phone Lyn at the 

B'&l 
DJ STUDIOS 

OR 

01-304 8088 
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WE SERVE THE SOUTH! 
MORE TO SEE AND HEAR AT ONE OF THE 
COUNTRY'S LARGEST DISCO STORES... 

115 W.` 
-E......Om, . e e 
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rat STOCKISTS OF tPIGS 

1.,STORF 
Ey,E ó9`G POHyG`'I 

MÉlT/FOgMSyGW Ó3°-EGI 

ZERO as z SOUNDOUT 

PULSAR SALES AND = C l.SBRo 
UStoN HIRE LTD NFORG 

%U. á}..FAR 513713UGW 
S,eS 

E 

PP+DEE 41E 
ALOt0 etvEq 

...AND MANY MORE... 
PRIVATE CAR YARN CREDIT FACL/71E5 TRADE /MS 

BARCLAYCARD ACCESS EXPORTS 
A LARGE SELECTION OF SECONDHAND EOUIPMENT ALWAYS IN 

STOCK 
open fOOO.m/.SDpm .n07 

MONDAY TO SATURDAY CO USit,;,-..1,7,11,,,, 
378.380 VALE ROAD, ASH VALE 

NEAR ALDERSHOT, HANTS 
10 m.n. from 40 Jun0~Nn e 

.1~0, Arn Vol. Sr.Uon an AD1 

DISCO 1 

IDEAL OF, 

Buy Haze Caravelle Stereo 300W 
Console for £535.96 and get a 4 

FREE Solar 1008 worth £65. 

Wide ra- nge of prof mi e a el 

dine sound end [leering 
, equipment are fable et 

c onepe titive pricey 

Dilcoteeque 

lco 

to 

Swot to, pr ht. 

HELP DISCO CONTRE 

117 W.lford Road 

Cooley Green 
Rihnmes.er0, IterrE- 

Tel. artord 14821 

Sik 

H ELP FOR 
DISCOS Haze Grundig Professional 300W 

stereo Console for £750.77 and get 

DISCOTEOUE 

EQUIPMENT HIRE 
Fun ramps of Dleco....m 
E queman, .nrltdlng 
UMW,. 

Yop. 
M.cnoon 

so olsont - d Dom 
Dock. oleo,, MMee1. 

Opon ems orn-7 
Uta MO, Thurso., 

Full Deco S.rvm. to Die 
*Nodose temor O 

Ni. dome Itot otathaao 
front 

THE RECORD Er 

DISCO CENTRE 
366 Reyners Lane 

Pinner. Middx. 
2 mea e.ne team TVe. 

TM 01 41119137 

ÁFREE Pulsar 3000 worth £85. 

Citronic Hawaii -mono for £237 and 
get a FREE Pulsar 2250 worth £37. 

Citronic Iowa with a cassette player 
and SSL 1001 for £679.00 and get a 

FREE Optikinetics Super Strobe 
worth £74. 

Optikinetics Solar 250 for £75 and 
get a FREE cassette or wheel 

rotator worth £9. 
visit our second-hand department 
Part exchange and finance 

U.K. and Overseas Mail Order 

Open six days a week 

Generous discounts on all sales over £100 

Stockists of all leading discotheque 

equipment 
fuzz lights £18 
8 -track Invader Angle machine £58 

001 All prices exclusive of VAT 

AGLOSTER 
DISCO CENTRE 

9 Market Parade, Gloucester Teiephone 33Ó8a V/////.\\\\ 
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DISCO DATES 
THURSDAY (30j\ Mick Ames hits Blcester COD: FRIDAY (1) Robbie Vincent & Pete Tong funk :1ah- ford Kempton Manor, Graham Gold fonts Fulham 
Town Hall from 8-12, Steve Dee hits Prestwood 
Village Hall: SATURDAY (2) Chris H111 at Canvey 
Goidmine has a funky "disco fashion show" with 
Southend College Of Fashion students, Graham 
Canter & James Hamilton funk South Royalty with 
Froggy's Roadshow, Martin Starr & US Ftoadshow 
funk Bristol Assize Courts pub, Steve Dee hits 
Downley Village Hall, Barry Dean hits Bury St 
Edmunds' Griffin in CornhUl for two nights; SUN- 
DAY (3) 'British Hustle' is previewed at London's 
Rialto Cinema at 11.30 am for those appearing in it 
only, Chris Hill & Pete Tong funk Gravesend 
Woodville Halls, Sean French funks Fleet Country 
Club's Boogies; MONDAY (4) Marc Wcstley & Mike 
Parker hit Blackpool Jenkins1 WEDNESDAY (6) 
Southern Counties roadshow hits Wyke Regis YC, and 
THURSDAY (7) Bath Pump Rooms. 

DJ ToP 10 

KEV &NITH. mobile with the Record Breaker 
QuadmsoundDleco on 01-946 4627, has built up a weekend 
residency on Fn/Sat/Sundays at Kingston-upon-Thames's 
White Horse In -London Road . where as well as the 
usual disco sounds he splits rather interesting oldies on 
Saturdays. 

1 COME OUTSIDE. Bobby Stevens & Kay Barry 
Embassy (1621 

2 LIPSTICK ON YOUR COLLAR, Connie Francis 
MGM ('59) 

S SEVEN LITTLE GIRLS, Peaches 
Explosion 1'75 reggae ) 

4 CUPID, Johnny Nash Major Minor 1'69) 
5 MULTIPLICATION, Bobby Darin London ('01) 
6 MAMA TOLD ME NOT TO COME. Three Dog Night 

Stateside ('70) 
7 IN THE MOOD, Sound 9418 

UK ('75... what about the B-side?) 
8 LIQUIDATOR. Harry .1 Trojan 1'69) 
9 HAVE I THE RIGHT, Honeycombs Pye I'64) 

10 YEH YEH, Georgia Fame Columbia ('BU 

DISCO NEWS 
. 

CT 

u 
p 

R o e 

VILLAGE PEOPLE 'YMCA' has been remixed with 
great freaky sound effects and long instrumental 
breaks on dynamite 8:47 US Casablanca promo 121n - beg, steal or borrow a copy, as it's so much better 
than the commercial version! . , Funkadelic Is due 
out unexpectedly this week in - wait for It! - the US 
remlx 12in form, so go get it! .. I'm not meant to 
tell you this, but the US 121n versions from one par- 
ticular label group have been quietly test -marketed 
in London only, so see If you can spot which they are 
by checking the Disco Top 90 for three previously 
import -only 12in titles now minus the "US" before 
their label info . , Miracle Records will be doing a 
9:08 12in on John Davis 'Ain't That Enough For You' .. London's LODJ Assn meets this Sunday (3) at 4 

pm In the Bluecoat Boy pub. City Road, near Angel 
tube, while down In Kent that night at 8 pm the annual 
SEDA members' quiz is at Wrotham's Moat Hotel 

. North East,Essex DJ Assn's Christmas party on 
Monday (4') at 8 pm In Colchester's Woods Social 
Centre will feature a Lasertronics light show .. . 

Tom Wilson (Edinburgh Rutland) plans to start an 
Edinburgh area association, so interested Jocks 
contact him at 84 Burdlehouse Avenue, Edinburgh - 
via Telstar?! . . Alex Anders (Jersey Mermaid). 
sitting behind me at Sunday's Disco Forum, was 
really knocked out when he won the fortnight in 
Bermuda lucky number draw - he'll be used to 
island life, for sure! .. Olympic Runners are 
touring the country 'In a "Mutha Coach" doing 
selected PA's, but the actual venues seem mainly 
unconfirmed .. Graham Gold's run into trouble at 
his Sunday night Greenford Champers gig in the 
Railway Hotel, so please if you don't look obviously 
over 18 bring something to prove your age ... Gene 
Farrow 'Dance With Me' (Magnet I2MAG 133) and 
Gonzalez 'Just Let it Lay' (EMI 12EMI 2888) are now 
on 12in . . . 

V 

HOTLINE 
SOUTH OD Die' returns make up a current e 
like this: I Dan Hartman, 2 Jackson,, 3 Phil Hurt..... - 
Alicia Bridges. 5 Sylvester fold), 6 Honey At Inld'S 
Third World (old), 8 Sylvester (new), 4 Roy A 
(121n), 10 Three Degrees. 11 Patrick Juvet, 12 Lk 
Summer, 13 Menu Dlhan((o 14 V Illage Peept 
Rahni Harris, 18 Chic, 17 F rankle Valli fold), t9 its 
Gossip. 19 Rod Stewart, 2n Chanter Sisters. him 
contributors from the area Include Johnny ! 0-fasting!'-fasting!'Emmas), John Delaney I Realist! C(l 
[mental), Dave Xanadu IBexhill). Paul Oar 
(Brighton Bunnies). Steve Orpin (Brighton Ni 
Fever). George Emerson / John Lewis (Brie' 
Metro), Phil Leopard (Brighton Jenkinsons), John" 
Diamond IHove Cliftonvflle), Chris Lynn (lancing 
Warwick Robbins (Chichester Cromweila). Pt 
Gore (Southampton Roots), Trevor Jon , 

(Southampton Magnum). Dave Lester (Southamp 
Shield & Dagger), Dennis Brynner (Snuthampb 
Centre), Graham Wright (Southampton Magnum 
Simon Rhodes (Bournemouth Winston), EcNttni 
huh? I hope all you guys in other less will 
represented areas - you know who you are! - 
get In on the act and send In some charts, so that 1141 

idea can keep going 

SINGLAS FILE 
HAVING CODED your 
singles' sleeves' as 
detailed in earlier issues, 
you then need to sort 
them into an easy - to - 

find or otherwise logical 
order. 

Everyone has good 
Ideas about this, but my 
own way has always been 
to group records in a 
smoothly flowing segue 
sequence (they don't call 
me "Megamix" for 
nothing!). 

I personally carry 
something Ilke 2,500 
singles on full mobile gigs 
(500 LP/12th too), and in S.500 

of my record boxes I 
could technically start at 
the front of the row and 
work back through all the 
records In It with perfect 
mixes at every 
changeover... however, 

I only ever do a 
selected sequences in if p 

mechanical mann- 
darting Instead from aS 
style of music to another! 

It la, though, extra 
useful to have o 
segues kept back 
back In the same row, 
for mobile Jocks U 
knowledge that th 
record In In a 
follow-on can be handy 
a Jam. 

The disadvantage - 

this system is tut 
very perscnat, and 
suitable for a disco vrf; 1 

more than one permaur" 
operator. 

Oh, by the way the 
"segue (meaning a 1 

transition from 
record Into another) 
pronounced "segway" 
and has nothing to do 
seagulls, Greg Davies 

Id os 
DISCOS . 

GROUPS 

PARTIES 

SOUND TO LIGHT UNIT, 

Á FANTASTIC UNIT - 
SUPERB EFFECT 

A MUST FOR TOUR DISCO 
GROUP OR PARTY 

* w9I handle up to 1000 marl., .s S 200 pan., 25 40 welts 
e Putt transistorised 
* Variable sensitivity control 
* Anraately eryted casing 
* I lull yes,,quo :wee (peril end labour) 

Clomps and lempholden nor.upplied) 
Trade and Personal Callers Weliome - 

E.R.G. ELECTRONIC SERVICES' 

DEPARTMENT E, 29 DUKE STREET, 

DARLINGTON, CO. DURHAM. 
TELEPHONE (03251 82344 

I FIRST BAGPIPES, 
THEN HAGGIS - 
NOW 
DISCO! 

If you're fed up -with reading of r 

advert for Fuzzlights, why not come 

here for all the best in 

Disco Equipment 

SOCODI MUSIC 
9 THE FRIARS 

CANTERBURY, KENT - 

HEAVY DUTY 
ROPELIGHTS!! 

Top Quality at Realistic Prices 

so 4 30 FEET LONG!! 
LONG -LIFE 

FAIL-SAFE BULBS! 

444. Fjk 

Red, blue, green. amber and multicolour (44.00 
4,000 watts control unit with forward, rev and auto 

reverse (37.00. Prices INCLUDE VAT and pbpl 
Access and Barclaycard Welcome 

NO MORE TO PAT 
Send cheque/PO to: 
SATURN LIGHTING 

346 Torquay Rood, Preston, Poigeton, Devon 
0803 523119 

AT THE END -OF THE RAINBOW 
IS A SETTER 

SETTERS DISCO 
CENTRE 

Free Hospitality, Free Advice 
awaiting you at 

31/32 BRUNTSFIELD PLACE, EDINBURGH 
TEL. 031.229 6662 

n uDISCOLAND 01-690 2205 v 
377 HIGH STREET, SE13 

STILL IONDON'SSHA MOST^ HELPFUL D SCO SHOWROOM I Z 

HERE AT LAST! 
A sensible proleeror al a wr..lbl. 
pies Pluto SOO usw e1 temp 12000 
hour del Fen cooled, end ,Kept. *LC 
The Mute Inawnee .cc.s.orw.' and 

only OR ter D.acoi..d- whet .1.11 
CASH 
PRICE 

New Chronic mono Newell popu.r. E.noi.nt 1212 
New Chronic IOWA Ise. Tape urn, 2 16 wen. . nM 
New Chronle Clubmen speaker 300 ern pen .. @e 
New Pei 2 . 12 LS 100 .Desk.,. 200 wen par ... . . 1117 
New F.I(,item SO completewlenpwkere... .. . (210 
New (al Ranger .yel.m complete with spook.,. 1310 
New lee mono Clubmen console Rscws.d deck. . 12% 
New lee Mono Cabmen power emend.' 170 wan" . nn 
New Ice CAibma.,er .peak... 2. 17. horn. 

300 wen - 

,,sd News o,nS ,Mean. sen.man. 200 even. 
d. :net ...... I573 

New N5 M o...m 1002 . 12. H Seed, ern 
200 w.n wrr . . . ... O70 

Now Sounder, mono power .mpnl.r 
200 loeelr wane , . . . ... .. . .. its! 

New O'n.e stereo Mk II Demo 
120 wens p., channel . . . DSO 

Nee, OS,.. folded nom bits. Ions. Metr,ellae. . . flII 
New Sca,Ooal Sane. VII Disco 

110 wen e.r cneonel .. 1190 
OASGAIN AUTO -CUE JINGLE MACNINES r its 

HP 
DEPOSn 

Q3 
OI 
123 
03 
o1 O 
ñl 

(Si 

n. 

nl 

OR If TOO CANT TO PAT CASH ON CN10([t, THAT'S ON AS WWI 
MAIL ORot1, PAST, IAST CRIDIT, 011T 19% DIPOSIT, t peers 

to pay. 
Pert [Mimes Access erclepcerd Walcos. 
DEPORT SERVICt, PAST EXPORTS 68151(11 

L 

EATER 

I- 

ea 

NEW 
EATER 
SINGLE 
EATER 

OUT 
DATER 

; y NOW 
EATER 
EATER 
EATER 
EATER 

!u ON 
LABEL 

ñ RECORDS 
TLR009 

fel: 01-385 : 
60121 A 

O¡r 
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I INSTANT REPLAY, Dan Harman Blue Sky/US 121n/LP 
o LE FREAK, Chic Atlanticl12tn 
8 DANCE (DISCO HEAT), Sylvester Fart)asy/US 12'n/LP 
3 YMCA. Village People Mercury/12we US Casablanca 12in 
2 YOU MAKE ME FEEL MIGHTY REAL(, Sytvester 

Fantasy/124n/LP 
iz I LOVE AMERICA, Patrick Juvet Casablanca/12m/LP 

1 MAC ARTHUR PARK/SUITE. Donna Summer 
Casablanca/LP/121n promo 

10 IN THE BUSH/REMIX, Mosque CBS/121rí/LP 
5 BLAME IT 014 THE BOOGIE, Jack sons Epic/12in 

IS SIX MILLION STEPS, Rahn, Harris Mercury 12in 
GIVING IT BACK. Phil Horn Fantasy 12in 

11 1 LOVE THE NIGHTLIFE, AlRta Bridges Polydor/12ín 
GET OMUP GET ON DOWN, Roy Ayers Pdydsrl l2In/LP 
PRANCE ON/CYCLOPS (45 rpml/BUTTERFLY 
SAY YOU WILL, Eddie Henderson Tower LP/121n 
I'M EVERY WOMAN. Chala Khan 

Warner Bros/US 12in promo 
ONE NATION UNDER A GROOVE. Funkadelic 

RASPUTIN, Bon M 
Warner Bros/12in 

1, SUN EXPLOSION/BIG BLOW, Manu Drbango 
Atlantic/12in 

12in 
ó NOW THAT WE FOUND LOVE, Thhd World Island/12in 

I An GONNA LOVE YOU FOREVER/SAY A PRAYER FOR 
TWO, Crown Heights Allan Mercury/120/LP 
DO'YA THINK rim SEXY, Rod Stewart Rive 12rn promo 

I IT SEEMS TO HANG ON, Ashford b Simpson Brin 
15 GIVING UP GIVING IN, Three Degrees tvarner Ario22ín 

TAKE THAT TO THE BANK. Slualamar RCA 12m 
MIND BLOWING DECISIONS/ALWAYS ñ FOREVER, 
Heatwave GTO/12m 

I RIDE.O-ROCK ET, Brothers Johnson Funk AbMenca/ 12in 
GET DOWN. Gene Chandler 

US 20th Century ChiSound/LP/12In promo 
., YOU RE A STAR, Aquarian Dream Blektra LP 

BURSAS!' Carol Douglas M,dsong 12rn 
I LOST MY HEART TO A 51 ARSHIP TROOPER, 
Sarah Brightman b Hot Gossip Mole Hansa/12in 

' GET IT WHILE YOU CAN, Olympic Runners Polydor/12,n 
tit LAY LOVE ON YOU, Lasa Fernandez Warner Bros 

PLATO'S RETREAT, Joe Thomas TK/US 121n 
.4 CAN'T STOP DANCING, Chanter Sisters 

Safari/German 12in 
DISCO DANCING, Stanley Turrenhne Fantasy 12In 
Nut DEE JAY, Goody Goody Allenlic 12in 
Si (DOT ME WITH YOUR LOVE, Tasha Thomas 

US Orbit 12ín 
ONLY YOU/CLOSE THE DOOR, Teddy Pendergrass 

Phil ant 12in 
NIGHT DANCING, Joe Farrell Warner Bros 12,n 
SUMMER NIGHTS, Travolta/Newton-John RSO 
STAND UP. Atlantic Stan Funk AbMer,ca 12in 
CONTACT. Edwin Starr US 20th Century LP/12in promo 
STAYIN ALIVE, Richard Ace Blur Inc 12,n 
EAST RIVER, Brooker Brother* Ansta 
BRITISH HUSTLE, HI.Tens,on Island/12rn 
OR WHO, Mankind Pinnacle 12rn 
HAPPY SONG, Ronnie Foster US Columbia LP 
IT 5 ALL THE WAY LIVE, Lakeside US Solar 12in 
FREAK IN FREAK OUT, Timmy Thomas TK/US 12,n 

.. THANK YOU FOR FUNKING UP MY LIFE/HAVE YOU 
HEARD 1 HE NEWS, Donald Byrd Elektra LP 

M FIRED UP, Fatback Spring 
ITS MUSIC. Damon Hams US Fantasy WMOT 12,n 

OUE TAL AMERICA, Two Man Sound Miracle 12in 

JUST TO BE CLOSE TO YOU. Commodores Motown/LP 
LOVE DON'T LIVE HERE ANYMORE, Rose Royce 

Whitfield 
t PARTY, Leon Haywood MCA/12in 

RAMA BOOGIE WOOGIE, Cleveland Eaton Gull/12in 
CAN'T YOU SEE ME, Roy Ayers Polydor LP 

SAVE SOME FOR THE CHILDREN. Howard Kenney 
U5 Warner Bros LP 

I LOVE TO SEE YOU DANCE, Finished Touch 
Motown/US 12w promo 

rJ TURN MY WORLD BACK AROUND, Eddie Horan 
US HDM LP 

ABC LP 
Carbon 12w 

t'6F 

54 
1 E9 6a 
7r ,r 

'II Si 

5 r /I 

LET'S DANCE TOGETHER. Wilton Felder 
NO GOODBYES, Cun,s Mayfield 

EASE ON DOWN THE ROAD. 
Diana Ross/Michael Jackson 

rl YOU STEPPED INTO MY LIFE, Melba Moore 
Etoc/US 12uí 

SOENIRS, CEO/12in 
1 LIKEUV THE MUVoyage SIC MAKE IT HOT, Rodney Franklin 

US Co' Iamb,' LP 
US Warner Bros LP 

RCA 12ín I CAN TELL John Hardy 
SHAME. Evelyn 'Champagne' Keng 

HOPELESSLY DEVOTED 10 YOU. 
Oliva Newton.John 
BLACK IS THE COLOUR. Wilber Longmi'e 
HARLEM HUSTLE, Shampoo 
STAR CRUISER/THIS SIDE OF 
Diamond 

MCA 

RSO 
CBS LP 

Enagn/12m 
MIDNIGHT, Gregg 

TK/US LP 

SING SING/BOOGIE WOMAN. Gaz US Salsoul LP 

SEPTEMBER, Earth Wind b Fire CBS 

SUDDEN SAMBA. Neil Larsen US Horizon LP 

GET UP/HELP YOURSELF, Brass Construction US UA LP 

I'M A MAN, Macho EMI 121n 

LET ME BE YOUR FANTASY. Love Symphony Orchestra 
US Penthouse LP 

RAT TRAP, Boomtown Rats 
E RSO 

TOO MUCH HEAVEN, Bee Gees 
SAVE ME SAVE ME, Franke Valli Warner Bros 

00IN' THE BEST THAT) CAN, Bettye LaVerte 
Atlantic/12in 

ALWAYS THERE, Wilke Bol,,, US Columbia LP 

VICTIM, Candi Slates Warner Bros/LP/US I2in promo 

GREASE. Frankie VaW 
°IIYSICAL ATTRACTION/TURN ME UP/JOYFUL MUSIC 
Kr Columbia ,th Barrow US Combia LI' 
LOVE DISCO STYLE/PLUG ME TO DEATH, 
Erouc Drum Band US Prism LP 

ONE FOR YOU ONE FOR ME. La Bionda Mercury/12in 
PART TIME LOVE. Elton John Rocker 

LBA RECORD AND 
STRNEW 

12" 
DIISCO CLEAR 

PLASTIC 
"MOTION MAN" LBA 103 

MANDY ANN HUGHES 
Sales Desk: 0252 43429 

Best Wishes to the Disk Jockeys 
Federation 

Enjoyed the 'Meet at the Reading 
Fire Station on 26.11.78 

Look forward to seeing you all again. 
Leslo, Brian, Ann 

LBA Records 

CHART 
ACTION 
BUBBL),N(I UNDER the 
Dleco Top 90 are Isaac 
Hayes 'Shalt II' / '$.eke 
The Freak"(Polydor LP), 
Liquid Gold 'Anyway You 
Do It' (Creole / 12in), 
Peaches & Herb 'Shake 
Your Groove Thing' (US 
Polydor 121n), Mucnich 
Machine 'A Whiter Shade' 
Of Pale' (Oasis / 12ín), 
011ie Haba 'Stomp Your 
Feet' (US Polydor LP), Family Affair 'Love 
Hustle' I Pye I. Bunny 
Maloney 'Baby I've 
Missing You' (Gull / 
121n), Honey M 'Mary's 
Boy Child' (Atlantic), 
Gold Bullion Band 'Boise 
Mol' (US Channel 12in), 
Sea Level '54' (US Capricorn LP), John 
Davis 'Ain't That Enough 
For You' (US Sam 12(n), 
Quartz 'Beyond The 
Clouds' (Pye 12(n), Foxy 
'Get Oft (TN / US 12ín), 
Patrice Rushen , 'Let's 
Sing A Song Of Love' / 
'Play' (US Eiektra LP), 
David Boydell 'City 
Music' (Electric / 12in). 
Mandrill 'Stay Tonight' / 
'It's So Easy Levin You' 
(US Arista LP), Charles 
Jackson 'Tonight's The 
Night' (Tower 12ín). 
Chanson 'Don't Hold 
Back' (Arcola), Sun 
'Wanna Make Love' 
(Tower 121n), Dan 
Hartman 'Countdown / 
This Is It' (CBS LP). 
Richard Groove Holmes 
'Let's Groove' (US 
Versatile LP), Dennis 
Brbwn 'Money In My 
Pocket' (Gibbs 12(n), 
Martyn Ford 'Happy 
People' (Mountain / 
12ín), Real Thing 'Can 
You Feel The Force?' 
(Pye LP), James Brown 
'Nature' (Polydor). 

NOT 
VINYL 
CURRENT IMPORTS 
also with DJ support 
Include Bionic Boogie 
'Cream' / 'When The Hits 
The Fan' / 'Fees Up To 
The Boogie' (Polydor 
LP). Charo 'Ole Ole' 
(Salsoul 12in), Creative 
Source 'Who Is He And 
What Is He To You' (Paul 
Wlnley 121n), Fat Larry's 
Band 'Boogie Town' 
(Fantasy LP), David 
Fathead Newman 'Keep 
The Dream Alive' 
(Prestige LP), Kinsman 
Dais 'Saturday Night' 
(20th Century. LP), Al 
Hudson 'Spread Love% 

(ABC 12(n), David 
Simmons 'W111 They Miss 
Me' (Fantasy WMOT 
12In), Sarah Dash 'Sinner 
Man' (Kirshner 121n). 
Vince Montana 'I Love 
Music' (Atlantic LP), 
Philly Cream 'Sly HI' 
(Salsoul 121n), Laura 
Taylor 'Dentin In My 
Feet' (TI'S 12in), Patrick 
Adams' Phreek 'I'm A 
Big Freak' (Prelude LP), 
Lorraine Johnson 'Feed 
The Flame' (Prelude 
LP), Sidney Barnes 'Foot 
Stompin Music' 
(Parachute LP). ADC 
Band 'Long Stroke' 
(CoUllibn LP), Lemon 
'Freak On' (Salsoul 12ín). 
Double Exposure Newsy 
Neighbours' (Salsoul 
121n), First Choice 'Hold 
Your Horses' (Salsoul 
121n), Kikrokos 'Jungle 
D)' (Polydor LP). Bob 
McClipin 'Superstar' 
(Butterfly Din). Carolyn 
Crawford 'Coming On 
Strong' (Mercury LP). 
Jerry Butler 'Cooling 
Out' (Phil Int LP). 

JOX VOX 
JOHNNIE WALKER, off to 
Tenande to- a holiday ham 
Farnborough Gaaaghers leaves 

with a gooóe. For the past week 

certain fellow has beer 
eguºsrrng a record called 'Pizza 
Pm', Th. of course had me 
baffled, until while 1 was scanning 
in The Buse' he rushed up and 
said tarts u ill Strange how 'peace 
or mod' an sound to some like 
p'ca aé 11 Now Silo's for a ern 
of Muaquer 

raw 

.. 

r 
} 

n 

. 

.. 

e 

12 minute version 
Now available 

as Limited Edition 
12 single 

i 

12 EMI 2882 
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. powers your 
Iperformance! 

561 Ltd, Regent St, Coppull, 
Lents. 0257.7916451791163 

(Just oft M6, Junction 27) 

S.A.I. LEAD IN DISCO 
COMPOSITES 

Call in and hear the new Mini 15 
from loader and see the 2 Er 3 way 
cross over units, racks Et graphics. 

TiCE DISCO ROOM 
IS HERE! 

Have you the right gear to fill a dance hell? 
10 years experience gives yogi the 
S.A.I. System with MM 500w sleves, graphic 
equaliser end composite bins. 
Call In and discuss your custom built 
requirements with S.A.I. 

ACCESS. BARCLAYCARD 6 HOC TRUST FINANCE 
mags. coffee. easy parking, servicing. exchange. 

Late openings Mon 6 Wed till 8 pm 

ROIL YOUR OWN CÁBINÉTS? 
ADAM HALL (RM) SUPPLIES 

Mau Order Service ler 
CASTORS. MT HANDLES COVERINGS FRETCLOTN r GRILLE 

LOCKS CATCHES . HINGES I SPECIALISED HARDWARE 
CORNERS ;PIPINGS ,TRISr ETC 

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS 
Kin a Sin SAE ter IIbnUelW CelebesCelCelebes.y 

Una q SI.rllne Woo.. Grainger Read. Southend ma.. 552 SDA 

Di OPEN NOW 

DISCO SALES 
GUILDFORD 

SURREY'S GREAT NEW 
DISCO CENTRE 

With all the best equipment 
for your goad Show! 

SOrUND`ADVICE... 
Ring Guildford 67720 
or call In and see us at 

10 MADRID ROAD 
yi9 GUILDFORD 

ONN Mon I.Se-Doted me 

PART EXCHANGE! 

DEREK JAMES DISCO CENTRE 
We have now good stocks of the following Disco 
Equipment: CITRONICS. TK ELECTRONICS. 
SAXON. DJ ELECTRONICS. PULSAR. OPTIKIN- 
ECTICS, MULTI -PHASE. S.I.S. JINGLE MACHINES 
N CARTRIDGES, SHURE, AKG B EAGLE 
Microphones, and a whole hosts of leads, plugs, 

lamps Er accessories. 
Do call in or phone us for excellent Part Exchange 

Deals and Discounts. 
Please write or ring for free catalogue. 

-OKKFHOUSE CoalsrcHueCHSWREEr .'tom' FNOHI TEL 5831or3471 

i; 

e 

Nicuirtéus Itüelr1118 
89 SCOTFORTH ROAD LANCASTER 

Tel: 052482634 
Effects, Projectors, Strobes. Sound -m -Light Controllers, Sequencers, Fog M Mirrcxballs, Pymllasn Systems. Fibre Optics, Ropel,gt,ts, Funeghts, B 

Mathlnee Pero Homs, Microphones. Dlrostands 
Pan of the product range available from Northam Lights 

Distributors for the following manufacturers 
OPTIKINETICS - PULSAR - PLUTO - LE MAITRE - ILLUSION 

Toed...mi n ...Norm on Omabove product. rice en an mew. 

TO 

/ADVERTISE 

IN THIS 

SECTION 

Ring 

ANDRINA 

Jon 

01-8361511 

NORTHERN CAGES 
RECORD CASES. 

S( Ie0) et C7. 29 rwe. .. r. e1.E .r. sale . 
1(400) ert9.14 w..lWed mama ra.gee.Neet 
S(b00). st E 10.41 .de. ~III ,r res 

lF 
180050))... 

SO) et C7.11 M.ee e~r.ere r ere... 
U1.051.1 

NORTHERN CASES 
325 Walmersley Road. Bury, Manchester 

(7P Also stockists o f S ou n doLn. k 

LFL Lancelyn Aediotech Earle.. 
iS u 

hs ui r 
, 

. 

SATIN PRODUCTIONS 

(ENTERTAINMENTS) LTD. 

DISCOTHEQUE SOUND LIGHTING 

CENTRE 

LONDON'S LEADING MAJOR STOCKISTS 

OF HAZE AND ICELECTRIC EQUIPMENT 

F I O i n e t inc s 
lip Zero88 aightmasterl, SIS M hlp,hasp 

, 

FUZZ LIGHTS 
RED, GREEN, AMBER,'BLUE 

We can now offer the Fun Lights complete including 
postage and packing at 

£18.00 
Iost l Orden oTquick deliver 

or 05!(10 
y) 

two G All at 170 Chesterfield Road, Ashford, 

SOCODI MUSIC NT 
Middlesex. Tot. Ashford 45807, 

IC CENTRE 
9 THE FRIARS r New Opening Times: Mon -Sat 10-6, Sunday 10- 

2. Late Night Thursday till 8 pm. 
CANTERBURY, KENT 

Tel. (0227) 60948 

AKG, Euroscope Marketing. Spel, Pluto and 
many re top names. 

Mora to see and hear plus easy low deposit HP, 
repairs. easy parking, friendly staff, free coffee, 
free delivery In London area for purchases 

exceeding (100. 

1 

I 
11! fEGGGGGfBGGGGGGG 

STEVE, 27, seeks sincere . - RARE / UNISSUED LP's FROM 20p, 45s ABSOLUTELY FREE 
girlfriend 17-27 for steady 
relationship and with Vocalist records for sale includes - 

Elvis, Beatles, Stones, 
from 5p, large SAE 
Pal, 2º Beaufort Avenue, 

Songwriting Magazine, 
explains copywrlgKht, 

sense of humour. In- 
t e r e s t s collecting 
records, cinema, letter 

AD writing, radio and travel, 
all letters answered. - 
Box 1832. DATING CON- 

AUDIITON.2ggttttl s,lguy 
to join 50's style recur- 
ding vocal group. Only 
young, good looking and 
ready for Immediate 
work. No time wasters: - 
Tel: 401 1600, 6pm-Tom, 

Genesis, Zeppelin, 
Dylan, Floyd, Bowie, 
many more, send large 
SAE for list - 7 San- 
dhurst dhurst Road, Leicester. 
BOLAN,. WIZZARD 
Slade, Fontariss, In- 

Blackpool. publlahing, recording. 
royalties, setting your 
IyriCe to music wtthaA 
paying, song rrxthate 
etc. -Free booklet from 
I n t e r n a t i o n a l 
Songwriters' tk 

Fan Clubs 

GENESIS OFFICIALSAE tan 
Club. - Send SAE to: 

FIDENTIAL offers the 
most comprehensive 
introduction service 

Wed -Fri. between, Big carrot. 
Early Mud, Sweet, SAE 

Geoff Parkyn, Genesis 
Information, PO Box 107, 
London N6MU. 

.hors 
(H MI. Limerick City, 
Ireland. 

Disco Equipment available for all ages 
nationwide. - Free 

- 
Streetat , Lon 

52 
don WI. 

LENA ZAVARONI fan 
Club. - SAE 20 Stlffeld Mobile Discos 

TWO LONELY girls, 18, 
wish to write/meet two 

details, Dating Con. 
fldential (Dept RD/A), 44 DISCO BULBS' coloured 

Par 38, £25 for 12 State 

EX -TOP THIRTY 
records (1960-1078), from 

Road. Wymondham 
Norfolk. NE189AY. BEYOND A DREAM 

Personal (ellas, please enclose 
photo. - Box 1840. 

Earls Court Road, 
London W8. fordshire, Collections. - 121í2p nearly 2,000 titles, 

most major stare, SAE 
Wanted 

ROADSHOW. - 01-648 
9482. 

FREE PHOTO brochure, 
select your own friends 
from our photo catalogue. 

GIRL 15 to 19, living Isle 
of Wight wanted as 
pen f r I end b y B i r 

HOW TO get girlfriends. 
What ' to say, how to 
overcome shyness, how to 

Phone 088921354. H8, 82 list DeptJOHNNY 
Vandyke Street, 
Liverpool L8 ORT. 

DEAN'S io s 
music for all occasiafn 
and lights. - O1 -8018S1í 

- 
, Records For Sale RARE H E N D R I X - Send stamp to mingham fella. - Write date any girl you fancy. recordings from Rain POPPA JOE ftondshoer 

Doveline, A 16 POBox Chris, Box 1839. - SAE for free details. 
ALPAWAYS 1000's of rock 

bowbrldge, Monterey Discotheque and 110gM 

loo. Haywards Heath. QUIET GUY, 22, seeks Dept R. 38 Abbeydale, LARGE SELECTION ex SAE 
Tamlaalk 

Woodstock Concerts. - show. - 01.141 3724. site 
Sussex. girlfriends, age, looks Winterbourne, Bristol. jute box records SAE - soul, 

, 24 SDUpop, on Tel. 268565. S.O.T. tatter Bpm. 
GUY, 2 5 , s e e k s 
girlfriends 20+, hopefully 
for lasting friendship, 
Avon, Somerset area. - 

unimportant. - Box 1838. 
GUY, 20, not bad looking, 
seeks girlfriend for discos 
etc. -$earwood Quinton, 

HAPPINESS ... SHARE 
it this Christmas. - Join 
Sue Carr's Friendship 
Agency, Somerset Villa,For 47 Chelmsford Street, 

Weymouth, Dorset. 
SINGLES PAST and 
present SAE -B-Hused 

Sussex. . 

THOUSANDS NEW / 
stn Les. Hu a 

6pm). TEN TOES disco 20001 

pop soul funky Reggae 
d punk rock n' roll and 

complete light show i Hire: 
Box 1843. West Midlands. Box 1837. H a r r o g a t e . F r e e Records, 18 Spencer selection recent hits and TenToes disco Is for 

C O M P L E T E PENFRIENDS WAN. T A T T O O I N- brochure. Tel 0423 63525 Close, Orpington. oldies at competitive 
'10p 

Christmas and new year 
TED urgently, all ages. - TERN A TIO N AL. a anytime. OLDIES CLEARANCE prices. stamp for DISCOTHEQUE systems too. - 9611803. 
Details from'. Leisure monthly mag for tattoo TONY, -20, seeks private collection. Large giant list - 123 George with lights for self CLIFF SHAW - 

Ring Times. (NM), Chorley, enthusiasts, photos,. correspondence with non- RAE - Dave, 23 Lyn- Street, Mablethorpe, operation. We deliver antl Ecdesfleld 827M. 
Lance. articles, news etc. Send materialistic people. Any dhurst Road, Chesham, Lincolnshire. collect. No deposit. SOUNDS AROUND 
OPPOSITE SEX - 
partners found!!! It's 

E1.20 for latest issue plus 
one back issue to - area. - Box 1847. 

BEATLE PARTY, Dec, 
Bucks. 
LOW PRICED albums. 

FLASHBACKS: Avalon, 
Zappa. If you want it. 

Maximum Axls 44,61575. 
DISCO EQUIPMENT. 

Music for all occssions. - 
Phone CasUeford (0977) 

F R E E a t Tattoo International, 86 28, 12 noon to 7 am next Great Christmas we've probably got it! PA systems, sound to 552,658), 
INTERDATE! St Clements. Oxford OX4 day, 19 hours non-stop. presents - Washington Send or phone your light units, reasonable MARBLE ARCS 
Rush letters describing 1AH. All-night movies: 'Hard 161099 after 4 pm. request. SAE for current rates. - Newham, Audio Discotheques. genuine 
yourselves + SAE to - 
Box 1848 RM, 40 Long 
Acre. WC2. 

WORLDWIDE PEN- 
FRIEND service, 51,000 
members in 141 dour 

Day's Night', 'Help!', 
'Yellow Submarine', 'Let 
It Be'. Tickets ES all -in. - 

HORIZON RECORD 
Club. Join for less than 
cost of an album. Borrow 

lists - "Bernice". 206 
Seaside. Eastbourne, 
Sussex. Tel: 0323 840978. 

Services 01-5344064 entertainers. - Ken. 01 

3280424 
STEVE DOSS, South 

LONELY GUY, 23, likes 
rock music, cinema etc, 

tries. SAE details 
IPCR 39A Hatherlel h g 

Send SAE and PO 
Po (payable to Liverpool 

hundreds of albums for 
nominal charge. SAE 

CH ARTB UST RS 
Golden Oldies available 

Sound Equipment West05 venues. - X4603 

y9Y0S 
seeks genuine girl for 
frlendship.Coventry 

Road, Ruislip Manor, 
Middlesex. 

Beatles' Convention): W. 
W. Associates, 20 

details - 19 Moor Lane, 
south Witham, Gran- 

'58-'78. A must for 
collectors. A Godsend for IGOPRISOZS 

deck. Working 
decDS.T.D.ing GC'890UNDdiscothegas 

for disco music t! p 
area. - Box 1842. 
ATTRACTIVE GUY. 23. 
seeks intelligent, 
romantic girl for steady 
relationship. Interests: 
cinema, athletics, rock, 
football. North East 
Landon area .- Box 1841., 

JANE SCO'I'f, genuine 
friends, introductions 
opposite sex, with sin. 
eerily and thought- 
fulness. Details free. - 
Stamp to Jane Scott, 
3/RM, North Street, 
Quadrant, Brighton, 

BN1308. 

T 1 t h e b a r n Street , 

Liverpool 2. Telephone: 
051-7334969. 
WANT NEW friends? 
Start with a pen friend. 
Start with pen friends. - 
For details send SAE to: 
T. Riddles, Rose Tree 
Pen Club, Rose Hill 

them 
ELVIS RARITIES. HMV 
78's Blue Moon and Blue 
Suede Shoes plus others 

Roger 051-608 8754 
osees. 
AMBROSE BLADE 
beginnings. Contour 

Two 

DJ's. SAE' - Diskery. 
88/87 Western Road. 
Hove, Brighton. Callers 
welcome. 
121na SINGLES. (Over 
500), coloured vinyl, 
punk, Bowie. oldies: lots 
of rarities. For 45 -page 
catalogue send 25p 

cassette 
order Tel: (0705) 
751238. 

reviews. Mills'i 
Keynes 8474'18. 

HAYSTACK DISCO. -- 

Ring Chris. Blggtn HO 
73359 

LES LEWIS. - 015N 
4976, 

Tel 

- 

Pen friends 

RICHARD, SEEKS 
penfrlends anywhere 

ee tt,,,,,,,,,,,h, 
Ree.10as . 

Ttaekemrb icons ero,.c: I 
Thal'. gaga Mil t. r ' e1e fndkw+s 

you 

.;Il ,n, ,,,l,ac r. wmcals 
e,nar art e.e'.. m like 

sae. Hit,,,., 

Sussex 
POEMS PUBLISHED, - 
New Horizon, Dept 5, 
Victoria Drive, Bognor 
Regis. 
GUY, 25, average looks. 
seeks easy going 

House, Kingskerswell, 
Near Newton Abbot, 
Devon 

label mint. copies, 
offers - Andy20 
Rl ngingl Ow Road, 
Sheffield 886847. 
PRIVATE SALE of 
records SAE bets - 35 

Grange Road. Stroud. 

(deductible from first 
p - order) lus SAE 

A d r 1 a ms Record 
Specialist. REF R Wick- 
ford, Essex. 
KIT SINGLES from 290. 

male or female. - Box 
No1846. 

DAVE JANSEN. - 
6994010. 

9UN SHIN E SOU 
Discotheques for 
occasions. -01.73217110 

_ t 

Musical Services 
DJ Jingles 

LYRICS WANTED by 
you 

05h41. 
quiet 

girl Into rock and new 1.500 JINGLES 6 x C80 Kent. large SAE 'TSM DISCOTHEQUES- 
Z112hJ'1W t I ).1 Arau.111 I,adm w s I 

Ph.,egl.917,101 a! W- 
wave- for sincere 
relationship. - Man. 
cheater area Box 1844. 

only 15.50. - CWO. 
Keytape, PO Box 3. 
Tamworth B77 1DR. 

RARE CLIFF singles / g 
EPs / LPs - SAE 28 

Gateways. Guildford, 

Records', 220 Victoria 
Road West. CJeveleys, 
Blackpool. 

publishing9e5 music house - 11 St Albans Avenue. 
London Ws - 

KEITH - 
521 2322. 



For Sale 

PIN - ON BADGES - 
Send now for the bigga, 
Betts Badges. Send only 
U (plus 18p. Large SAE) 
for any 5 badges, or 25p 
(plus 9p. SAE each 
badge). Bowie (4 
designs), Abba 12 
designs). Status Quo (5), 
Pistols (3), Clash (3), 
Rainbow 12), Blondle (5), 
Queen (6 Ind FOG). Kiss 
(3). Robinson Band (2), 
Led Zep (2)E Vibrators 
(2). Rod Stewart (5), 
Elvis Presley (5). Sham 
'69 (2 Inc. ' Hurry Up, 
Harry"). Slack Sabbath 
(2). Sid Vicious & Bars, 
Genesis, Tan Dury, Rush, 
Johnny Rotten, Yes, 
ELO. ELP, Deep Purple, 
Pink Floyd, - 'Jim mi 
Hendrix, Marc Bolan, 
OGWT (Starkicker), 
Deer), Gen - X, XTC, Blue 
Oyster. Siouxsle, Thin 

I izzy, Peter Gabriel, 
.lam. Magazine, Motors, 
999. Motorhead, 10cc, 
('Itravox, X -Ray Speck, 
lohn Otway, David 
Essex. Penetration. 
Whltesnake, Rock 
Against Racism, Suzl 
Qualm, Wreckléss Eric. 
Steve Hillage, Happy to 
be a Red, Punk Rules, 
Public Image Ltd. San- 
tana, AC/DC, Judas 
Priest, Lynyrd Skynyrd, 
Bob Dylan, Jethro Tull, 
Van Halen. Free list of 
hundreds of badges send 
with your order. Over- 
seas customers please 
send one IRC for each 
Badge ordered. DJ's 
Groups, Clubs, 
Promoters, Fund - 

raisers. We make badges 
to your own design - (.12 
per 100 (including P&P 
and VAT), Black & White 
only Send finished Art- 
work In 214ín dlam,circle 
and remittance. Allow 10- 
14 days delivery. Send 
now to PhotoSouvenirs 
IRI I. 23 Leicester Road, 
Fallsworth, Manchester. 
BEACH BOYS stomp 
magazine - 30 pence 
each or £3 subscription 
110 Issues). - Andrew, 45 
Elizabeth Avenue. 
Exeter, Devon. 
ELVIS LAST concert, 
Colour poster shows 30 
different action pictures. 
[1.50 to David Reynolds, 
617A Watford Way. 
London N W7. 
MIRRORS - BLONDIE. 
Travolta, Ramones. 
Rainbow. Buzzcocks, 
Who, Rats. Queen, Clash, 
Roney M. Spex. 10cc. 
Jam, Slouxsie, Com- 
modores. Motors. Hen- 
drix, Sham. Lizzy, 
Zeppelin, 'Patti. Ferry. 
Bowie. Devon, ELO, 
Tubes, Genesis. 
Magazine. Marley. R 
Palmer, Culture. 
Presley, Rally. Dylan. 
BG's, A. Clbb, Grease. 
Bolan, Costello, TRB. 
Sabbath. Stones, Yes, 
Rezillos, Elton. Stewart. 
Penetration, Talking 
Heads, Clayton, Beatles, 
Reed, Fonz, Eastwood 
91410 x 710. fl 30 + 1Op 
Packing 14 for (4_50 / 5 for 
£5.60), 15p extra for 
Christmas wrapping 
Also Mirror BADGES. 
11,41n x 2In in same group 
as above, plus Rose 
Royce, Wllko, XTC. 
Motorhead. Sgt Peppers, 
Rock'n'roll. P.I.L. 
Generation X. Essex, 
'dden & Ants, 999, Police 
CaE's, Tosh. Skynyrd - 
40p each (6 for £1.90 / 10 
for L1.50) + 15 p&p. - 
Cheques / P.O .s for 
mirrors or badges: 
Roldring, 14 Church 
Road, London Ell GAR. 

AC/DC COLOUR 
PHOTOGRAPHS - Exclusive 'In Concert' .. 
AC/DC pictured live on 
stage at Hammersmith 
Odeon, London - November 16th 1978' by 
p r o f e s s i o n a I photographer. Pack 
containing 10 different 
prints (Sin x 3%,41n). 12.99 
excluding p&p per pack 
UK / lop overseas / 35p. 
Don't delay, Buy, today 
ONLY available from: 
GIGPIX COLORP ICKS 
(R13), P.O. Box 22, 16 Marks Road 
Wokingham, Berkshire., 
RGII INW (or send sae 
for brochure detailing our 
photo range featuring 
many other top bands). 

PERSONALISED 
BADGES, send any photograph, ¿titling drawKngg to be 
professionally made into 
2,4in metal badge. 30p 
each. 5 different el post 
paid. - Photobadge. 55 
Netherfleld Avenue. 
Eastbourne. 
COMPLETE MOBILE 
disco for sale, Including 
records, lights and truck. 
£1.500 ono. - Telephone 
Dartford 27300 evenings 
weekends. 
DISCO CHAINS fantastic 
light metal chains. 3ft 
long hung with dozens of 
light reflecting tabs that 
flash and sparkle as you 
dance, only 60p (2 for fl) 
from Seagull Trading 
Company (Dept RI. 9 

Terminus Road, East- 
bourne. Sussex. 
YOUR FAVOURITE rock 
star painted in water 
colours, superb quality. - Details Box No 1825. 
DIRECT FROM JAPAN 
AND USA!! FANTASTIC 
MOVIE STAR BOOKS!! 
Over FIFTY different 
titles available including 
ELVIS!! MONROE!! 
JAMES DEAN!! 007!! 
EASTIVOODI! BRUCE LEE!! JODIE 
FOSTER!! etc. All 
PACKED with colour and 

ALSO 
glossy photograJUST 

ARRIVED!! 
Superb collection of rare 
USA movie magazines, mainly 1 9 5 0' s 

photographs (colour and 
b/w). Poster / stills. - 
Send 25p plus LARGE 
SAE for extensive 
Illustrated list to Simons. 
28 Woodstock Road, 
London NC. 
BOWIE EXCLUSIVE: 
Immaculate Record 
Company promotion 
material.' "Pin - Ups", 
"Ziggy Stardust", 
"Young Americans", 
posters, [1.50 each plus 
20p P&P. - J. Logue, 55A 

Park Road, Bushey, 
Herts. 
GENESIS T-SHIRTS, 
badges, books etc, send 
SAE to Genesis in- 
formation - PO Box 107, 

LOndon N65RU. 
LOOK COLOUR photos 
for sale 6 to a set, 

Doctor Sayer. Dana, 
Feelgood, Commodores, 
Diana Ross. only t.2 set. 
Also 2 Marc Bolan. Photos 
80p or 3 Slade. D. Please 
state artist. Robert 
Clelver Actaeon. The 
Green Wingham, Can- 
terbury, Kent 
JOKES. STINK bombs. 
tart powder. snow 
blizard, cigarette 
bangers. hot sweets. 
exploding matches. 
volcanic sugar, dirty' 
teeth. sneezing, itching 
powder, mucky pup. 
garlic toffees, saucy 
posters, novelties. - 
Send SAE for long list and 
free gift. - Dept R, 167 

Winchester Road, Bristol 
Bí34 3NJ. 

LIVE COLOUR rock 
photos - now available, 

VBlondle, 
W'Ishbone Ash, 

Van Helen, Slade, Bowie 
'78, '76 & '74, Stranglers, 
Presley, Travolta, new 
Quo, Patti, Costello, New 
Gabriel, Tom Robinson, 
Abba, Genesis, Motors, 
Kiss, Zeppelin, Sabbath, 
Runaways, Rush, tizzy, 
UFO. Blackmore, Purple, Gillen, ELO, ELP, 
Wings, Who, Yes, Rod. 
Mac. Ferry, Roxy, 
Stones, Parker, Tubes, 
Ronstadt, Elkle, Essex, 
Dylan, Eagles, Oyster 
Cult, Nugent. Miles, 
Ramones, SAHB, Floyd, 
Heap, l0CC, Trower, Tull 
and many more. A set of 
10, 314tH x 51n, borderless 
colour prints, costs just 
[3.60 (2 sets, (6.50) both 
Inc p&p,,or send sae for 
free catalogue. List' the 
proofs you'd like to'see - 
Sample print, 25p. For 
quickest service and best 
photos, write to: Dick 
Wallis Photography, 159 
Hamilton Road, London 
SE27 9SW, 
BOLAN SUIT AND 
TROUSERS made to 
measure by his tailor 
from original patterns. - 
Telephone Colin Wild 01 
437 3166, 12.30-7.30pm. 

'NEW SEEKERS and all 
members photos pies pin -' 
ups. 71-78 - SAE to 
Trevor, 138 Stewartalown 
Road, Belfast BTil 83Q. 
CUTTINGS ETC, Elvis. 
Biondle, Elton, many 
more. - SAErto Rita, 35 

Thlrlmere Street, 
Leicester. 
ABBA COLLECTION. - 
SAE to Mick. 35 
Thlrlmere Street, 
Leicester. 

Special Notice 

YOUR RECORD releases 
on a national dial a disc 
promotion. - Ring 
Stamford (0780) 51026 any 
time and listen.. 
DUNCAN F.AURE, 
wishing you all the very 
best in the rollers. Hope 
to see you on tour 
sometime! Love Sara. 
Exeter XXXXXX. 
ALESSI FANS please 
write and tell us you want 
a fan club for Alessi. SAE 
will reply soon as possible 
Sue and Jan 71 Galway 
House, Playdell Estate. 
Radnor Street, London 
EC1 V 3SN. 
ERIC FAULKNER, 
LESLIE McKEOWN. 
Don't get to see you often, 
though we're always 
wanting to. Come back to 

Britain. We love you, 
Janyme and Writ, Not- 
tingham. 

BOLAN ROCKS 
MALVERN this Tuesday. 
Tickets available on door 
5.30.6.30. Don't miss it ! I 
ANN( FRID LYNGSTAD. 
Your by far the best 
(female) member of 
Abba even Chris Powell 
Can't argue. - Vaughan. 
Guernsey. 
ALTERNATIVE VOICE 
6 - out now. 25p plus 
SAE. - 7 Woodside 
Grove, Hartburn, 
Cleveland. 
BOLAN ROCKS MALVERN, 5th 
December. don't miss 
It!!I 
T. REXMAS PARTY at 
Malvern Winter Gardens, 
5th December. Live 
Boogie from "SLIDER' 
and "Metrosect" and a 
Botanic Fllmshow. Ticket 
and badge, U.25 + SAE 
from Fiona Bolan, 123 
Lower Howsell Road, 
Malvern, Worcs. 

Records Wanted 

PICTURE SLEEVE 
Singles: Otway - Really 
Free, Blondle - 

. "Shreads", Lene Iovich - Polydor Christmas 
single. - Gary 166 Hayes 
Lane, Bromley, Kent 
CS. PAID for Bolan's " Midsummernlghts' 
Scene"! [30 for 
"Wizard", "Degree", 
"Gumbo", Limited "Zinc 
Alloy ..." - Tel. Leyland 
35077, 
A QUICK service and top 
prices guaranteed for 
your unwanted LPs and 
Cassettes. Any quantity 
bought - Send details 
with sae for cash offer by 
return of post. GEMA. 
Dept RM, PO Box 54, 
Crockhamwell Road, 
Woodley. Reading, 
Berkshire. 

Situations Vacant 

YOUTH 18 to learn D/J 
work and record shop. 
full employment, ac- 
commodation Included, 
write with photograph 
please. - Box Number 
1840. 
WAIST TO WORK In 
record companies or 
recording studios? Want 
to be a successful 
songwriter or concert 
promoter? Want to be a 

record reviewer or even 
start your own record 
company? Read the new 
"Music Industry 
Business and Em- 
ployment Guide", [1 from 
R. S. Productions. 
Hamilton House. Nelson 
Close, Staverton. Totnes, 
Devon. 
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"THEY'RE A boring bunch off# * * *s," 
At least one of my colleagues was 

not over optimistic about the 
entertainment potential of a night with The Jam. 

The digestion of a dozen or so Interviews from 1976 to modern 
times did Uttie to dispel the 
Impression that tf the Jam weren't 
exactly boring to talk to. they 
tended towards the - conservative, with a small "c". 

This is, of course. something of a crime as far as journalists are 
concerned. If bands don't make 
"good copy" they get attacked. I've 
done it myself, It's quite fun, 
really, but a trifle self-indulgent. 

Besides, being utterly average Is nothing to be ashamed of. 
As Paul Weller puts it: "We don't 

abide by any rock 'n' roll laws, we don't conform to any stereotypes. 
We're not Into smashing up every 
hotel we go to. We don't take drugs. 
I don't think that approach is too 
nice." 

In that light, the Jam are 
non -conformists rather than the 
reverse. It seems absurd, but when 
you're thrust into a position of 
"youth spokesman", It takes 
courage to be normal. 

And If the Jam have nothing 
shocking to say, no half-baked 
theories to unload, then it is 
because they are you and your 
Uncle Stan and the guy at the back 
of the bus. They are the working 
class of traditional invention - 
inarticulate, unexciting, but 
diligently honest. 

I use' unexciting" to describe 
their lifestyle and attitudes, not 
their onstage performance. This 
wasn't always true. In fact, until 
this album, 'All Mod Cons', they 
seemed musically blinkered; 
occasionally successful Who 
copyists. 

'All Mod Cons' is the birth of the 
group, as their own men, or rather. 
Weller's own men. It eclipses its 
predecessors utterly. 

The quality of the new material 
pays off handsomely onstage, 
especially as it is fused with a new 
awareness of the live possibilities 
of the band. Effects are used 
sparingly, but not for their own 
sake. The explosions, both musical 
and actual, of 'A Bomb In Wardour 
Street' are not just expensive 
gimmicks. They add to the 
excltment in a definite way. 

Paul tells me that he feels old at 
20, but its a statement that doesn't 
make too much sense after seeing 
him play. Teeth bared and limbs 
sweating. pink flesh and matted 
hair, a sartorial thunderbolt. 

But the Uambuoyance is only of 
an onstage variety. Immediately 
afterwards, Paul sinks into a 
cluttered sofa beside his pretty and 
quiet girlfriend Jill ('English Rose' 
on the album is for her benefit). 
John Weller. father and manager, 
attends to the flocking fans politely 
and diligently. A very likeable and 
consistently genial man, his respect 
and affection for the kids who 
crowd the dressing room, prevents 
even the slightest note of discontent 
when he is forced to turn one bunch 
out to let another faction tn. 

Bruce Foxton stands in a gaggle 
of fans by the doorways, nursing 
his ribs which were damaged In a 

nasty ruc us in Leeds a short while 
before with some Australians. One 
antipodeny went home with three 
stitches in his head that night. 

You're probably not interested in 
all this crap, but It's better than the 
quotes. You want some more?: 

Paul Weller signs autographs 
while Rick Buckler ponces fags" 
nonsense? Well forget it, I'm fed up 
to here with it. 

So anyway, we got the coach and 
cruised on back to the hotel. John 
sits next to me. 

Me and Paul, we don't really 
have arguments." he says. "I 
understand him and he understands 
me. 

I enjoy working with him. 
"I've managed the band from the 

start, bought Paul his first guitar. 
There have been [lines when I 
think I was the only one who 
believed we were going to make It. 
I knew we'd get there in the end." 

And we did get there In the end; 
the hotel that is. There was a buffet 

t 

r 

N 

UTTERLY AVERAGE 
TIM LOTT gets bombed in the tube station 

at rush hour -and ends up feeling a gooseberry 
in Wardour Street at midnight 

laid on, which I found slightly 
embarrassing because Weller, who 
I shared a table with, Is so insular 
when couched with his girlfriend. I 
honestly believe that outside of the 
group and Jill he has barely any 
interest in anything. 

This is not a criticism. On the 
contrary, such dedication to the 
things that are important to him is 
extremely laudable. 

But It makes me feel like a 
gooseberry. 

nip upstairs to have a wash 
with the Intention of returning in a 

few minutes to see if the 
atmosphere has livened up a bit. 
After a couple of minutes in my 
room, the phone rings. It's John, 
concerned that someone might 
have offended me. 

This, ina small way, sums up the 
personal life of the Jam.. That little 
spot of olde-world courtesy, that 
may sound trivial to an outsider. 
but which is so unusual in the rock 
'n' roll world, because ft's a rode 
world, an indifferent world. 

The Jam have insulated 
themselves from this They retain 

manners, they maintain civility. 
They have avoided the almost 
compulsory cynicism that comes 
with any sort of success, and that I 
truly respect. Paul Weller even 
says he is less cynical about the 
music business now than ever 
before, an admission which is 
unusual to say the least for a band 
of his generation. 

I return downstairs and Paul 
temporarily separated from Jill. 
becomes more talkative. 

"I've gone through a lot of 
changes since I was 18." he says. 

"The obvious sort of thing, l 
suppose. I've grown try, both 
mentally and physically. 

"I was really very Idealistic 
when we started out. We're playing 
places now that I never Imagined 
we would play - like Wembley for 
the Festival. Mind you, we wouldn't 
have played that If it hadn't been a 
festival. Hopefully there'll be a bit 
of a carnival atmosphere, so It 
wont matter so much. 

"In the beginning, we said, 
'we're not going to end up the 
same', But you learn that you have 
to make some compromises." 

Paul to Insistent that he hasn't 
compromised In any major ways - 
he reminds me that they are the ' 
only band out of 76 who ve made it 
who still go back and play the 
small clubs - but he acknowledges 
there have been a few minor 
things, like taking out a swearword 
from the single so that it got onto 
the playllst. They've abandoned 
such naiveties as "total control". 

It is this recognition that things 
are as they are, and that there Is 
precious little a single band can do 
to change that, that has given Paul 
some peace of mind. Despite all 
appearances that the Jam are 
essentially a miserable bunch of 
sods - even the Clash smile for 
their phtographs now - Paul says 
it's probably the first time since he 
started that he's really enjoyed 
himself. 

"We lost our direction a few 
months back. I was writing some 
ridiculous songs and feeling pretty 
pissed off. But now, with 'AU Mod 
Cons' we've really shown 
everybody. Things seem so much 
more Important now than they did 
before." 

Quite apart from their 
inspirational problems, The Jam 
were having problems with their 
record company Polydor. 

"When you're making money for 
them everything's wonderful," says 
Paul. "When you're not, they don't 
want to know. Even Polydor 
wouldn't deny that." 

By the way, everything's 
wonderful between the band and 
Polydor at the moment of course. 

"You've got to sues out who's on 
your side and who Isn't I trusted 
some of the wrong people 
originally, but I've got everything 
sorted out now." 

Paul Is feeling secure as well as 
happy, a fact that cannot be 
unconnected with his on -the -road 
personal retinue. John and JUI. 

"Other people think there's 
something peculiar about it. but I 
don't, John Is very good at his job. 
it's as simple as that." 

Paul says he doesn't take them 
on the road out of any emotional 
need to compensate for leaving all 
his friends behind in Woking. while 
he follows the full-time profession 
of being a pop star. ( Incidentally, 
he naturally 
Doesn't-WantTo-Be-A-Star, though 
It's a bit inevitable now). 

"1 never really had any friends 
back In Woking anyway, only one 
or two, and we ve got plenty to talk 
about when! see them. Most people 
are jerks anyway. I don't give a fear 

Which sounds incongruous for 
someone who displays such obvious 
politeness to everyone he meets for 
maybe not so incongruous seeing as 
it was him that was responsible for 
those three stitches mentioned 
earlier). 

But to sort out the mysteries of 
Paul Weller's soul, is not difficult 
but probably impossible, entice! 
don't think their are any secret 
depths to be plumbed. As an 
interviewee, he is a disappointment 
copy -wise, simply because he is a 

"dull and simple lad" who Just 
might be the finest working-class 
songwriter since Ray Davies 

Don't bother looking for a 
startling inner self; either Weller Is 

so determined to keep it hidden 
that he hasn't given a glimpse of it 
in the last two years - or, far 
more likely, there Isn't one. 

As Paul says himself: "I do my 
shopping at s Frida 
afternoon JustTesco' like everybody 

y 
else_" 

Weiler believes in having nothing 
to say. That's humdrum, but 

afmco sanmto , 

thteyoely 

us 

ad 

trgometh 
i 

tira ,lb 
h ewroa,n Ued 
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